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Dinner, Reception and Dancing
HalJpast six in the evening
Saturday, the 20th day ofMarch 2004
Normandy Farm
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
Invitations tofollow inJanuary 2004
For more information, please contact Felicia Gordon Riehman: gordon@lasalle.edu or 21s.951.1880.
The Charter Dinner celebrates the founding of La Salle College on March 20, 1863 and pays tribute to the
generations of Christian Brothers, laypersons, and clergy whose dedication has made La Salle University the
prominent institution that it is today.
Since its founding. La Salle has played a leadership role in Philadelphia as an educational institution and as a
responsible corporate citizen. It is. therefore, quite fitting that the University recognize those individuals who nave
displayed outstanding leadership in the corporate, civic, governmental, or religious communities that shape the
quality of life in this region By joining the Charter Dinner with the presentation of the 12th La Salle University
Leadership Award we have an opportunity to celebrate La Salle's history and to honor one of those individuals
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Letter from the President
Though this report can
highlight only a few of the
many successes made possible
by your investments in
La Salle, please be assured
that all of us on campus see
and appreciate the very
positive impact of your loyal
support every day.
Dear Friends of La Salle:
On behalf of the University, and
especially our students. I want to offer
my heartfelt thanks to our benefactors.
The generosity of the thousands of
La Salle's supporters, recognized in this
report, certainly unites all of you with
our critical mission of preparing
students for personal growth,
professional advancement, and service
to society.
As we celebrate La Salle's 140th
anniversary year, the University
community feels a special sense of
gratitude for your ongoing support and
trust. We are especially thankful that,
despite a tough economy, unrestricted
contributions to the Annual Fund were
strong and surpassed the prior year's
mark.
Though this report can highlight
only a few of the many successes
made possible by your investments in
La Salle, please be assured that all of us
on campus see and appreciate the very
positive impact of your loyal support
every day.
With your help. La Salle continues
to commit significant resources to
develop innovative academic programs
that prepare students for the challenges
of contemporary society. At
Commencement in May. 1 had the great
pleasure of awarding bachelor's degrees
to the first graduates of one such
program. Integrated Science, Business,
and Technology (1SBT). Along with
Digital Arts and Speech-Language-
Hearing Science. ISBT is a good
example of recent program
development success at La Salle, all
attracting solid enrollment from
students with strong credentials. During
the year, we also expanded
opportunities for international study,
with programs in Galway and Rome for
our undergraduates. These innovations
build on the already strong foundation
of academic excellence at La Salle
—
just one example of which is our well-
respected Communication Department,
which celebrates its 25th anniversary
this year.
At the same time, we continue the
Lasallian commitment to excellent
teaching and true concern for students,
both in and out of the classroom. This is
in keeping with the over 300-year-old
tradition of the Christian Brothers, to
which the University remains proudly
faithful. Our commitment to students is
reflected in La Salle's stellar freshman-
to-sophomore retention rate of 87
percent, well above the 72 percent
national average.
The reputation of our academic
programs and the values handed down
to us by St. John Baptist de La Salle are
clearly reflected in our strong
application and enrollment trends. For
the fifth straight year, freshman
applications have set a record,
exceeding 4.500. Our average SAT
score is up by 19 points, and is the
highest in La Salle's history. Full-time
enrollment has reached 5.937. the
highest since 1991.
As we strive to extend these
accomplishments. La Salle will benefit
from a new. five-year Strategic Plan,
developed by the University community
and endorsed this past spring by the
Board of Trustees.
So. as we celebrate La Salle's 140th
anniversary, we have much for which to
be thankful, including great prospects
for the future. But La Salle cannot
realize its full potential as a resource for
our students and society w ithout
increased involvement and support from
loyal friends, especially our alumni.
I look forward to working with you
and many new supporters to help the
University fulfill its mission.
Many thanks, again, for your
generosity to La Salle.
Sincerely,
AaSG. "KJouJL
Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C.. '70
President. La Salle University
I Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - Z003
Honor Roll 2002 - 2003
Gifts and grants reported in this section of the President's Report
reflect donations received by the University with postmark dates
between June 1. 2002. and May 31, 2003. (If your gift was
postmarked in June 2003. please be assured that your gift will be listed in
the 2004 President's Report.)
Contributions are reported in accordance with CASE (Council for
Advancement and Support of Education I standards. Income during Fiscal
Year '03 may include any of the following: gifts of cash; gifts of stock:
matching gifts: grants: bequests: planned gifts: gifts-in-kind: real estate:
and gifts of paid-up life insurance. We also report government grants for
which the University has applied and been funded.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the donor list. If a
name has been misspelled or omitted, or if a gift has been reported
incorrectly, we appreciate your assistance in reporting it to the Office for
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Commerce Bank
Drucker & Scaccetti, PC
EMCOR
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
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Charter Club
($25,000 and Above)
La Salle gratefully recognizes individuals who
contributed 525,000 or more to the University during FY
'02-'O3.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph R. Buckley, '69
Ms. Kathleen M.Burns, '75
Mr. Thomas Curley, '70
Janet and Charles L Daley, '57
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Devlin, '64
Mr. Leon Ellerson, '56
Joan (Mancini, 74} and Thomas J. Fitzpatrick Jr., 72
Barbara H. and Robert E. Hanrahan, 75
Mr. Elmer F. Hansen Jr., '58
Mr. Elmer F.Hansen III, '90
Estate of Francis W. Judge, '50
Kathleen (Gordon, 77} and James J. Lynch, 71
Ai and Mrs. William J. McCormick Jr., '58
to John L McHale,'49
Estate of John J. McNally, C.P.A., '64
Mr. David! Poiesz,'80
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Swift Mailing Sen ices. Inc
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Iasi\ Baking Compan)
The ACE INA Foundation







Zook, Dinon lV Roman. PA
Founder's (lub
($500 -$999)
\( H. I ime Warner
Foundation, Inc
\R \M \KK Corporation
ATOF1N \ ( hemicals, Inc.
Foundation
Baj Crane Service of LI. Inc.
Blum Capital Partners, LP
BusinessWeek













H & R Block Foundation
H. B. Frazer Company
Harmelin & Associates. Inc.
Hartford Insurance Group
























































Mark Adjustment Sen ice
Motorola Foundation
New York Times Compan)
Foundation, Inc.
Northern Telecom. Inc.
Pharmacia & L ; pjohn
Foundation
Praxair. Inc.





















































































Dempsey's Auto Parts. Inc.























Nephrology Associates. P. A.
Pediatric Associates
Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Compan)





















T Roue Price Associates
Foundation, Inc
















James S. Kemper Foundation
Charlotte \Y New combe
Foundation





W.W. Smith Charitable Trust
University Club
($10,000 - tt*t,999)
Samuel S. Fels Fund
Franklin Health Trust


















G. Fred and Sylvia DiBona
Family Foundation








George J. Bucs Scholarship
Fund
Holland & knight Charitable
Foundation. Inc.
Philadelphia Foundation

















































La Salle College High
School






Association of La Salle
Uqo Donini (lub
($250-$<t99)
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity














House of Prayer Deliverance
Church of All Nations
La Salle Colleagues in
Foreign Languages and
Literature




Saint Hubert's Catholic High
School For Girls
Saint Stephen Church
Sisters of Charity Northern
Province
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Mr Patrick J Feele)
Mr Brum I McNichol
Ms Julie E. Mertzman
Donors
CI p to $124)
Ms. Gabrielle C- Amenio
Ms M( tissa L. Andersch
Ms. Regina L. Anton
Ms. Lorianne Aquilino
Mr. Joe! T. Armato
Mr. Ryan S. Arnold
Mr. James M. Aros Jr.
M- I olleen P Baillie
Ms. Erica J Baker
Ms. January M. Baker
Mr Andrew L. Ballinger
Ms Amy A Baran
Ms Terra S. Barley
Ms Colleen E. Bauer
Ms. Shannon M Bauer
M i asej L Bedder
Mr Raymond A. Bonnette III
Ms Donna M. Bowes
Ms Michele Bowman
Mr Kevin P Brady
Ms Cuna M Brennan
Mr Ryan J. Brodt
Ms Maureen T. Brooks
Ms. Pamela L Brown
Ms Seanna L Bruno
Mr. John L. Bruzzi
Mr. Timothy G. Cabata
Mr Nelson F. Candelari
Ms. Julie A Cappiella
Ms Maria D Cancelliere
Mr Victor C Carreno
M I arissa E Carrera
Mr. Jesus R. Casillas
Mi Christopher A. Casimiro
M l.ir.i G. Castellucci
Mr Charles J. Charlesworth Jr.
Ms Ann M Christian
Ms. Helen V Cho
Ms Marie L. Cislo
Mr Patrick M Cleary
Ms. Candice D. Cleere
Ms Christine M. Coates
Mr. Louis J. Cocomello
Ms.Pairicia E Coonelly
Mi Warn I opoferr
Mr. Bnan Corcoran
Mr. Andrew C. Costello
Ms Clare Cunningham
Mi Michael L. Dabrowski
Ms. Colleen M I.Vr. in
Mr. Timothy A. Defant
Mi Michael Dellavetla
Ms Chnssic DcPasqualc
Mr Matthew C. DeVirgiliis





Mi Shawn D Di'




Mr. Thomas J Driscoll
Ms Zacharj Elinich
Ms Maria I Esposito
Mr Mark \ I sposito
Mi Brian Evcolini
Mr Joshua R. Fantini
\K Colleen Farranl
Mr Wallace P Faulkner
Mr Christopher H Feldman
Ms Am) M Felton
Mr Ryan T Fernald




Ms Lisa M. Fiite
Ms Raequel A Forbes
Ms Eileen C Ford
Ms. Margarelann Foster
Ms Victoria A. Fran/
Ms Angela D I rates
Mr. Todd R. Fungard
Ms Elizabeth M Galball)
Ms Christa M. Gardner
Mr. Chris Garnly
Ms. Dana L Garuffe
Ms, Jennifer L. Gavin
Mr. James R. Gilbart)
Ms Anita Godshall
Ms Jamie L Gorland
\K Nicole M Graham
Ms laclyn M Grenfell
Mr. Joseph G. Grugan
Ms Colleen M Guerin
Mr Patrick G Hacked
Ms Jillian J Hamgan
Ms Amy K Hartke
Ms Nadine K Hassan
Ms. Mariheih Hegadom
Ms Frances J Heil
Ms. April M Hendne
Ms. Stacey M Heruhin
Ms Kristen M Hess
Mi Daniel M Hillman
Mr Anthony J Hipslcy
Mr. Thomas R Hubbard Jr
Ms Nan,*. M Hughl •
M. Michael K Imdori
Mr Kyle M Jakob
Mr Christopher M Kaley
Ms Margarel A Kane
Ms Caitlin Keefe
Mr James J Keller
Ms Meghan I Kellj
Ms Maureen F Keough
Mr Daniel E. Kem Jr
Mr Nolan M. Kirby
Ms Victoria B. Kirker
Ms. Tricia Komutik
Ms Jilhaii K Kurek
\i < hrj mi I add
Ms Royal B. Lamben
M Meredith I Lei eb\ re
Ms Sarah M 1 eonard
M i I '. in.. I > I eone
Mr lonathan n Leong
Ms Shawn K Leyden
Mi lohn P Linden
Mr i raig S Lipski
Ms Median M Li\ iiinsiouc
Mi Mi had -\ Mallick
Ms Stephanie \ Mann a
Ms Mar) R Mason
Ms Michele 1 Mattes
Mi lonathan M Matthew
Ms Mar) < Maupin
Ms Melissa C M.i.'in
Ms Jenmk-i I Mazzuca
Mr Patrick I Ml M-
Ms Sara G Md laffcrt)
Ms Maureen A Met !ec
Ms Jessica I McGowan




















































































































































i. arolyn P Shcahan
Kell) Shelinsk)
I nulla s Siolek
\ ictoria M Siravo
Paul i Sizei
Mi hi Hi M slit.'
David M Smith
i lizatx th \ Smith




Ms Jill M. Southron Mr John M Hanna
Ms Elizabeth M Sterpka Ms Lauren K Hayes
Mr. Guy J. Stewart Ms Coleen E Hill
Ms Margarel C. Stewart Mr. Mark L Holmes
Ms Jillian N Szczepaniak-Gillece Ms. Natalie M Ka)
M, Eva M Tierney Ms Mary E Keunecke
Mr William J Tierney Ms. Megan E. Kile
Ms Dawn T. Tigro Mi Ke\ in J Manero
Ms Anne M Tobin Ms, Lisa R. Mapp
Mr. Evan M Todd Ms. Jennifer E Maslow
Ms Colleen M Tomaszewski Ms Kathleen M McGlinchey
Mr. Kevin Tompkins Mi Vnthon) I Nanni
Ms Kimberly Towence Ms. Susan M. Nespola
Mr. Steven J. Tremblay Ms, Jill M, Nicoletti
Ms Stefanie A. Tripician Mr. Jabari A O'Garro
Ms Tracey L. Tripician Ms. Jessica F O'Neill
Ms Carrie A. Tustin Ms Heather L Parton
Ms Mary E. Ubbens Ms Anita M Rickabaugh
Ms Sarah VanWert Mr Robert A, Robesch
Mr. Frank L Varanavage Ms. Genevra Rossman
Mr. Brian P. Veitz Ms. Kathleen A Ruby
Ms Amber A. Vendetti Mr. Peter A. Ruggeri
Mr. Luke J Ventura Mr. Michael W, Sabatmo
Ms Christine K. Verderber Mr. William P. Scheer
Ms Julia L. Villari Ms. Michelle L. Sheridan
Mi Kyle Vimmerling Ms. Alana Smith
Ms Christine E Walker Mr, Steven V SzydUk
Ms Megan L. Walus Mr Benjamin M Troisi
Ms Laura M Warner Mr ( iary 1 scpenyuk
Mi Michael C Wasco Mr. Robert L Tuc( i
Mi Nicolas J. Weachter Ms. Carol A. Uceelletti
Ms Kaihryn M Whalen Ms. Sarah E. \ ilary
M Sandra L Williams Ms. Donna G Wake
M Danielle M. Wilson Mr. Todd J. Warner
Ms Rachael M Wilson Ms Lauren E Weber
Ms Lauren M. Winkler Ms. Jennifer E Williams
Ms Ahsa M Winselt Ms Rosalind Wilson
Mr. Vincent R Wismewski Ms EslherC Woole)
Ms . Lauren C. Witman Mr. Richard A Worst
Ms Shirley M. Woodson
Mr. Terence Youmans
Ms Angela V. Zippi 2001
2002
I go Donini Club
($250 - $4991
Mr, John S. Tracey
Anniversary Club
($125 - $2491
Ms I isa \ Barnelii
Mr, Philip R. Brunozzi Jr.
Ms. Melissa M. Santo
Mr. Austin M. Sternberg
Donors
(Up to $124)
Ms. Jeana R. Beavers
Ms Marilyn A. Bergner
Ms Rachael n Be)
Mi Joshua L. Brinklcy
Ms Dolores M Cassidy
M I orna Lee Chinchinian
Mr Jason Conti
Ms Jullian L Conochan
Ms ( hristina I t !oone)
Mi Stephen w Crognale Jr.
Ms Leigh-Ann Deissroth
Mr Michael V DiJulia
Mr Kelly R Ernst
Ms Beth Ann Foisslrom
Ms Dana V. Gavaghan
David R Gcrsiraan, M D
Ms i l. uric 0. (Cleveland] l Iraj
Loreltal Green Weston, B.S W
Mr Andrew C Grcth
Ms Marguerite \ Hall





Judith A, (Drobile) and Daniel P
Joyce Jr.
Mr Robert J Levins
Ms Fraiicine J i Handlordt Lottier
Elaine (O'Halloran) Mshomba, J.D.




Mi Joseph K Amico
Ms Bemadette M Ditrich
Ms Melanie n Donofrio
Ms Felic i.i II ii lord Riehman
Mr James t Morrow
Ms Roseann Silenzio
Donors
il p to $124)
Karen \i [Krylowicz] Vltobelli,
I R.N.P.
Mi Daniel I Aquilino
Ms Megan II Barneti
Ms, Christine Bateman
Mi Christophei S Beadling
Mi \iieiit Beckei
Ms Patricia C Bell
Ms Christine M Benincasa
Mr Stephen M t anlwell
Ms. Roseanne K Capacc io
Ms Mevaiuha M ( .is.ile
Mr Matthew < * hiappa
Ms Alison * oiiu
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Mi Edward J Conwaj 111
Ms Meaghan Cruz
Mi Daniel J Dalton Ii
Ms i >"lvii \ Davis
Ms Kimberl) Ii Delan)
Ms. Kathleen M Dian d
Mi Ke\ in \ Donnelly
Ms I orraine ll l tonncll)
Ms Karen D. Gaedke
Mr Michael J Getl SSOn
CalherineC Geitis, R.N.C
Mv Monica M Gossiici
Mi David G. Greer
Mi David B Gross
Ms VI} SSS B Henderson
Ms Helene Holmes
Mr. Frederick S tioranic
Mr David J Kasievich
Ms. Colleen M. Keenan
Ms. Cindy L. Keiser
John J Kelly, M D
Ms Meghann M Keppard
Ms Joan E Km'
Ms Maria E Kopp
Mr Brian E. Kordeck
Ms. Julie A. Leusner
Ms Courtnej L, Liehcl
Ms. Jennifer L Maliincy
Mr. Joseph A. Mangoni
Mr Jeffrey C Markowski
Ms. Brenna McLaughlin
Mr. Sean P. McLaughlin
Ms. Melissa A. McVey
Mr. Allan J. Medvwck
Gifts in Kind
Mr Joseph R Milano
Ms Renee Milillo
Ms Molly Murphy
Ms Florence 1 Noi v ille
Ms. Julie S. Pauzano
Ms Genei ieve A Pawela
Karen R Pourby, O.S.F
Mr. Jerry R Prospero
Joseph A and Joanne M (Dolack)
Quattrone
Ms Marlene T Rorke
Ms Micia Santelli
Ms Kelly I- Saxman
Mr Karl P. Simone
Mr John J Sullivan Ii
Mr Matthew Toplej
Mr James M Townsend Sr.
Mr Michael S Triplett
Ms, Barbara Ward
Mi Robert F. Wuninier




Mr Steven B Kammerman
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249)
Ms. Gloria J. I Grady) Cissne
Ms. Erin Kenny
Ms. LeenG. Khahl.i
Mr. Thomas P. McAndrew
Marianne (Ludovici) and Franklin
J Parker III
Mi Brian P Pugliese
Ms Toniann A. Razzi
Donors
lUpto$124)
Ms Karen F (Heistand)
Ambrosine
Ms Kristen M Anderson
Mr Thomas Anghelone
Mi Hru M. Augenstein
Ms Christine (Pieri) Bamhan
Mr. Todd A. Brinkos
Ms Jaclyn C (Bernard) Carugno
Ml Mark A. Collier
Mi Matthew P Conville
Ms. Man 1 T Crawford
Ms. Jacqueline D. Daino
Ms. Kimberly C Dale
Mr. Raymond J. DiLissio
Mr. Anthony J. DiMeo
Mr George C. Diemer
Mr Mark J Dorse}
Ms Maureen T. Dougherty
Ms Mary E.Ellis
Mr Robert J. Gibbons
Ms | in, 1 1 ie M Kastings-Mahon
Ms [eresa E Hoffman
Ms Carolyn M (Moone; ) Hume
Mr. Edward S Klusman Jr
Ms. Mariann Kuttler
Mi Frans S. Lawaetz
Ms Maureen Lichlner
We gratefully acknowledge the following individuals, companies, and instituions
who contributed products, goods and services to La Salle in 2002-2003:
Individuals:
Mr. Jeflrej R. Boyle. '88
Mr. Janice L Bredl
Mr. Gregory O. Bruce. '81
Ms. Kathleen M Bum., '75
Dr and Mrs John F. Carabello '62
Mr CesidioV Colasanle 'as
Dr and Mrs Chalmers L
Cornelius III
Ruben J- Chapman. Ph D.
Mr. Lew Cook
M. Ann E Cooper
Mr. J. Russell Cullen Jr. '60
Mr Joseph Del Raso. Esq.
Mr. William D DeMareo Jr. '68
Mr. Francis J. Dunph> Jr. '70
Mr. Jonath.in I her
Mr and Mrs kiehard Enkehs
Mr. William J. Friel Jr. '74
Ramon J. Garcu Jr. PhD.. '91
Mr. John P. Garrison III
Professor Harvev Glickman
Dr and Mrs. Herman S
Gundersheimer
Mr Elmer F Hansen Jr., '58
Mr. Elmer F. Hansen III. Mil
Kevin J. Hany. Ph.D.
John C. Kleis. Ph.D.
Thomas A Leonard. C.P.A.
Kathleen Gordon Lynch. '77. and
.lames J. Lynch, '71
Mr William J. McCormick Jr. '58
Mr. Robed T. Moran Jr.. '68
Mr James V. Morris. '79
Mr James Murray
Helen North. Ph D
G.Dennis O'Brien. Ph.D.
Louis A. Pclroni. Esq.. '77
Mr. Leo W Pierce. '67
Eslale of Joanne Poner
Mr Denni. \l Pouell 7 1
Mr William I k.itlci s I..!
Mr. Joseph G Rolls, ss
Eslale of Henha Reinemann
Mr. Edward J Reilniever. '75
\li Hi, mi. i. Rice 78
Mr. Carmen V Romeo. '65
jjWilham R Sasso .| 09
Gregory E Sciolla I sq . 68
Mr William M Siegle, '71
,
Mr Frank Stanton, '51
Stephen R and Sharon
{ iRisa) Starr. '94
©Jr. Francis L. Strocen Jr.. '76
Mr Peter G. Vizza
j
Mr Thomas Walsh
Mr. and Mrs Milton A.
Vkshinglon, "58/






















Rohm and Haas Compart)
Royal Caribbean Cruises, Ltd
SE1 Investment Company
Spaghetti Warehouse
Trans Union Credit Information
aft (Company





Ms t .ir.-i A Lucas
Ms [Tracy L. Mann
Mi Frederick l> Manning
Ms Melissa Marline/
Ms Donna M Mass; <tz
Ms Theresa M McMonagle
Mr. Frank J. Moffa, IV
Mr. Michael P. O'Farrell
Ms. Hilary Owens
Ms \udrc\ A Raw linson
Ms Karen D. Robinson
Mr. Robert F Sautter Jr
Mr. Mark P. Schugsia
Mr David J. Scott
Ms Shirrell L. Seibert
Mr. Joseph D. Shrom
Ms Colleen M Smith
Ms. Kathleen Tanney
Mr Paul R. Thompson
Mr William S. Thorp
Mr. Marko Tkaeh
Ms Carolyn S. Truxell
Ms Juliana Vorholy
Ms Jennifer L Waltei
Ms Rachel M Ward
Ms Diana L. Weinlein
Ms Victoria A. West
Mr Charles A. While
Ms Maria L Whitman
Ms Denise L Williams
John M. and Nancy A (Haig)
Wisniewski
Mr David J. Witulski
Ms Catherine A. Woods




Jeffrey J Chrin, I P \
UgO Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Linda M. (Storz) and Philip J.
Grulzmacher
Mr John P Lohn Jr
Mr Trey P. Ulrich
Anniversary Club
($125 - $2491
Ms. Michelle E, Bernstein
Ms liaci L. Cook
Mr Howard S Kritzer
Ms, Kristy L Kuhn





Ms Caroline A Brennan
Ms. Kathenne E Blister
Mr Kenneth A. Clark
Ms. Danielle Cocking
Mr Christopher D. DePalma
Ms. Wanda Diaz
Mr Stephen F Duncheskie
Ms Chnstine A Eisler
Ms. Bonnie L. Errico
Ms Melanie L. Frant/
Ms. Nancy L. Fusco
Mr Michael P Gallagher
Mr. Alexander M Grofl
Ms Roxanne M Hughes
Mr Christopher Huynh
Ms Kelhe E Keegan
Ms. Christina A. Kozen
Ms. Therese A. Leonard
Ms Jaime II ,ongo
Ms Jane M (Keller) Mack
M Mil hi lit ( i rurnci i
\i. i arron
Ms Deborah (Staats) Mel




Ms Miriam N. Millan
Ms Deanna F Monro*
Mr. David R. MliII.ui
Mi Dean J Nasto
Ms. Jennifer E. Neill
Ms. Jeanne R Noe
Mr. Brian N. O'Grady
M i ami S. Ramsey
Ms Rebecca M. Raszewski
Ms. Gram.iiiki Rigas
Ms Cherylyn L (Edwards) Rush
Mr Michael C Ryan
Mr Ralph D Sacca
Mr, Dean H. Sciorillo
Ms Maureen E. Scollon
Ms Vnnmarie M Terelle
Ms. Audrey L Thompson
Eric J. and Ann M. (Gallagher) Tdl
Mr. Gregory C Wagner
Ms. Carolyn M. ( Weiderman)
Wei lock
Ms Marilyn (Bier) Winiecki
N.iiu
j \ fHaig) and John M
Wisniewski
Ms Harriet C. Wolff"








Mr Justin M. Cilra
Ugo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Ms Judy (Stefanki) Allison
Mr. Lewis W.Clark III
Ms I tenise M Markmann
Mr ChristopherP Picollo
Mr. M, Raymond Rosenhlum
Anniversary Club
i$125-$249|
Mr Michael J Lear
Mi I nomas J. Sinclair Jr.
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mar\ I. (Fromuth) Allord
Mr. Scan P Bevan
Ms. Sandra M Bonazza
Mr Edward W Colter Jr
Ms. Kerri A. Crowne
Mr Stephen DeCesare
Mr. Anthony J. DeMarzio III
Mr Richard J Fitzhenry
Mr. Michael J Gain
Mr Paul D. Goldhammer
Mi M.uk D. Goodman
Ms. Wendolyn R. Grace
Mr. Dan Green
Mrs Teresa A. Gresko
Ms Elizabeth A. Griffin
Mr. Andrew Gwiazda
Mr, William A Holtzman
Ms Helen R. (Hams) Kelly
Mr. Gregory A. KogUC, II
f
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Reunion 2003
La Salle University congratulates all our Reunion classes















Ms. Cynthia J Long
Mr Christopher P. Lydon
Mr. John T McDonald
Ms Geruldine J. (Craige)
McDonnell
Ms Robm L (Koch)McGill
Ms Amy V. McTighe
Timothy J. and KriMm M
I Murray l Nash
Mr. Andrew F. Noonan
Sara J (Chiappa) O'Brien, C.P.A.
Catherine Paczkowski, M.S.W.
Mr Thomas A Peiers
Ms. Michelle A (Priestley.
I
Rathbun
Ms. Tanya M. (Lljewski t Sail I
Mi Steven Silvestro
Ms. Marie . I iBcmneasai
Smolcnski
Ms \lyson I Stone
M lanis '< .iiIiiii Wozar
1997
( iLiitm. ill's (lull
($1,000 - $2^99)
Mr. Joseph (> I lombrowski
Founder's ( tub
($500 (999)
LisaM I .ill", and Kenneth I
Rose III
I go Ituuini (lull
|$25".$49V|
Kevin R. .mil Elizabelli I (Raab)
Bradford
Mr Eric M McNeil




Mr Francis A. Berardi
Kori A. Connelly. Esq
< atherine (Murphyi and Joseph J
Devine III
Mr. Mark G. Haigh
Ms. Patricia M Keane
Mr. Raymond P. Necci Jr
Mr Harry J. Tomaszewski Jr.
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr Donald A Bachmayer Jr
Ms Rita D Ballinger
Mr Gerard C. Beaueheane Jr
Mr. Paul J. Benish
Ms. Kerry N. Biedenhach
Mi Frederick C Bloesch
Ms Deborah A. Boedewig
M l omajane M. Braunsai
Amy B. (Buehler) Stranges
Ms Theresa I Cook
Ms Jean C. S (Settembrino)
Do Ian
Christine M. (Donahue) and J
Patrick I )oogan
Ms. Kelly A. Dougherty
Ms Theresa F. Dougherty
Ms Kathleen F Eme
Mr 1 imothy M Esposito
Ann M. (Gallagher) and
Eric J Till
Mr. John Grillone
Ms Kelly A. (Donnelly)
Hagelauer
Ms Eileen A. Kanciko
rhomasA and Sarah L Hopkins
Ms Dorothy A. Klimek
M. Jenrcj R I aW i
Jennifer L (Rueter) and David C
Lebisky
Mr. Joseph T Marini
Colette M. McLean, M.S.W.
Ms Heather D Median
Ms. Leslie J. Muller
Kristin M (Murray ) and Timothy
J Nash
Mr. Michael A Nemee
Ms. Kathleen A. Pavalkis
Mr. Mark J. Pontzer
Ms. Maryann E (CourdufT)
Redtinger
Ms. Marilyn E (Lehlhachi Riley
Mr. Anthony R. Russo III
Regina C (Quinn) and James A
Sontag
Mr. Michael R Taylor
Mrs. Teresa M (Butler) Tohin
James E. Townsend, DO.
EduardoA Villegas. M.S.W. and
Rosemary A. Barbera. M.S.S.
Ms Kristina L. Wahl




Ms. Kathleen T Brennan
Mr William J. Jones Jr.
Mr. Matthew W Stull
Founder's Club
($500- $999|




Mr Thomas M Denno
Ms. Maura E. Gaffney
Catherine T (Carroll) and
Carl W Graf
Mr. Thomas A. Leonard
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Ms. Linda A. Calcagni
Ms. Melissa A. Companick
Catherine l Murphy) and Joseph J.
Devine 111
Rosemary A. (Brennan) and John
P McGonigle
Mr. Saveno P Mirarchi
Ms. Margaret L. Mitchell
Ms. Sharon (Pennington) Spear
Donors
(Up to $124)
Hannelorc T and Francis C
Barbieri Jr., Esq.
Ms. Eva S. Bard
Ms. Fern R Bernstein
Mr R..hcri J Bortolotli
Mr. John F. Brayshaw Sr
Ms. Maria S. Bucco
Mr Daniel Burke
Christine M Dieckhaus. Ph.D.
J Palnek and Christine
(Donahue) Doogan
Danielle C iHerinani and Stephen
J Dvorchak
Ms. Susan C Fallon
Ms, Anne M. (Sweeney) Foley
Mr. Michael I Furey
Ms Kathleen I* (noss
Ms Maureen A t Corbel! ) Gross
Mr Jciirc M Harrei
Ms Betty \ (Beck) Hedges
Mi Mi. hael I' Heneghan
Ms, LUCJ K'hildress) Hull
Ms Elena M Jarvis
Mrs I .iiii.i | ) (Fyfe) Jaskol
Ms Valerie D Johnson
m Margarel \ (Rizzo) Kaufman
Ms. Nicole D Keisei
Mr Paul A Langan
Ms. Cynthia F Limben
Mr Ralph G Lund. II
Ms. Colleen M. McNallj
Ms Jennifer R (Davisi Mulewski
Ms VHce \ Niwinski
Ms. Kathleen (Taylor) Nolan
Mr. Ryan O'Keefe
Mr Richard C Orllip
Ms. Donna M (Kolodziejl Peek
Mr James F Peoples III
Michael J Prushan. Ph.D.
Mr Stephen J RKketts
Julie M (Bruce) and
Matthew P. Riley
Mr. Jesse M. Rober
Ms. Dolores M. Seif
Ms Lorcdana B. Sesso
Ms Natalie (Pantaleo) Smoley
Ms Donna L (Kurka) Stein
Ms Rubyann Stewart
Ms. Rose M (Robinson! Taylor
Ms, Helene B Teufel
Ms. M. Susan Tuk
Ms Sara G VanSant
Ms. Ann B, (Seweryn) Walker
Mr. Keith R Wilkerson
Mr. William A. Wilkins Jr.




Mr. J Barry Dickinson
Founder's Club
($500 - $999|
Mr. Lance J Giordano
Staci M (Wilhelm) and Derek P
Loranca
I 'go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Teresa J. (Galasso) and
Paul J. Adair
Ms Marta V Alvarez
Elizabeth T. tRaab) and Kevin R
Bradford





Ms. Judith C. Bmns
Ms. Patricia A. Foley
Ms Jennifer A, Hart





Mr Timothy J. Beehler
Mr Michael J. Burdziuk Jr
Mi Neil Clover
Mi Kevin D. Con-
Mi I ).i\ id M DcFilippis
Dr Carol Anne Dillon
Stephen J. and Danielle C,
(Herman) Dvorchak
AmyLynn V Flood and
Michael T. Siciliano
Mr. Dennis A. Forte Jr
Mi John C, Fox
Mr. Thomas J France
Mr Jeffrey, i Canter
Mi Andiew H Giorgi
Mr Stanley A. Guogss Jl
Mr Renault W. Harry
Ms Diane M Heal
PfOl ' and Erin K (Hiekcv I
Hegglin
Ms Maria P Hergenhan
Ms, Gale Hewitt
Mr James J. Johnston
Ms Maureen C. tMcGeehani
MacNair
Mr. Terry L. McAneney
Mr. James A McDonald
Mr Matthew P McGee
Kathleen R. (O'Hara) and Michael
P. McGeehan
Knsten (Doghertyl and Brian P.
McVeigh
Kim (Dickey) and Robert J
Meusel
Mr Neil R Montovani
Ms. Suzanne L. Moore
Mr Christopher J. Niwinski
Ms Susan E. (Lmdroth)
Orehowsky
Ms Colleen A. Paul
Ms Karel L. Petemian
Ms Laureen (Maryanski) Quinter
Mr. Jonathan C Rame\
Mr. John D Repasch
Mr Carl A. Ton
Ms, Janice V, Weller
Mr. John C. White






Mr Timothy R. Tilson
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
Mr. Lawrence T. Mangan
Kathleen N. (McGovern) and
Thomas G Furer
Mary C. and Leo J Mullen Jr
I 'go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Carolyn E. (Glasgow) and
Michael C. Hams
Ms Deborah L (Marks) Lake
CPT Douglas A. LeVien III
Anniversary Club
l$125-$249)
Ms Therese M. (Ungaro)
Donahue
Rev, Thomas F. Gardocki, Psy D
Karen M. (Liechty) and Michael
B Hoban
Mr. William R Mitchell
Mr Roben D Paradise
Mr Thomas F. Pedicone
Mr Garry M. Pfeil
Ms Patricia M Short
Ms Sharon (Risa) Starr
Robert E Williams, Esq,
Mr William D Williams
Donors
(( p to $1241
Ms. Barbara L i Vanderiinlt I
Bittinger
Ms Susan L Burnett
Mr. Anthony S. Cheekowski
Mi Charles Chiang
Mr Thomas R Conwft)
Ms Danielle (Bower) Coyne
Mi Craig W |),i\ is
Ms Irene J. (Oakley) DiFranco
Dean ami Jennifer DiGnnanili
Ms Laura li England
Ms.Chrisu \ (Close) Enrighl
Mr. Raul A Fonts
Ms Tricia A. Giordano
Diane iMuracco) and
Scott W Gra>
Kristina M (Horan) and Rodger
T. Gucrra
8 Honor Roll of Donors 2002 -2003
Ms. Kathleen M Bad.
Jaskowiak
Mi Timoth) R. Kindi
David C and Jennifer (Ruelcrl
I ebisk)
Ms Michelle E Rsh) Mel troj
Ms Frances C McKeown
Mr. Patrick J Mooney
Karen (Fereu and Jeff Neubauer
The Osieclti Famil)
Patricia H and Joseph M Parisi
Ms Maribeth C. i Inverso) Fierioti
Nicole ' Shell) i and Joseph E
Pilkus III
Ms. Stacey V Polakowski
Ms. Jeanne M. (Gimneli Sandella
Mr Edward J. Sheed) Jr
Michael T Sicilianoand
AmyLynn V Flood
James A and Regina C.
iQuinn) Sontag
Ms Karen M (DiSterano) Spring
Mr Kurt E. Stieritz
Mis Carolyn L Swart
Ms. Audrey J. Tucker
Ms. Maryanne T. Welle




Mr Philip T. Hinlze
Mr. Anthon> F Nferlezza
Chairman's Club
($1,000 - $2.4991
Joseph F. and Susan M t Schwab)
Hohenleitner
Mr Michael T. McLaughlin
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Richard T Cadigan. Esq
\S Jennifer R. (Cole) Davis
Mr Richard DeVincent
Mr. Michael D. Ricci
Theresa K. Travis and John F. Gill
I go Donini Club
l$2S0 - W99»
Mr Lawrence C. Berran
Ms. Kathy Brown-Fitzpatnck
Ms Leah M. (Barretn Finnegan
Mr. Michael C Kimble
Ms Maureen L. McGettigan
Ms. Barbara (Lance) Menm
Mr Aaron J. Moore
Richard J Nocella. Esq.
Mr Troy H. Pierce
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249>
Ms. Frani B. (Wassermani Aufiero
Tracy E. iMalone) and Michael A.
Boedewig
Mr. John H. Eadeh
Ms. Bernadeue A i Murra> \ Nace
Tncia L. (Schaferi and Thomas A.
Petrecz Jr.
Mr Gerald J. Tarantolo Jr.
Mr Arthur J- Tilson
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr Daniel J. Albrecht
Mr Dominic P. Bonacci Jr.
Ms. Nancy R. Candito
Ms. Geraldine M Colwell
Ms Kathleen iMcCanni Del Pizzo
Ms. Linda M. Dix
Ms Deirdre K. (Lee) Doneker
Ms. Paget A. Erwin-Donohue
Jenine E. (David) and Albert S.
Finareiti III
Ms. Claire Fmlev
Mr. Jeffrey J. Foose
Ms Nancj I owsei
Ms Michele A Frisko
1
i




BriHiKs i Ga\ in
Natalie V (Tibenskj I and Dennis
R. Glowacki Jr
Mr Michael H Goodyi u
S< Ofl V\ and Diane (MuTS
Graj
Ms Susan I Guba
Rodger T and Krislina M
i Horan i Guerra
Mr Thomas R Hall
Erin K (Hickej < and Troj J
Hegglin
Jeffrey W. Hermann. M.D.
Mr James F. Hoban
Ms. Christine L Hooper
Ms. Maria A. (Barreca) Hughes




Mr Dennis D. Kellv
Ms Jennifer M King
Ms. Linda Kunka
Lon R. (Heselton) and
John G- Lenox
Ms Bemadette i Kummer)
Leszczynski
Ms Marianne E Letterio
Tracey L. (Vemik) and
John M. Lubas
Mr Thomas M. MeCurdv
Mi Peter R McGahev
Ms Colleen M. McGeehan
Ms. Kelle> A (0*Ma]ley) McGhee
Mr. Matthew D. Melinson
Mr Gregory R. Mitchell
Mr. David C. Mongeluzj
Mrs Rosemary R Morse
Mr. Perry D. Mortillite
Jeff and Karen iFereti Neubauer
Mr Da\ id C. O'Connell
Mrs Julie A. (Zimmerman)
O'Mallej
Ms Chnstine (Amentoi Rath
Ms Beth A Ruzicka
Man E and Charles L Schuster
Ms. Gloria (Hoke) Scott
Mr John P Sheahan
Mr. David G. Stasny
Gary F. Steele, C.PA.
Ms. Patricia A. Stover
Mr Thomas J. Tanlillo
Mr Stephen J. Weikerl
Ms. Irene M (Olkowski) Wick




Mr. Vincent E. Ernst
Chairman's Club
($1.000 -$2.499i





Thomas G. and Kathleen N
( McGovem ) Furer
Charles P. Keates. Esq.
Mr. Thomas L Markowski
Mr William F. Muller
I go Donini Cluh
($250 -$499)
Ms Linda A. Ewald
Ms JudithA (Taylor) Goldstein
Mrs. Donna L. (Gilbnde) Green
Mr. John M McGee
Joseph J. McMahon Jr.. Esq.
Ms Elizabeth J. (Fabritius)
Moreau
Mi Michael J. Ziff
\nnnersary Club
($125 -$249)
Ms Kellyn (O'Donnell) Bertolazzi
Michael A. and Tracy E. (Malone)
Boedewig
Ms R"s L- M Davis
Mr James M Dougherty
Mr Charles J. Doming li
Mr Brian M Fish
Mr. Sean A. Hughes
Mr James M. Knepp Jr.
Tricia A (Watson) and J.
Chnstopher Locatell
Mr Mark A. Lunsford
Mr Charles F Reiling 111
Tricia L. (Schafer) and Thomas A
Petrecz Jr.
Mr Christopher B. Taulaneautane
Donors
ilp to $1241
Christopher J. Barbier. C.P.A.
Ms. Anne K. Bishop
Ms Nicole J- Bodnar
Ms. Lorraine M Bryson-Wood
Michael A. Consiglio, Esq.
Ms. Donna iR>den DeSimone
Mr Robert M. Donahue
Mr Robert L. Dreibhold
Mr Patrick F. Duff)
Mr Roben B Fry
Mr Robert A. Fuller
Mr Robert J- Geis-.
Mr Brian P. Gerrard
Ms Maryellen Hill
Joseph J. Hogan. C.PA . MBA
Christopher M. and Kathleen
(Quigley) Hudak
Mr Juslm C. K. Johnson
Ms Marguerite M Kane
Mr Charles G. Lannutti
Ms. Ellen H Link
John M and Trace) L
(Vernik i Lubas
Mi Michael T Lyons
Ms. Kathleen S. MacDonald
Mr Arthur G. Marlin Jr
Mr. Jose O. Martinez
Mr Gregory S Maurer
Deborah (Sawyer) and Martin B.
McCann III
Ms Tara A. McCarthy
Mr Leonard C Medura Jr
Ms Donna-Maria (Tocci i Meyers
Ms Maria L iHamsl Morgan
Mr Richard E. Niwmski Jr.
Mr Thomas J O'Farrelt
Ms Denise M O'Hara
Mr Daniel S. Pelullo
Mr. Nicholas L Pema Jr
Joseph A. and Elizabeth
(Mullarkey) Piccolo
Bemice M. (Lisickil and
Mark S. Purcell
Ms Elena M. (Snyder) Rodriguez
Mr Jonathan D. Roesser
Joseph M. Csercsevits and Gina
M. Russo, C.PA
MrThomas C. Ryan
Ms. Lucy H. (Keehn) Schmieg
Ms. Sandra M. Schneck
Ms Lindamane B. (Sands)
Schussler
Mr Thomas P Sinanni
Ms. Elaine A. Spangler
Ms Leslie i Blanchard) Stapleford
Mr Daniel D. Swankoski
Mr William J. Thanel
Ms Charlene (Dewees) Vail
Mr loseph R Walter
Ms Dawn M Wilson




i> marine and Kenneth I
Rose III
l :go Donini Cluh
($250 - $499)
Michael C. and Carolyn I.
iGlasgow i Hams





Scon and Jessica Besler
Diane M (Brow net and Joseph W.
Burke. M D
Ms. Bemadette Dlugokecki
Mr William F Doughem Jr
Patrice McCaullej and Dominic
Esposito III
Mr Jason M. Harris
Mrs Christine A. (Glackin)
Hopkins
Ms. Kathryn A. (O'Brien i Sher
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. James M Ajaeb
Eileen (McCann) and Alfred A.
Vraco Jr.
Mr Chuck M Ball
Kelly E (Maher) and Salvatore A
Barreca
Ms Frances J Bennett
Mr Kevin J. Bracken
Peter J. and Mary (Thomson)
Brauman
Ms. Traci M i DiDomenico)
Bruno
Mr Eugene Colucci
Joseph M, Csercsevits and Gina
M, Russo. C PA
Ms Cattnann i Riesi Dalaimo
Mr. Craig C. DeFazio
Ms Patricia DeSanto
Mr Fred J Domico
Mr. Daniel M Efroymson
Mr. Christopher J. Gill
Mr John J. Heenan
Ms Lydia A. Heise
Ms Kathleen E. Hohenleitner
Ms. Catherine (Frisko)
Holsing. M S.W
Chnstine (O'Connor) and Ernest
H. Hutchinson III
Bemadette F. and James J
Kenny Jr.
Mr Steven J. LaRosa
Ms. CarlaJ Laub
Mr. Fred L. Ludv
Kelly E. i Maher i and
Salvatore A Is..
Ms Margaret M (Cardie) Males
Ms Clare V Martin
Mr. Josepl M
Ms Maureen F Ma
;odoreW McDonald
McGarrigle
Ms. Diane iBrad\ ) Men
Ms. Regina M Muldoon
Elissa (Broderick) and Francis \
m Jr.
Joanne M. (Dolack) and Joseph A.
Quattrone
Ms, Kimberl) (Toomej i Rhodes
Marcie L. (Colello) and i
Romano
Mr. John R. Shade
Ms Karen L (Morasco) Sharkev
Mr Francis G Steiner III
Ms Theresa C. (McDonnell)
Stickney
Ms. Sheila (Morris) Stieritz
Ms Merle S. Taylor
Ms Anne M I Haisi | Thomas
Ms. Mary Ellen C. (Tomaszewski)
Thorpe
Mr. Eric R. Toppy
M Michael L Viola
Ms Carolyn A VonMechow
Mr. Jason M Waksman
Ms Louise F Wjnski
Mr. Robert T Wright Jr.




Mr Elmer F. Hansen III
Chairman's Club
($1,000-52.4991
Ms. Courtnev A Altemus
Edie A. and Norbert F. Belzer.
Ph.D.
WilliamW Matthews III Esq
Founder's Club
($500 - $9991
Mr Ramzie A. Abd
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De La Salle Society
In recognition of their generosity to La Salle
University, we gratefully acknowledge the






Named in honor of our founding year.
Anonymous
Mr. Benjamin D. Bernstein, '84 (Deceased)
Mr. William J. Binkowski, '48
*
Named in honor of St. La Salle. Mr. Ted Branson, '54
Ambassador and Mrs. Walter H. Annenberg
JohnF. Carabello, D.M.D.,'62
The Christian Brothers of La Salle University
Mr. Thomas J. Casey, '52 (Deceased)
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Connelly
Joseph A. Coffey Jr., Esq., '64
*
Nancy and J. Hugh Devlin, '64
Ellen Jane and Robert C. Crosson Jr., '51
Mr. John McShain (Deceased)
Mr. J. Russell Cullen Jr., '60
Mr. Thomas Curley, 70
Brother Teliow Club Mr. Walter M. Czamota, '52 (Deceased)
($1,000,000 - $2,1199,999) Janet and Charles L Daley, '57 *
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. DunleavyNamed in honor of Brother Teliow, the
founding President of La Salle University.
Joan (Mancini) Fitzpatrick, 74, and
Mr. Carmen V. Romeo, '65 Thomas J. Fitzpatrick Jr., 72
Mr. John E. Glaser, '62
Mr. John J. Hagan, '57Brother Anselm Club
($500,000 -$999,999) Mr. Elmer F Hansen Jr,. '58
Named in honor of Brother Anselm, who,
Mr. Elmer F.Hansen III, '90*
after serving La Salle College during the
H. Blake Hayman, M.D., '41 (Deceased)
Depression with his dedication and
Dorothy M. and William J. Henrich Jr., '50
exceptional development acumen, is
Ragan A. Henry, Esq.
considered by many to be the second
founder of La Salle.
Roland Holroyd, Ph.D. '27 (Deceased)
Estate of Francis W. Judge, '50 *
Mr. Leon Ellerson, '56 Joseph G. Markmann, CPA, '49 (Deceased)
Mr. Joseph Schmitz Jr., '20 (Deceased) Mr. Robert N. Masucci, '61
Mr. Jay R. Stiefel Mr. JohnL. McHale, '49
Mr. Daniel R. Mullin, '41 (Deceased)
St. Michael Club
($250,000 - $1.99,999)
Mr. Francis R. O'Hara, '54 (Deceased)
Named in honor of the parish that was the Mr. Leon J. Perelman,
'33 (Deceased)
foundation of La Salle College High School Mr. Richard J. Prendergast,
'60
and La Salle College. Mr. Charles J. Reilly,
'62
RichardS. Rueda, Esq., '62
Ms. Almira C. Bainbridge (Deceased)
Mr. Joseph R. Sadowski, '54
Henry G. DeVincent, M.D., '56
Mr. John 0. Saeger (Deceased)
Ms. Catherine E. Doran 73 (Deceased)
William R. Sautter, C.P.A., 71
Dr. and Mrs. Paul G. Ecker
Mr. John J. Shea, '59
Barbara and Robert E. Hanrahan Jr., 75
Mr. Alan H. Silverstein, 70
Kathleen Gordon Lynch, 77, and
Dorothy and John W. Turner, '69
James J. Lynch, 71
Mr. John H. Veen, '59 (Deceased)
Dr. and Mrs. Morton Mandell
Jacqueline F. and William J. McCormick Jr., '58 * New Members
Ms. Margaret (Webster) Plass (Deceased)
Mr. David T. Poiesz, '80
Mr. Frank Stanton, '51
Photograph !i > /"/'" w t WaiUjohnmcgrail.com
Mr. Peter R. Bossov. Jr
i Deceased)
Megan I (Donnellj i and John S
Gradj Jr.
Mr. William F. Donovan 111
Mr Christopher G Jahn
I'go Donini Club
($250- $499|
Ms Stephanie A. Colello
Mr Peier J- Fnsko
Christine and George \
Perfecky, Ph.D.
Mr Richard H Rosetti
Anthony C Tndieo, Ph.D.
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249)
James C Anagnos, Esq
Diane M (Browne) and Joseph W
Burke. M.D
Ms Kathleen E Duggan
Ms ( ynthia J Fliszar
Mrs. Kathleen iKIein) Gable
Mr Nathaniel J Johnson Sr.
Mr. Matthew M. Killinger
Ms Ellen C. Kolodziej
Mr Richard F. Martel Jr
Mr. Philip S. Morgan Jr
Mr. Scott G. Roper
Mr Paul D Sehaefer
Ms Virginia M. Wagner
Donors
(I p to $124)
Ms. Gma R. Amato
Ms Laura (Cla\ini Blanchlield
Mr Michael S Blash
Ms Deirdre S. Braeiszewski
Ms Karen A. (Dougherty) Bura
Ms Chrystine Carpenter
Mr, John G. Cassid)
Mr Patrick J Conwaj
Mr Joseph G Dever
Ms I heresa (Mose) Dolan
Ms Suzanne M. (Lardear) Doison
Ms. Ann Mane J. Eidenshink
Mr Brian D Fancovic
Ms Patricia C. Farrell
Mr. Robert F. Finkelston
Ms. Susan B. Fraliek-Ball
Mr. Joseph S. Galvano
Mr. Darnel J. Glowatski
I eah (Poole) Greenwood, Ph D
Ms \nne (Preisler) Groch
Ms Kathleen A. (Ryan) Hackman
Maria .1 (Colse) ) and Brian I
Heard
Ms Mar) I \mesi Hendrj
Ms Carole \ Heys
Mr James F Higgins
Mr. David B Homiak
Kathleen (Quigle) i and
Christopher M. Hudak
I in. i H and Christine
(O'Connor) Hutchinson Ml
Ms Maureen M. Kane
Ms Sandra B Kline
Mr laities \ Kolpack
Kell> (Mullen) and Paul H
Krumenackei
Re\ lohn J Large
Ms lohanna l eso
Mr Darren C. Lifsted
Mi Dennis C Ltnso
Mi I rank R Longo 10
Andrea I (Palumbo) anil Dairy!
L M.iek
Ms Marj (Donegan) Mansfield
\iillmri\ (i Marllllolll. C P \
Mi lohn Claude Martin
Ms Wanda M (Daniels)
Manorano
Mi rhomas J McBride
Ms i on \ McHugh
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I Harcarik) and James
D McHugh
Mr William D McMenamin
Ms. land (Myers) McNally
Christine R (Klaster) Meko, Esq.
and John J Meko Jr
Mr rimoth) J Nogowskj
Elissa i Broderick) and Frai
Nolan Jr.
Mr Joseph J O'Connor 111
Mar) Ellen iBanford* and rhomas
J.O'MaJlej f xq
Mi Mark ft Pinto
Frcdric B and [tffan) (Colombi)
Pollack
Ms Frances A. (Fay) Pollock
Ms. Barbara B (Northcote) Pope
Ms Alice M fWingert) Price
Ms \lar> I. Ramirez
Mr. Robert B. Rogers
Ms. Sharon (Sochanchak) Schorr
Ms. Debra L. Scott
Chnstopher E Selerath. DO.
Mrs Anna Marie E. Shau
Frank M. Steams. Ph.D.
Gen A (Boyle) Swenarton, C.P.A.
Mr Michael P. Tedesco
Ms, Jennifer A Turner
Mr David R. Tunle
Mr. Frederick J Ulmer
Ms Maureen i Buckley) Ward
Mr Mark A. Warner










Mrs. Christine (Vemalis) Bonnes
Brother Joseph Dougherty.
F.S.C., Ph.D.
Mr. Joseph G. McGirr
Founder's Club
l$500-$999l
Megan E i Donnelly i and John S.
Grady Jr.
L go Donini Club
|$250 - $499)
Theresa A iQuanei and
Jonathen Bell
Ms. Stephanie iSelmerl Brunhofer
Mr Michael V Griffin
Mr James K. Gulick Jr.
Mr Stephen D. Kopec
Mr Carroll E. Rockey
Mr Michael E. YanThuyne




Mr Henry M. Aiken
Mr. Robert A. Butler
Mr. Charles P. Cleary Jr
Mr. Herman P. Cohen
Mr Terrance J. King
Honora I Browne I and
Thomas M. McGinn
Thomas M. McGuire. Ph.D.
Ms Jane F. Nagle
Claudia J. Petaccio, M.D.
Erast Z. Pohorylo. Pharm. D.
Mr. John P. Rau
Dana i Flahem i Wonhington.
C.P.A.
Joseph J Zelinsky Jr.. M.D.
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. John P Braunsar
Mr Vinceni J Cataldi
Ms. Margarel I (Hear*!) Catanesc
Ms Lynn E (Gidel) Clark
Ms Barbara A. Coad)
Mi w illiam M ( oneghen Jr.
Ms Dolores (Jovina) Cseplo
Mrs. Kimberlj \ i Messina I
DaCosta
Mr Steven \ DeMasi
Mr. Stephen J Doughert)
Mr Dennis M Duhon
Mr. James T. Durkin Jr
Ms. Joan (Rayca) Fassano
Ms. Christine K (Faust) Gany
Mr Joseph A. Forcina
Ms Susan M. Gardner
Mr Stephen P Gessner
Mi I leorge W Glaze
Ms Patricia \ (Mahoney)
GrabowskJ
Mr Thomas G. Haighl
Ms. Diane L. Hamburg
Mr. David P. Horrell
Ms. Wanda I Houston
Ms Laura Whiting-Hurley
Mr. Mario J. loannucci
Ms Blanche (Palacio) Kammer
Mr Richard \ LollaJi
Ms. Stephanie J. (Rozanskn
1 ovetl
Ms Carol A. (Reicheli Mackin
Mr. Gerald T McCarry
Ms Kathleen i M.mici i McGn\em
Cindj i VanArsdale) and Sean M
McGratfa
Mr. Paul D Moone\
Mr. Stephen P. O'Donnell
Kevin M and Man (McGonigle)
Oleksiak
Mr Matthew N Pagano
Mr. Hermon L. Parker
Frednc B. and Tiffany (Colombi)
Pollack
Mark S. and Bern ice I Lisieki i
Puree 1
1
Kevin B Re^h. D.M.D.
Ms. Suzanne (Adams i Roberts
Mr Dawd S. Santenan
Paul T. and Patricia (Santry)
Sauvageau
Mr Richard J Schafer
Ms Jennifer C (Poe) Scbeel
Ms. Carol (Timson) Schwarz
Mr WilliamS. Selgralh
Ms Romayne (Parks) Stanell
Ms Christine M (Nodler) Stone
Ms. Carole (Whittell) Sweeney
Diane (Lisiewski) and Thomas D.
Sykes
Mr. James F Thoma
Ms Janice (Perry l Tnchtinger
Mr. Robert M. Walker
Margaret E Walsh. S.S.J.
Mr. Mitchell J. Yanak Jr.
Ms Janet A (Zatkins) Warner
1988
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000- $9,999)
Jeffrey R. Boyle. C PA
San Miguel Club
($2,500 -54.999.





Gretchen A. (Heebner) and Wade
A Brosius. DO
1 ouise I' and Robert L. Harman
Mr Mark \ I afond




Mr and Mrs Matthew F Costello
Loms DiCriscio, C.P.A.
Annemarie l (Hill) and Thomas
F Hen nigan
Mr Donald J Lonergan
Mr Thomas F McCrea
Carols n A Piccone, M.D.
Mr Matthew J Schwenderman
Mr D.imel K Sullivan
Peter Z Teluk. Esu,
L'go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr Michael B Farley
Susan (Straubi Fuller. Esq.
Ms Kathleen i Kuenzel i Gnbb
Ms Maria Hahniak
Ms Judi (Walsh) Loughlm
Eileen (Sweeney) and Joseph M
Markmann
Mr. James P McCarthy




PaulL. Boger. DM D
Ms Janme iBuffonei Niwinski
Ms. Karen L. (Cantello) O'Kane
Mr David M. Casale
Mr Michael A. Cory
Lisa M i Donnelly) and
Jeffrey P. Denton
Ms. Ellen A. I Wilsbach) Diorio
Chnstopher L. Higgins. C.P.A.
Richard D. Quattrone. DO.
Maureen (Ryan) and John D.
Rilling, C.P.A.
Ms. Barbara (Maier) Thomas
Mr Paul J Toomey
Donors
lip to $124)
Mr. Christopher J. Adams
Mr. Douglas P. Allen
Ms. Ann M (Lichte) i Avallone
Mr Michael J Berchick
Mrs. Bemadette M. (Bonaducei
Weaver
Grace) A (Reardon) and J
Douglas Bow en
Mr. James L. Bo\er
Mr. Hugh J. Campbell
John M. Cellucci, M.D.
Mr. Frank M. Chomenko
Mr Henry J Cotton
Mr. Jerry W. Crawford
Mr. Darryn R. Cromwell
Michael DiChnsiofaro. C.P.A
Ms. Lynn (Woytyeky) Doan
John T Dooley. Esq.
Michael G. Enz. C.P.A
Ms. Barbara (Teoli) Fahe>
Ms. Anna M. Falco
Kevin J. and Debra (Steffai Farrell
Sergio S. Flores. C.P.A.
Mr Stephen P Friend
Ms Rose Marie C. Greco
Mr Gregory S. Hinkson
Ms Jennifer R iElro\mson)
Kavanagh
Mr. Won S. Kim
Felice I. (Fleishen
Koscinski. M.D.
Paul H. and Kelly (Mullen)
Kmmenacker
Mr Thomas G. Kuech
Ms Katherine G. Labman
Mr. Frank J. Leo
Ms k. i in (Lattimi
Mali i ,
Martin
M Patricia (Sutton) Mazzeo
iN McBryan
rames l ) and Theresc I
Hat




Ms. Susan P iBanksi
Nunnamaker
Ms Nancj M Perl




Mr Michael A Starrs




Kimberl) (Mahonej i ^J Vincent
M Togno Jr.
Ms Christine (Spnngen Velicer
Stephen J. and Shelia M Wagnet
Mr. Darren S. White
Mr Ronald M. White-
Ms Andrea (Eadeh I Wills
Mrs. Linda A. (Martini Wojton
Ms. Nanc) E Zoeltsch
Bequests
1987
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 - $9,999)




Joseph V. Queenan. M.D
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr. John J. Eder Jr.
Mr. Matthew J Flamini
Donna (Mullov ) and Thomas P
Forkm. Esq
Mr John A. Gamlin
Mr. Stephen C Krauss
Elizabeth R. (Leneweaver) and
Thomas J. Lochner
Ms. Vickie Y. Mouzon
Mark E Swierczewski, D.D.S.
L'go Donini Club
($250- $499)
Christine M. and Francis A
Champine
Rebecca A. Elrovmson. Ph.D.
Mr. Mark G. Gola




Mr. Ttmothv F Collins Jr
Ms. Susan M. Doughert
>
Mr. Jeffrey S Fu xo
Ms Carol (Gerhard) Baquero
Ms Joann M Lytle
Ms Mary D McBride
Anna M Pagliaeeem. Esq
Ms. Lois E. Potter
Mr. John G. Preston
Maureen (Ryan) and John D.
Rilling. C.P.A.




Ms Joanne M iPaltoiii Ahdalla
Ms Anna E AckovitZ
Bequests help to safeguard the
mission and values of the
Christian Brothers and the
University for years to come. We
gratefully remember the
individuals listed below who
have passed away, and who
continue to provide opportunities
to Lasalle students through their
thoughtful planning.
Judge Genevieve Blatt
Mr. Walter M. Czarnota, '52
Mr. Everett Frank Jr.
*
Mr. William J. Good
Mr. Francis W. Judge, '50
John J. McNally. C.P.A., '64*
Elsie E. 0'Halloran*
Rev. Martin J. 0'Halloran, '40
*
Mr. Joseph P. Rhein, '38
Ms. Beatrice A. Walsh
* Denotes new bequests in FY '02-03
Ms Lisa \ Adamovage-Hoback
Ms Eileen (Donaldson) Becker
Catherine (Dunworthi amd
Christopher N. Bona
Robert T. Brill. Ph.D.
NK Nancy (Lenaghan) Buck
Ms Dolores A. Byrnes
Ms Rosemarie Carosella
Ms Laura J Cavanaugh
Mr Frank A Chominski
Ms Lisa M Dankanich
Cynthia DiBuono, V.M D
Mr. Stephen P. Dolan Jr.
\K Lisa \ (Gallagher)
Doughert)
Ms M,,r\ I Dress
Res Edward J Fdardi
Mr Gerald A Franklin
Mr Hugh J Friel
Ms S ictoria B Gradel
James C Guanno. M.D.
Mr. Gary J. Hanna
Ml \ Thomas Herbert
Ms Marline S i.Kraus) Herceg
Diana Hermann. M.D.
M li .nine L. Katsiff
Paul M. and C\nthia M
(Bartolomeo) Keenan
Mr. Charles N. Keith III
Ms Cheryl L Kline
Mr F. Neil Lindenfelser
Mr Michael R Maier
Ms Stephanie (MacKenzie)
Marcinkowski
Ms. Charlene M (McCo]
Ms. Catherine G McCool
Michael P and Kathleen R
(0*Hara) McGeehan
Alice iBaehn and Michael J
McLaughlin
Mi William R McTigueJr.
Mr timoth) J Melroy
Michele M. Miller. RN.MSN
Honor Roll of Donors 2002 -2003 II
La Salle Legacy Society
Peter A. Horty, C.P.A., '64
Philip E. Hughes Jr., Esq., 71
Mr. Francis W. Judge, '50
Planned Gifts and Bequests ensure Kathleen M. Burns, 75, and John
future security to maintain programs Kapusnick
and facilities at La Salle University and Mr. Robert A. Kay, '50
provide opportunities for growth and
Mr. Thomas F. Kehoe, 50
Mr. Maurice A. Kelley, '39
expansion. In recognition of our alumni
Mr. Harry F. Kusick Jr., '68
and friends who have honored La Salle
Mr. William J. Leimkuhler, '65
through their investments in planned
Charles A. Leonard, Ph.D.
giving and bequest commitments, the Kathleen (Gordon, 77) and
University has established the La Salle James J. Lynch, 71
Legacy Society. This year, we gratefully Mr. Anthony M. Marino, '54
acknowledge the following Society Mrs. Regina McCarren
members: Mr. William J. McCormick Jr., '58
Mr. James J. McDonald, '58
Ms. Almira C. Bainbridge John J. McNally, C.P.A.,
'64
Mr. John S. Baky Mr. Joseph D. McNamara,
'56
Mr. John B. Beat, '63 Mr. JohnMcShain,
'17
Mr. John L Biehl Jr., 73 Mr. Michael G. Mullen,
'63
Mr. Frank S. Blatcher, '56 Mr. Daniel R.Mullin, '41
Judge Genevieve Blatt Helen F. North, Ph.D.,
*
Luther W. Brady, M.D. Ms. Elsie E. O'Hailoran,
*
Mr. Thomas J. Casey, '52 Rev. Martin J. O'Halloran, '40
*
Mr. John H. Condon Sr. Francis R. O'Hara, Esq.,
'54
Mr. Michael C.Coughlin '83 Ms. Margaret (Webster) Plass
Mr. Robert C. Crosson Jr., '51 Mr. Joseph P. Rhein,
'38
Mr. J. Russell Cullen Sr. ,'22 Mr. George J. A. Roken Jr.
Mr. J. Russell Cullen Jr., '60 Mr. John 0. Saeger
Mr. Walter M. Czarnota, '52 Mr. Joseph J. Schmitz Jr.,
'20
Mrs. Mary E. Dean Mr. Kenneth Shaw Jr., '64
Henry G. DeVmcent, M.D., '56 Mr. Thomas W Sheehan, '53
Mrs. Catherine E. Doran, 78 Mr. Charles E. Stahlecker
David C. Eisenhart Jr., C.P.A.,71 Mr. Arthur C. Stanley
Mr. Leon Ellerson, '56 Mr. Frank Stanton,
'51
Joseph C. Flanagan, M.D., '59 Edward J. Stemmler, M.D.,
'50
Mr. Thomas J. Flood, '66 Mr. IsidorP Strittmatter II,
'56
Mr. Everett Frank Jr.
* Mr. Edward J. Vasoli, '52
Mr. Joseph A. Gallagher, '50 Mr. Raymond T. Vasoli, '54
Mr. Nicholas A. Giordano, '65 Mr. John H. Veen, '59
Mr. John E. Glaser, '62 Ms. Beatrice A. Walsh
Mr. William J. Good Mr. Bruce E.Zehnle,
'66
Charles A. J. Halpin Jr., J.D., '44
Mr. Robert T Hansen, '64
Dr. Roland Holroyd
* Denotes new commitments in FY '02-TJ3
Kathleen M (O'Sullivan) and
Thomas J, Monaghan
Ms l tebra (Ricci) Naso
Ms Stephanie J (Gamble)
O'Ha
loscph a and Jeanmai i<
(Mooney) Prinzo
Mi lerrj R Prospero
Ms lane (Kirk) Roberts
Ms, Annmarie P, Ryan
Pairii i.i (Santrj i and Paul I
Sauvageau
Ms. Nicole ili ankc i Scherman
Mi Mary i rimmins) Schluth
Mi loscph M. Shakely
Ms Heidi \ (Smit) O'Learj
Mr. Lowell I Steinberg
Ms Tlielniu E Suggs
Ms Gerrj (Watkins) Sweterlitsch
Ms San i Irani Tang
M ( !arol H Thini
Mi I dward A Thomas
Ms. Leigh A (McDonald) Tobin
John p, and Jacqueline
(Flaherty) Toner
Ms Marj K Vandegrifi
Ms Helen M Vasquez
Ms Nanc> T Walton
Mr. Michael .1 Wuensche




inhn I) Janda and Kellej \
Grad)




Mi I in j i ^dams
Daniel K Fitzpatrick,
( R \ C.F.A.
i in :" R Melinson, l sq.
Lgo Donini Club
($250 -$499)
Gregory and Judith E, (Gallagher)
Braun. M D
Mr Charles m Greenberg
Ms Hazel B Grun
Ms, Michelle A. Haitsch
Mr. Larry R H;iri
John A. Macoretta, Esq.
Mr Joseph G. Michels
Mr. Michael J Simmonds
Ms. Man L Wilbj
Anniversary Club
($125 - $2491
Charles F Barbera. M.D.
Kevin M. Cregan, M.D
Ms Julie M. (Dougherty) Fruntz
John P. and Roseman A
(Brennan) McGonigle
Ms. Jacqueline T. McGralh
Patrick C. Murphy. Esq.
Ms. Laura (Peszka) Gibble
Ms. Ruth K Seitter
Mr Dtmitry Shilenok
Mr. Edward C. Sweeney




Gerard H. and Regina Mane
(Collins) Abernelhy
Mr. Mark R. Alberto
Ms. Patricia G. (Simmons)
Alderfer
Ms. Rosemarie Asamura
Mr. Michael P. Bradley
Mr. Jack R. Breslin
Mr. Frank J Campisi
Ms. Jane E. (Bates) Cero
Mr. Robert E. Cimorelli
Ms. Maria C. (Graham) Colavita
Mr. James F Collins
leshe R (Kasprzak) and John E.
Connolly. D.PM
Mr. Robert F. CostelloJr
Caroline (Kamper) Davis. M.D.
Ms. Dorothy C. Davis
Mr John M. Douglass
Mr. John R. Ferraro
Mr. William M. Finn
Ms. Lois (Glasgow) Force
Ms. Carol L Gash
Hayley (Atnikov) and Allan D.
Geller
Annemarie | Knox) and Terence P.
Gillespie
Angela M (Havdll and Robert A.
Graham
Lisa (Marino) and Michael M.
Hallowell
Mr. Bruce Hammerman
Jeanne (Yuengling) and Ralph S,
Hisle Ml




Mr Harrj G Kyriakodis
Ms l is.i A l oebei
Deborah (Sawyer) and Martin B
McCann III
Sean M -\\^\ ( !indj (VanArsdale)
McGrath
Mi. Ii.ul I and Mice iBaehrl
McLaughlin
Mi Robert 1' Miller
Mi i hi, nd t i Jrdunia
Lynn A (Provost) and
Richard F Marta
Ms Constance l> Rice
Mr James i Richard Jl
Mi Joseph I Scull) Ji
Ml Brian R shields
Ms Janet E. Smith
Ms Theresa A. (Ceniccola)
Soffronoff
Ms Margaret M. Tierney
Gary D Vogin. M.D
Ms Kathleen M.
(Backausas) Woll
Mr. Robert C. Woolard
Ms. Maria T. (Sheerun) Zorzj
1985
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000- $9,999)
Ms. Denise (D'Antonio) Malecki
Chairman's Club
($1,000- $2,499)
Richard L. Duszak Jr., M.D.
Mi loseph R Huck Ji
Kelley A. Grad\ and
John D. Janda
Mr. Paul J. Marvel
Mr, Michael E. McDevitl
Ms Nancj (Mortenson) Neary
Brother John Nguyen. F.S.C.
Mi 1 dward J Reitmeyer
Christine M. (Tanzosh) and Peter
W. Tiano
Mr. Thomas W. Whittle IN
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
LTC Marco Coppola. DO
J, Mark Coulson, Esq
Jane (Gregono) and Charles W.
Greenberg
Mi Gerald C. Grunewald
Patricia (Lenaghan) and Edward
C. Hogan, Esq.
Mr Timothy O'Shaughnessy
Mr George C Werner
Ugo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Milton J. Ball
Renee (Rapa) and Jeffrey E. Faller
Jill (Lucasi and Patrick F Guerin
Catherine (Roany) and
Martin A. Healey
Mr. Terrence J. Jacob
Bernard F King. DO.
Ms Mary (Geyer) McLaughlin
Mis I orraine (Pollock)
Minderjahn
Richard Mshomba, Ph D and
Elaine (O'Halloran)
Mshomba, J D
Ms. Lynette (Hyman) Nelson







Denise A Franchetti, C.F.A
Mr, James J Gallombardo
Mr James B Humphreys
Mi Reed C Lifka
Ms Mary L McGinnis
Mi Shelb) I Moore
Denise l and Michael D Salvo
Ms Patricia C (Hanej I Stimson
Donors
(Up to $124)
Maureen (Gavaghan) and Scoti E
\inokl
fc ie i .in^\ I teborah (Eisei I
\/.IIC\\IlV
Donna A Bacon, Ph. I)
Ms I iizabeth \ Bakci
Ms. Karen A (Fletcher) Barbieri
1/ Honor Roll of Donors 200Z - 2003
Ms Donna J Bales
Ms \ Beston
Birnhak
[Dynan) and James J
Black. PhJD
Mr. Robert M. Byrnes Ji
ph M aaffej
Ms. Deborah (Herman I
\K Manna M Cockcrill
Leslie K I Kasprzak ' and John E
I molly, D.RM
Ms. M (Catherine (< Ironin)
t. onnors
Ms. Jane M (Kauffman) Conoll)
. .; i. ostenbadei
Mr Lee J. Culvei
Ms. Margaret (O'Brien) Curtin
Or David R Di Raolo
Mr. Silvio M DiPietro
Ms KaihrynM (Dougherty) Lieb
Ms Julie A. (Dougherty i Schuck
Mr. Eugene J. Draganosk)
Ms Lisa (Goldman) Driban
Mi Sean D. Duffin
Mr James M Edwards
Ms Nancy L. Entriken
Ms. Michele F Fluke)
Ms Karen (Moran) Fossile
Ms Man E. Gallagher
Mr John R. Gauntt
Mr. Roben K Gauss
Mr. Donald L. Gearharl Jr.
Mr Joseph R Geraght)
Mrs Jesse \| Gibson
Mr. James c Goldsmith
Ms Patricia Vhen.ii Grube
Arthur J Hass. C.P.A
Mr John D. Heere
Mr Thomas J Hutchinson Jr.
Ms. Paula (Ritchie) Kadel
C> nihia M i Bartolomeo) and Paul
M Keenan
Ms. Kaihp.n iHaig' Kysor
Robert L. Manien and Anne
Marie Smith
Ms. Elem Mariola
Mr William H McCormickJr.
Ms. Panicia A McDaniels
Ms Mai} E (McGee) Thompson
Mr Thomas J McKenna
Mr. and Mrs Joseph C.
McTamney
Ms. Margaret A. Morthorsl
Alice (Premaza) Mueller. DO.
and John J Mueller Jr.. DO.
Ms Anne M Mullan
Ms Constance M Mumper
William D. and Florence M
Niev%ood
Mr Eugene M O'Gara




Jeffrey J and Elizabeth
I Mastropaolo) Oulton
Joseph M. and Patricia H Pansi
James H Pickering Jr., Esq
Ms Kathleen E (Pedicone)
Pinzka
Ms Lisa A (Hering) Prati
Jeanmarie (Moone) i and Joseph
A. Prinzo
Ms. Margaret A Ruane
Charles L. and Mar) E Schuster
Ms. Elizabeth (Seiberlich) Duff)
Barbara (Swierczewski) and
Thomas Snyder
Mr. Gregory J Telthorstei
Jacqueline (Flabert) i and
John P. Toner
James G. and Chnstine iGanini
Iressel, D.O.
Regina M < tristaglio and Mark
A Turner
Ms Charlene (Pancoasl) Pwiggs
Sheila M and Stephen J Wagnei
Mr James L Wall
Ms Karen B Weiss
Mr. Robert D Williams




Robert L. and Louise P. Harm.ni
Ralph J. Mauro. Esq
Francis E Plenskofski. C.P.A
Denise <Galbrai(h i and John T.
Shannon Jr.
I Stephen Sullivan, F.S.C., SID.
Founder's Club
($500 - S999)
Patricia <Lenaghaiil and Edward
C. Hogan, Esq
Robert A. Hopstetter. Esq.
I'go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Cornelius G. Curran
Clifton W. Case) and Lisa V
(Lombardi) Ferrari. D.M.D.
William J. Kaufmann, Esq
Mr John A McCann
Mr Michael M. Mullm
Ellen J. (Chester) and Joseph L.
Pasquale
Mr Roger J Seasock
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Edward W. Cummings Jr
Dr. Warren S. Goldstein
Ms. Kelhann i Franks) Jeletie
Mr. Robert F. Meighan
Mr. Roben A Nyce
Joseph B. Pino. D.M.D.
Ms. Danya (Szymanikt Pompeo
Mr. Patrick B. Shanahan
Mr Henry J. Slrauh
Donors
(Up to $124)
\h Mark A. Alberta
Ms. Lynn M. iBahmilleri
Alexander
Ms Maureen (Giglio) \ubuchon
Deborah lEiseri and Jerome J.
Azarewicz
Ms Mar) A Bacon
Nicholas Bencie. D.M.D..
I \G.D.
Kathleen (Dynan I and James J
Black. Ph.D.
Ms. Be\erl> D Brooks
Deborah ( Fa\ > and Joshua Buch.
Ph.D.
Ms Josiane M. (Bulens) Wunderle
Mr. Michael P. Cassidv
Mr. Peter G Clearkin
CPT Thomas P. and Franeine
(Calafati) Corley
Mr. Gregory Curran
Ms Mary (Deissler) Dillon
JohnT. Doyle. C.P.A.
Ms. Ann (Mayo) Dunn
Alfred J. Durney, W Esq
Mr Donald F Eberhardt
Mr. Thomas M 1 lacfa
Mr Michael V. Fullmer
Melanie J. and Joseph P. Gavin Jr
Ms. Barbara D. (Thorpi Gentry
Ms Joan E. Gibson
Mr Charles C Hansen
Ms DeEtta F. Hayes
Mr William F. Heim
Michael A. Hirsch, M D
Jeanne i Yuenglingl and Ralph S.
Hisle HI
Mi Bernard It..
Mi lohn \ Keams
Ms Barbara (Lever) Krauss
Ms Julia A, (Cotton] Kurdziel
Anne M. and Stephen M
Lautenbachei
Ms. Virginia !> (Pit kup] Listman
i me \ I ombard. Esq
Mi Charles F. Magee
Ms Karen (O'Grad) I Manners
Richard F and L\nn A.
si i Marta
Mr Edward J. McDevitt
Ms Helen (McBryani M I
Ms. Bemadette (Heck I Mulvej
James P. Murphy, D.M.D.
Suzanne M. and Thomas [_
\iekelson
Ms. Carol*, n (Kane) Nieolardi
Mr. Dennis T Owens
Mr Charles A. Petosa
Mr Michael T. Refiner
Ms Karen (Smith) Roche
Ms \ngela Galtano-Roth
Mr. Robert A. Salanik
Ms. Ellen (Esposito) Schaible
Ms Mary E. Schoole)
Ms Lori A. Schwabenbauer
Frederick C. Scogno
Joanne (Farley i Serembus. Ed.D..
R.N., C.C R N
Ms. Lisa iBasilei Shears
Mr Gregory P. Smith
Kenneth J. Smith
1 and Ruth M
I
\\ tlliams) Spadaro. Esq.
Michael J. and Ruth M
i Williams) Spadaro, Esq.
Mr. William R. Streeker
Mr. John C. Swiencicki
Mr. Roben M Talbot
James G. and Christine iGar\int
Tressel. D.O.
Ms Terry K. Wilson-Brox
Donald J. Zuerlein
1983





Joseph A. Braccia, C I \
Chairman's Club
($1,000 - $2,499|
Mr Louis V. Eccleston
Sean J. and C\ nthia i R\ an i
McFadden
Ms. Ellen E. ReilK
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
Edward K and Janice M Beitz.
Ph.D . R N
Ms Mana Tucker Cusick
Donna (Mullo) i and Thomas P.
Forkin. Esq.
Mr. Richard J Hcnn.
Mr. John D. Walsh
Carol lODnseolh and
Stephen T. Zarnlli
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499>
Paul J. and Teresa J
(Galasso) Adair
Ms. Frances (Wilsbach) Bahn
James M. Boligil/ Jr.. C.P A.
Mr. John J Ciesla
Jo) Fahe-r. Esq




Joseph K Izes, M D





Mr. Edward C. R
\nni\ersary Club
($125-$249)
Mr. Benjamin G. Baird
Ms. Susan C. (Petrucelli) Baldino
Ms Frances M Bonk
Mr Joseph F. Conners
Mr Robert C Dunne
Mr. Gerald R Evans Jr
i Pendergasti and Kewn G
Finla\
John F. Glowacki Jr., Esq
Ms Catherine i King i Keenan
Ms. Mary V. Lawton
Mr Francis X McGon) Jr
Mr Joseph G O'Neill
Karen iSpielberger)
Sullivan. M.D
Ms. Karla M. Sztukowski
Anne L. (Galasso) and James V
Templeton Jr.
Ms. Frances M. Treisbach
Donors
lip to $1241
Mr. Stephen L. Alexander
Lawrence T. Atkins. Esq.
Rosemary A Barriera. M.S.S..
A.B.D. and Eduardo A
Viltegas, M S W
Michael A. Becker. DO.. MS
Ms. Harriet M. Beckert
Mr Mark L. Bemhauser
Mary iThomson) and Peter J.
Brauman
Ms Carol F Burcin
Ms Eileen (Monahan) Chopnick
Ms Annemane F (Organ I Clarke
CPT Thomas P. and Franeine
(Calafati) Corlej
Mr Jay J Costenbader
Ms. Teresa (Gaffne) > Curie)
Jane B. and Charles E Danihel
Mr. Richard J. DeCarolis
Ms Heidi (Natter) DiPasquale
Mr. Richard J. Don
Ms. Beverly A Edwards
W illiam F. and Kathleen
Edwards, R N
Joann (Kelle> I Erb. Ph.D.. R N.
and Timothy J. Erb. M \
Mr. Christopher J. Ferry
Mr Anthon) J I
Ms. Susan M. Gallagher
Mr. Paul E. Gauss
Eileen M. Kelly and Gregory J.
Geruson
Mi William P. Gianforcaro
Ms Eileen M. Gildea
Mr Mark E. Gmdele
Mr Earl Goldberg
Ms. RitaT. Hart
Donna M. iPortonci and John J
Hasson
Lynn M Heyer, Esq
Ms. Linda (Johnston) Heyman
Thomas M Hinchey, Esq
Mr. Joseph J Irwin
Eileen M. Kelly and Gregory J
Geruson
Mr. Stephen P Kenned)
Mi Terrenee C. Kent
Mr. Slanle> J Krol Jr
Mr. Ronald C. LaFreeda
Ms Sandra M Levil
Mrs. Coleen (Kelt.




:i ' Fishen and Jail
Mint/er
Mr Kenneth R Mitchell Jr.
Mr. Walter F. Moleski Jr.






Mr. Lubomir B. Pyrih
Ms -\rdis E (Ryd
SCOII M Sadel. M.D
Mr Miehael J. Salazar
Mr John F Saponara
Mr Grier D. Schaffer
Mr Vincent P Schneider
Mr. Robert E. Schonewolf
Thomas and Barbara
zewski) Snyder
Mr. John P. Trace) Jr
Mark S. Trachtman, M D
Mai) M . Trautwein and Thomas
C. Breslin
Mr. Thomas M. Ullmer
Mr. Robert F. Vlcket) Jr
Ms Maureen (McKeown) Walsh
Ms Susan ' Horton) w
Mr. Thomas F Whomsle)
Nora Wmkelman. Esq.
Ms (eresa B. (Buck) Zajac




Susan F. (Altamorei Carusi. Esq.




Mr. Jerome S. Lezynski. II
George T Magee. Esq.
Cynthia iR>ani and Scan J.
McFadden




Mr. Robert A. Fabiszewski
John F. and Joanne M
(Pendergast) McVey. CPA
Sandra (Tomkowie/ 1 and Keun
M Rodd)
Resinski) Rosen. Esq.
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Michael F. Bonner. C.P.A
Donna (Tail) Diaz. M D
Mr. Joseph B. Dougherty
Ms Victoria K. Flaville
Martin A. and Catherine
i Roam i Heale)
Carol ( Lentini i and Thomas G
Helinek, M.D.. Ph.D.




Craig J. Badolato. \1 D
James I DeMarco, M L>
Giovanna (Villafiorita) and
Richard J. Donne! I>
Doroth) F Jannelh. M.D,
Mr John C. Lancaster
Stephen J. Masceri, Ml)
Mr. Francis J. McGralh
'1 j I lien T Miller.
M.S.N., R.N
Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - 2003 13
Rosemary (Kashlak) and Schuyler
Newman, M.D.
Mr Daniel J. O'Dea
Mr. PiyushG Ruparelia




Regina M (Collins) Etnd Gerard
H Abernelhy
Mary (Fanelli) AyaJa, Ph.D
Mr James F. Behr Sr
Ms Donna (Duffy) Bel!
Ms. Deborah E. Bernhardt
Mrs i 'am! (Fetterman) Blaulh
Mr Stephen J. Boyle
Thomas C Breslin and Mar} M
Trautwein
Ms. Cheryl (Seeds) Brotman
Mr. John F Butler
Mr lames ' Carrigan
Ms JoetteN (Perry) Codispoti
Mr Joseph P. Diviny Jr.
Mr. Michael L. Erlich
Howard D. Feinstein. C.P.A.
Ms. Joann (Weber) Frank
Ms. Cecile (McCarthy) Ganterl
Ms Karen A Garman
Gintare T Gecys, DO.
Mr. Brian Gemzik
Mr. Mark S Guemen
Mr. Kenneth K. Haas
Ms. Patricia M. Hallman
John J. and Donna M (Portone)
Hasson
Ms. Karen i Smith) Hawkins
Ms Kathyann fCnsacki Heilig
Ms Kathleen T (McGarvie
I
Hogan
Michael J and Mary (McFaddeni
Hopkins
Mr. James F. Koch
Ms, Yvonne (Hay/man) Kraeher
Ms. Barbara (Meskill) Letliere
Mr. John J. Lorenc
Ms Lisa C Makoseuski
MariaT. (Finklei and Randall (i
Mallack
Ms Lisa A (Martosella) May
Ms. Kathleen (Conklini McC abe
Mr. Scott D McCaw
Lori A. (Stieffenhofer) Mills. Esq
Mi Michael A. Mosley
Mr Richard K. O'Donnell Jr.
Mr. Harry J- Quinn Jr
Ms. Anna P. Russell
Kenneth H Rye I
Ml lohn J Schneider
Mr. William D Shields
Ms Karen A (Schuck) Stewart
Mr. John C Stipa
Mr F Kevin Tylus
Mr Thomas A Vinciguerra Jr
Mr William J Wilkinson
Ms Monique (( hampagne) Yates
Ms Elizabeth i(hj\csi Zaccaria




Mr Jaj i I ishman
San Miguel Club
i$2.5<HI S4.'»'>'»i
Mr Kevin R Vlj i
| 'i i 0. Bruce, M.B.A.
Mi l iregi tj i Web ;tei
i hdirman's Chlb
($1,000 -$2^499)
Mi Timothy, M ( i
Founder's Club
I $500 - $999)
Drs. Mary Jo (Wysock) and
Eugene A. Eline Jr.




Mr Vincent F. McGonagle
Mary C O'Brien, M D






Joseph K Izes. M.D. and Betsy A.
(Stem) Izes, M.D.
Ms, Therese Joyce
Duane F. and Maribeth
(Mallo) i Kelly
Mr. Joseph H. Shattuck
Mr Edward A. Turzanski
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Kathleen M Chancier, Esq
Mr Stephen J. Croghan
Richard J and Gio\anna
(VUlafiorita) Donnelly
Ms Donna M. Genasi
Mr. Gerald J- Greenfield
Ms. Eileen K. Halpin




Mi William C. Morsel!
Robert J. Motley, M.D.
Rosemary i Kashlak I and Schuyler
Newman. M.D.
Marianne iLudovici) and Franklin
J Parker III
Michele (Adair) Previti, Esq.
Mr. Thomas J. Quinn
Mr. John Ranieri
Mr. Robert Ricks
Mr Bruce A. Ruggeri
Ms loan M. Smallwood
Donors
< I p to $124)
Mr. John J. Ando
Eileen (McCann) and Alfred A.
Araco Jr.
Mr. James F. Barben
Ms Pamela J. (Williams) Berus
Mr Edward J. Borek
Mr. F. Howard Braithwaite
Joann iLawlen and George G.
Brenner
Mr. Thomas E. Campbell
Mr. Charles A. Caponc Jr
Mi James M Coffey
Mary A E Curran. D.H.M.
Mr. John R. Fenton Jr.
Ms. Mary L. Feron
Mr. James R. Flynn
Mi lohlffiie L Freeman
Robert A. and Angela M.
(Haydt) Graham
Melanie M (Susiaki and
Daniel T. Guerin
Ms Linda A Johnson
Mi Wayne S Johnstone
Mr. Ronald J Kane
Ms Baihara Kelly-Greco
Mi inscph R Large
Ms Theresa (Maguire) l eichnei
Mi lames L. Love
( .nil. run. '1 ilemyr) Madden.
C.P.A and Kevin I
Madden, I I' \
Michael B Magnavita I P \
Wend) K Mailman. M 1)














Mr. Christopher E McDermott
John S and Elizabeth (Razler)
McElderry
George G. and Annette
(Buccii Mick
Ms Hamette R. (Dreer) Mishkin
Rita A (Morrin) and John S.
Birnhak
Mr Patrick J. Mulligan




Ms. Maureen (McGinn) O'Neill
Mr Carlton Payne
Ms. Janet Pellicciotti
Mr. Carl J. Pfefferle Sr.
Col. James G Pierce
Antoinette Cavahen Pracilio
Mr. Francis M. Quigley
Thomas E. and Linda (Gaudert
Rakszawski
Mr. Nicholas J. Regina
Kathleen M. Sandman, Ph.D.
Ms. Ann D Seney
Mr Michael I. Sibilia
Ms Eileen (Matthews) Snarski
Ms. Barbara L. Smith
Joseph R. Sohmeo, C.P A
Ms. Elaine M. Stoehenau
Ms. Sharon A. (Henderson)
Stubblefield
Mr. Gerard A. Sweeney
Ms. Janice M i Neiman i Vukich
Mr. Jeffrey Waldman
Mr. James L Wemstem
Mr. Robert w Windhaus
James A Winn, Esq.
Rev. Jams D Wright
Mr Michael I Wunsch
Mi Antonio i Yanni
1980
Charter Club
I $25,000 and above)
Mi David T Poicsz
San Miguel Club
($2^00 -$4,999)
\, H M I nil,,, M I)
Chairman's Club
iSl.(HH)- $2,499)
John T. Capecci. C.P.A.
Colleen P Gillespie, Esq.
Brother John Kane. F.S.C.
Mr. William J. King
Ms. Nancy (Ritvalsky) Kyle





Timothy J Clay. D.M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M. Durkin
Ms. Cynthia A Romanelli
Ms Ann E Seiberhch
Maureen iDuganl Serpico, Esq
and Christopher J.
Serpico. Esq.
I gii Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Kevin D. Davis
Joanne (Bechia) Dugan, Ph.D.




Eileen l Kelly i and Robert A.
Kennedy Jr.
Marine! W Molyneaux, Ph.D.
Mr. Martin J. Oczki
Mr Michael J. Petrocik
Samuel W. and Regina (Moore I
Plummer
Mfonso M Salazar, Esq
Mr Russell A Spniance
Mary i Montrella) Waybill, M.D.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $2491
Ms. Eleanor A Allen
Ms Leslie L Branda
Ms Elizabeth (Harper) Briglifl
Mi lohn E. Butler
Mi lames J Dunieavy
Mr Mark I: I Isasser
Brolhei Richard D Heriih) I S I
Mi Anthony C. Herman
Mark s ami Constance R
P troni) 1 Ethoda, Esq
Ms Vim I Matthews
Ms i broth) McBride
Mh .
i Mullin) and Robert m
M< Namara, M l>
Diane M Mover, Ph.D
Ms Regina (Adair) Scott
Mr. Dennis E. Stanzione
I>onor>
(Ip to $124)
Ms Marlyn iMyrna) Alkins
Ms. Pauline Ansley
Ms. Cheryl A. i Yurkamn) Aycock
James T. Basara, D.M.D.
Mr Bnan R. Bentz
Ms. Teresa (Murphy i Coggshall
Mr John M. Conlow Jr.
Mr. Thomas J. Connors
Mr Richard V Costello
Ms. Catherine M. DelCiotto
Jeffrey W Ennoff. DO
Mr. Gerald S. Giardinelh
Mr. Vincent J. Giarrocco Jr.
Mr Thomas M. Going
Ms Irene P. rlembarsk)
Mr. Arthur W. Hicks
Mr. Robert L. Jackson
Laurie A. (O'Hara) and Joseph J.
Kalkbrenner Jr., Esq
Mr. Mitchell E. Katz
Ms. Paula M. Krebs
Joseph W. and Mane (Orfeo)
Matera
Ms. Claire McArdle
Elizabeth (Razler) and John S.
McEdlerry
Mr Henry F Monroe, II
Ms Denise P Montell
Rosemary (Robinson) Pall. Esq.
Ms. Marina A Pavluk
Elizabeth iMullarkey I and Joseph
A Piccolo
Ms. Patnaa (Dajnowski) Quailc
Linda iGauden and Thomas E.
Rakszav. ski
Mr. John A. Rankin Jr.
Ms Bernadelte M i Lynn l Ronca
Mr Bruce E Schell
Mr Robert B Simpson
M, William L Smith
Ms Jane (McFarlane) Staats
Ms [Catherine M Stephens
\1i James R Styles
Mr John F Swoyer Jr
Mr James A lomeita




Mr. Timothy J Walters
Mr Paul J Walush
Mi t iregorj S Watson
Ms Wanda I Wcsolouski
I iKille (D'Emilio) and William J
Wilkinson
Vt Honor Roll of Donors 200Z - Z003
1979
Dr. Joseph K Fluhacher Club
l$5,000- $9,999)
Mr. Stephen J Gfl
San Misuel Club
($2^00 - $4,999)




James W. Colbert and Regina
Burke-Colbert
Mr Jo>eph P. Halpin
Philip J. Horn Jr. MD
Teresa \1 Jackson and Lawrence
P. Byrnes, Esq
Kathleen Meriwether, Esq.
Mr James V, Moms
Mr Patrick E Walsh
Founder's Club
i $500 - S999>
Joanne (Thorn) and Richard J.
Alexander
Maryellen T. Kueny and Donald J.
Rongione
Keith A. Leibowuz. M.D
Ms Mar> C. Nk
Barbara (Moser) and
Lawrence White
Edward J. Zajac, Ph.D.
L go Donini Club
($250- $499i
Michele M. Anthony. M.D. and
James P. McCIain, Esq.
Man Ann (Stefan) I and Anthony
J. Catanzaro
Joseph J. Cicala. Ph.D.
Mr. Albert A. DiFalco
Mr. Herbert J. Lottier
Col. Michael H and Mar> Ann
(Walz) Schmid





Marvel aire (Mclamnej i and
Edward V Dzik Jr.. C PA.
Mr Brian J. Fitzgibbons
Ernest D. Huggard. C.PA.
Mr Ned O Kraft
Mr Raymond P. Matrone
Mr Roben T Mullin Jr.
MkhaelT Sieelman. DO.
Mr John C. Such)
Catherine H. Voit. Esq.
Ms. Jill (Smith! Whitney
Donors
dp to $124i
Mr. Thaddeus F. Bivenour
Mr Wesley M. Bobbie
Mr. Mark J. Brood
Mr David J. Bryant
Mr Anthony P. Camilli
Ms Martha i Robinson i Collier
Eileen M tGaddist and Richard
W Combatu
Ms. Joanne (Thomson! Coyle
Mr. Christopher E. Cummings
Ms. Pemna A > Bisiochiaj
DePasquale
Mr. Richard DiGiacomo
Mary i Rush I and James T Do Ian
Concetta M. and William J.
Doyle Jr
Ms. Elizabeth (Waier) Doyle
Mr. Steven C. Ehrmann
Mr. Joseph H. Eisenhardi Jr.
Mr Gregory J. Farrell
Mr Kevin J. Foley
Ms. Ellen iDonahoci Fuller
Mr. George A Grinenko
Mr Kevin J Guers
Mr Bnan J Hi;.
Ms Karen ' Kratt | Hoehn
Ms. Kimberi) A (Walsh) Home
Mr Roben M Hrapczynski
A Humenick




and Peter L Kunz
Mr William L. Lewis Jr
Mr. Donald J Mason
Mane (Orfeo) and Joseph W
Matera
Mr Bruce F. Ma) S
Mary Ann E McCarry
Ms Margaret M. (Umberger)
McCoey
Mr Joseph T McGee Jr
Ms. Mane A (McLaughlin)
Strahan
Mr John J McNamee
Mr Bartholomew W. McQuoid
Mr. Carl F Michini
Ms Mar. Ann (Brosmer) Miller
Ms Denise (Lange) Monaghan
Mr. Stephen J Moms
Mr Kevin J. O Rourke
Ms. Monica (Trolter) Oskowitz
Mr Vincent A. Paccapaniccta
Ms Janice M Pantano
Mr Paul J. Perrello
Ms Patricia A. Sandstrom
Mr. Ignazio Scaglione
Mr. James E. Sellers Sr
Mr. John P Seykot
Ms Marghente iDehoratiusi
Shaeffer
Ms. Sara J Shan
Mr Ronald F. Sliwinski Jr.
David J. Sowerbuu- Esq
Mr James P Spiewak
Mattheu S. Steinberg. DM D
Ms Mary J Taylor
Rose iFarracei and
Alberto M. Tecce
Michael F Wagner. Esq.
Mr. Joseph M. Waldron
Ms. Donna (DiEnno) Welser
Ms Marylou (Lazzaro) Williams










Donald J. DeGrazia. C.P A .
A.B.V.
Susan i Murphy ) and Walter W.
Dearolf III
Mr. James A. Kazmerskie
Founder's Club
($500- $9991
Francis E Dehel. Esq
Peter M. DiBattiste. MD
Donald L. Levick. M D
Kathryn (Moos) and Juhn J.
Merrick Jr. Ph D
Donna (DiBello) and Louis A
Petroni. Esq.
Paul J. Simon. DO.
Lawrence and Barbara (Moser)
While
I go Donini Club
i$250-$499.
Roben J. Biester. M D
Mr Lester H. Cahn
Josephine (Meehan) and Jack T
Carballo
Kathleen (Guerin) and Philip S
Cosentin
i : ,i M. Galante. M.D. and
Thomas A.
DeBerardinis. MO
The Hon. Kate Harper and Paul J
Kelly III. C.PA
Eileen ( Kelly i and Robert A.
Kennedy Jr.
Mr Michael Ledva Jr.
Michael J McGimey. Esq.
Ms. Denise J (Lamb) McPeters
Ms. Sharon M. McQuate
Susan (Sajeski) Puts. M.D.




Mr. Peter B. Dulniawka
Mr. James. A. Brmani
Ms Michele T (Katkocin)
Harbison
Vincent dePaul Henry. O.F.M.
Ms DianeA iHau^hi Hoft'er
Ms. Virginia M Krawiec
Mar. iMullim and Roben M
McNamara, M.D.
Patricia iComgan i and Victor J.
Powers. M.D
Louis L. Trovato. D.D.S.
Diane (Marshall) and Michael A.
Weiss. D.D.S.





Ms Sarah A. Babaian
Joseph A. Baldassarre. C PA
Mr William C Bradley Jr
Ms Charlene L Brennan
George S. and Joann (Lawler)
Brenner
Ms. lula (Williams) Brown
Ms. Annemane T i Lento!
BrownmiHer
Mr. William J. Burns Jr.
Mr Lawrence J. Busio Jr.
Steven M. Carr. Esq.
Michael W. Cassidy. Esq.
Eva and David E. Christiansen
Mr Daniel C. Craige
Mr John R Delaney
Dr. Camille DiLullo
Eugene M. DiMarco. DO.
Mr Roben J. Fanning
Mitchell K. Freedman. DO.
Ms. Donna M (GlowacJrj) Fulton
Mrs. Theresa A. i Maguire i Gar. in
Mr Gerard S. Hampshire
Mr Thomas J. Hoban
Ms Judith A. James
Mr Paul J. Jannelli
Ms Carol P Jones
Mr. David G. Kelble
Mr Vincent T. Kelly
Karen M. and Kevin P Kohler
Ms. Stephanie (Thompson) Lachel
Mr Huben P. Leonard
Michael G Malatesia Sr, C.P.A
Ms Mercy A. Martin
Ms. Margaret (Grzesiak) McAna
Mr James W. McGinniss
Mr Thomas J McGovem III
Ms Monica M Mills
Mr Anthony J Monico
Joseph F. Mooney. Ph.D.
Mr. David G. Moore
Mr Timothy J Murphy
Ms. Margaret E. O'Connor
Mr Joseph A Pansi
Samuel B. Pearlstein. D.P.M.
Mr. James P. Penza Jr.
Mr. Daniel A. Pierro
Karen R. Pushau
Mr Robert J. Senior
Mr Michael I
Mr. Michat
Mr. Joseph A. Tortorclli
Mr Peter J. Tyler Sr.
Ms. Ednu
Mr Craig M. Waring
Mr Noel G Wraj








Anna (Celenzai and Michael J
McAleer
Mr. Jonathan J. Palmer
Chairman's Club
i $1,000 - $2,499!
leresa M Jackson and Lawerence
P. Byrne
PaulM. Coady, M.D
Rose iGuenni and Francis P
Day. M.D
Richard L. Fagnani. C.PA.
John K. Mariani, D.O.
Francis T McGenigan. C.P.A-
Janei A. (Pappianni) Paret. M.D.
John J. Waldron. Esq
Founder's Club
($500 - $9991
William N. and Anna
i.Melnyki Allen
Jeffrey P Hurley. M.D
John F. and Joanne M
iPendergasn Mc\fey,C.P.A.
John E. Mitchell. C.P.A
Mr Joseph M Montgomery
Donna (DiBelloi and Louis A.
Petroni. Esq.
Joanne (Collins) and Paul F.
Schneider
I go Donini Club
($250 -$499)
Deborah (Bodnar) and William F
Flooks Jr.
Carl W. and Catherine T
(Carroll) Graf
Carol iLentinn and Thomas G.
Helinek. M.D.. Ph D
Gordon M. Langston. M.D.
Mr Thomas G. Meizinger
Lisa i Adams) Stackhouse, D.O.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Dennis J. and Lorena (Filosa)
Boy Ian
Mr. Robert J. Cunningham
Joseph V. DiCecco, Ph.D.
Marvclaire (McTamney | and
Edward V Dzik Jr.C ?\
Ms. Diane M Glendon
Mr. Thomas P. Hanna Jr
Fredrick C. Hanselmann. Esq.
Mr. Gary M. Knoerlein
Mr and Mrs. Michael A Lopacki
Mr Anthony J. Macnna
Patricia i Parente i and
Joseph P. Maher
Mr Joseph T Nadolski
Patricia iComgani and Victor J
Powers. M D
Jerry B Schwartz. M D
Ms Mary K (Smith) Ruff
Mr Richard C. Stephens
Stephen A Wydrzynski, Esq
J Mary West Young. C PA
Donors
dp to $124)
Mr. John A. Bolash
Mr Thomas F. Bolton
Mr. Anthony A. Bonanni
Ms Mary N (Mariano) Breslin
Mr. Franklin R. Brown
< Deceased)
Michael R. Buckle) Ph.D.
Mr Albert J. Bw
Claude H. Buehrie, C.P.A
Rev Jeffrey T Cesarone, O
Praem.
Mr Kenneth T Coppola
Mr Gregory J D'Angelo
Mr David J. D'lmpeno Jr.
Mr. Larry T. DeAngelo
Mr. Richard J. Desanctis
Mr. Walter J. Donahue III
Mr Edward T. Duffy Jr
Mr John R. Fafara
iteffa) and Kevin J. Farrell
Mr John R. Frock
Mr Allan N. Fusco
Rosemary A Gallagher. C.PA
Allan D. and Hayley I \tnikoA I
Geller
Ms Elaine L. Glebocki
Louis G. Hasner. Esq
Mr Bernard Kinker
Mr. Richard A. Lord Jr.
Mr. John D. MacLuckie
Ms. Barbara (Swinand) Matas
Mr. Timothy McAleese
Daniel J. McDevitt. Esq.
Mr Louis J. McGrath III
Mr Paul M. McLoone
Mr. Craig A Meritz
Thomas J. and Kathleen M
(OSullivani Monaghan
Mr Frederick P Moms III
Ms Noreen (Kilroy) Nicolo
Dr. and Mrs. James J. Perry
Mr John E. Pooler Jr.
Mr Roben P. Pracilio
Mr. Edward M. Prigge
Mr. Bernard M. Rayca
Mr. Peter L. Sandusky
Ms Carol (Tressel i Schmeer
Ms Rose M. Schreiner
Anne Marie Smith and
Robert L. Manien
Mr David J. Smith
Theresa iDunm Spaulding. M.D.
Angelica M- Stacy. PhD.
Ms Frances E Slahlecker
Mr John G. Stacker!
Ms. Diane F Sweeney
Mr Daniel L. Sywulak
Ms Susan (Miller) VanNest
Mr Carl WabJ
Mr Richard T. Wroblewski
Ms Diane M t Adelizzi > Zapisek
Mr Albert J. Zimmerman




Mr. Gaetano P. Giordano
Mr Thomas F McGowan
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5.000 -$9,999)
Joseph P. Stampone. Esq.
Chairman's Club
($1,000- $2.499i
Anthony, W. Bracken. M.D.
Chnstopher L. Bukata. V MD
Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - Z003 15
Scholarships
The following endowed or restricted
scholarships have been generously





William J. Binkowski Scholarship
James J. Binns Scholarship
George J. Bucs Scholarship
Helen Burke Memorial Fund
John F. Byrne Memorial Scholarship
Robert J. Chesco Memorial
Scholarship
Class of 1970 Scholarship




Dr. Robert J. Courtney Scholarship
J. Russell Cullen Sr. Memorial
Scholarship
Josephine Danielski Scholarship
Robert L Dean Writing Scholarship




St. Francis De Sales Scholarship
J. Hugh and Nancy Devlin
Scholarship
Susan Dietsch Scholarship
Anne H. and Harry J. Donaghy
Dr. Paul R. Doran and Catherine E.
Doran Memorial Scholarship
Leon Ellerson Scholarship
Brother Patrick Ellis Alumni
Scholarship
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Scholarship




LT. John Henry Scholarship
David I. Hagan Scholarship
Johnson & Johnson Scholarship
Thomas J. and Janet Kean
Scholarship
Jack Keen Memorial Scholarship
James S. Kemper Foundation
Scholarship
Maureen E. Lodge Scholarship
Francis X. McErlean Endowed
University Scholarship




Charles E. Merrill Trust Scholarship







Northeast Catholic High School
Scholarship
Pfizer Scholarship
SallieMae Fund BUSCA Scholarship
Joseph Lawrence Scheiter
Memorial Scholarship
Sigma Phi Lambda Scholarship
W.W. Smith Charitable Trust
Scholarship
Warren E. Smith, M.D. Scholarship
Lillian and Ralph Tekel Scholarship
UPS Scholarship
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Advanced
Education Nursing Traineeship
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Nurse
Anesthetist Traineeship
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Scholarships for
Disadvantaged Students
John H. Veen Memorial Scholarship
Wachovia Foundation Scholarship
Thomas A. White Memorial
Scholarship
Jack T. Zook Scholarship
Photograph 6 John McGraU/]ohnmcgrail.com
Regina Burke-Colbert and James
\V Colbert
Ms- Lenora (Spinal Griffin
Kathleen A I McCauley (and





James P. Murphy Esq
Mr. Steven J Napiecek




Ms Man M Baker
Mr John M Egnor
Mr Mark D Gnmm
Ms. Salryanne F Harper
Mr Francis G Klenk
Ms. Kathleen
l Shaw l Mathis
Kevin J McKeon. Esq.
John J. Memck Jr.. Ph.D.
Margaret M Rodden, Esq.
Paul F. and Joanne
(Collins) Schneider
Mr Francis L Stocen Jr
Mr Albert Thorp III
Mr. John J. Tighe Jr.
Ms Man (Sloss) YanHom
I go Donini Club
l$250 - $4991
George F Beppel. C.PA
Frank R Buzydlowski, E-q
Jack T and Josephine
(Meehanl Carballo
Kathleen iGuerini and Philip S.
Cosentino, Esq.
Mr. Anthony M. DeAn.
Mr. Edwin J. Detrick
Mr. Charles F. Dombrowski
Mr. John F. Dre\ er
Mr J Bernard Ellis
(Catherine
l Stacy, i and Peter D.
Greenspun. Esq.
Philip J. and Linda M I Storz I
Gralzmacher
Mr Edward J- Hargadon
Ms. Joan iChemukal Lamhome
Marj k McCarthy. M D
Mr. John H. McDevitl
William J. O'Donnell IIJ.C.P.A
Randolph Van Ragsdale, Esq
Mr Charles G Resch
John K. Taus. DO.
Anniversary Club
IS125 -S249)
Mr. Robert L. Bergbaucr
Ms. Theresa iRidgway i Biansco
Lorena iFilosai and Dennis J
Boylan
Mr John J. Chapman
Barbara iDunnl and Frank D.
Delaurentis
Robert E Desmond. M.D.
Donald A. Dilenno M D
Mr Thomas C Gedman
Mr PhihpJ Guglielmi
M Katharine A Hammeke
Mis Frances (Rumakcr) Harrison
Mi Lawrence R Hoffman
Mi N pi III
Roscmar) Quinn and Steven M
Smith, D.O
Mr. lames P Si inlin
Regina (Cudemol sm.vk. M I)
nk a Stelu
11,111,11s
I I pto $1241
Mi w illiam Ansti
Mi William R Behm
\ii Georgi i Beu
Ralph P. Bocchino, Esq.
Mr and Mrs Joseph J
Buonpaslore
Mr Edward M Canlli
Mr Keith A. Conrad
Mr Andrew P Crane
Mr. John R. Dipompeo
James T and Man I Rush i Dolan
Mr Joseph R F.ires
Mr Edward J. Fuzpalrick
Ms Juduh \ Fiume
Mr. Ronald M Fonock
Mr John J. Canister
Mr Francis P Gannon Jr.
Mr. Dennis W. Gardner
Ms Barbara i Marro i Gillespie
Mr. Charles W. Glanu
Mr. Ralph J. Grosso Jr.
Ms Sasan (Slankardl Guinan
Mr Anthony J Hagan
Ms Joan M I Butler i Hannigan
Mr Robert J. Heck
Stephen M Howard. Esq.
Mr Martin A Inlanti
Mr Thomas F Jones Jr
Ms Victoria (Clark) Kauffman
Mr James P Kelly
Mauret and
Edward J. Klenk
Mr. Paul P. Lach
Donald L Malizta. D.D.S.
Mr Francis T Mallon
Mr James M McAneney
Ms Marguerite (Madden)
McFadden
Ms Rosemarie A. McGinty
Ms Elisa (Ziccardi) Minni
Mr. James J Mullins III
Ms Judith Opatow
Mr Joseph V Otto
Ms. Sabina R. Otto
Salvatore A. Paparone Jr.. Esq.
Mr James G. Pirolli
Mr Robert D Poies/
Ms. Mane Ellen
Richard T Preiss. Esq
Mr Nicholas M. Rongione
lames P Rupp M I)
Mr Richard K Russ
\1: Manuel M Sabato
Virginia
I Muessig) and
Edward N Sague. D.D.S.
Mr. Jerel P. Saltzman
Mr. Anthony C Scancella
Mr Gerald J Schlechler
Ms Vnne M Scull
Barbara A Spaulding. C F R 1
Ms. Pamela iJelenl Spenng
Ms -\nnc Marie (Shervin)
kbower
Mi Thomas J. Walsh
Mr John A Weaver
Joseph w Weike
\K Connie i McGOWtUl) White
Andrew B Woldow, M.D.





Ms Kalhlccn M Hums
Rorvn l :. .in,! li.ii
Hanrahan
Dr. J)W*ph K. Hubaihi-r Club
(S5.IMN) - S^.W^i
Mi lames K ( iontle Jr.
Su Mifiuvl Club
($2,500 - S4.WM>
Paul E Karis M D
K-'k-n T Reichman. \1 i)
16 Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - Z003
The Christian Brothers
In FY 2002-2003, the Brothers contributed a total of
552,300 for unrestricted support, scholarship aid, and
program assistance. This year, La Salle gratefully
acknowledges the following Christian Brothers, who
provide leadership, direction and inspiration to the
entire La Salle community:
Brother Hugh N. Albright, F.S.C.
Brother Arthur J. Bangs, F.S.C.
Brother Daniel W. Burke, F.S.C.
Brother Edward Conway, F.S.C.
Brother Francis B. Danielski, F.S.C.
Brother J. Edward Davis, F.S.C.
Brother Joseph Dougherty, F.S.C.
Brother Patrick A. Duffy, F.S.C.
Brother Charles F. Echelmeier, F.S.C.
Brother Gabriel A. Fagan, F.S.C.
Brother E. Gerald Fitzgerald, F.S.C.
Brother Felician J. Gerry, F.S.C.
Brother Joseph Grabenstein, F.S.C.
Brother Charles E. Gresh, F.S.C.
Brother Richard Herlihy, F.S.C.
Brother John Kane, F.S.C.
Brother Robert J. Kinzler, F.S.C.
Brother Edward Koronkiewicz, F.S.C.
Brother Charles A. Lackes, F.S.C.
Brother Joseph F. Mahon, F.S.C.
Brother Dennis M. Malloy, F.S.C.
Brother John P. McErlean, F.S.C.
Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C.
Brother John J. McGoldrick, F.S.C.
Brother Gregorian McLaughlin, F.S.C.
Brother Thomas H. McPhillips, F.S.C.
Brother Emery C. Mollenhauer, F.S.C.
Brother Gerard F. Molyneaux, F.S.C.
Brother Lewis Mullin, F.S.C.
Brother Francis Tri Nguyen, F.S.C.
Brother G. John Owens, F.S.C.
Brother William J. Quaintance, F.S.C.
Brother David Rogers, F.S.C.
Brother Robert J. Schaefer, F.S.C.
Brother David Schultz, F.S.C.
Brother Edward J. Sheehy, F.S.C.
Brother Fred Stelmach, F.S.C.
Brother J. Stephen Sullivan, F.S.C.
Brother Nicholas Sullivan, F.S.C.
^
Brother Joseph J. Willard, F.S.C.
Roben \ Shon M 1
1




\ls Beverl) \ Bacon
Kathleen \ I Mc< !aulej i and
Gerald T. Hathaway, Esq
Kathleen (Scotti) and lames J
McNichol




Lawrence T. Bowman, I sq
Mr. Patrick \ McGinlej
Mr Gerard A Plourde
Mi Garj C Smith
Paulette (Travers) and George J
Zimmerman. Ph.D.
i hi I > him n Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. James F. Bernardo
Gerald V Burke. M D
Mr. Robert M Case)
Richard A. DiDio. Ph.D.
Ms Catherine M Doug hern
Ms Helen (Galster) Elliott
Mr John E. Funkhouser
Katherine (Stacj i and Peter D.
Greenspun, Esq.
Ms. Annette L Halpin
Paul and Elizabeth (Rodimi Kum
Ms. Elizabeth (McGinley) Solum
Anniversary Club
($!2S - $249)
Mr. Joseph S. Biondo
Mr. Paul F. Blinn
Ms. Michelle <Lamb> Boddorff
Mr Daniel I DeMasi
Mr Stephen J Ftnley
Ms Denise M. Guiniven
Mr. Patrick J Hogan
William K Istone, Ph.D.
Mr. John A. Rafa
Ms. Linda A Rivlezzo
Michael D and Denise T. Salvo
Mr Patrick H Sanaghan
Karen M (Donchetz) and
Joseph E. Schurtz
Harry S Shams. Ph.D.
Rosemary Quinn and Steven M.
Smith. DO.




Ms Deborah C ( Aglira) Grosso
Mr. Eugene G. Ancharski
Mr. Michael G. Armstrong
Mr Everett L. Arnold
Rosemary l Clancy l and
William J Buldino
Mr. Edward J Beck
Ms. Frances T Bendei
Mr Henr\ G. Bienkowski
Ms. Diane M. Bones
Mr, Kevin F. Brennan
Karen (Fraunlcltcn Burnett. PG.
Linda A iPanianoi and Joseph F
Canataro. Ed.D.
Carol L tCarraecioi Lentz. M.D
Mr. Donald A Casolaro
Edward J Charlton, Esq.
David E. and Eva Christiansen
Mr. Curtis R Cockenberg Jr.
Mr Thomas F. Conn
John J. Connors, Esq.
Ms. Man (McGrath) Coppola
Mr. Robert S. Croskey
Ms. Kathleen M. DeHaven
Ms. Denise P.
(Deberardims) Braun
Mi Michael G Dell'Orto





Mi I nomas \ I liBello
\K rheresa (Dempsej > I arrell
Mr Kenneth G. Fulmer Jr.
Margaret I Irugan) and
James \ Grewa)
RonaldG Hull Esq
Mr Richard M Jaco\ ini
Mi William M James
Mi Joseph P Kenncj
Edward J and Maureen J
(McNall) i Klenk
Mi Vlexandei C Koniecznj
\L Geraldine (Twardowski)
Lacej
Mr James J Leddy
Ms Catherine M (Rowland) I ink
Mr Ralph W. Magee
Mi Gerard J. Mahlman
Ms Janice A. (Maguire) Malone
Ms. Monica M. Malone
Mr. Michael Masny
Mr. Thomas A. Masterani
Mr. William W. Matthew s fl
Mr. James J. McKelvej
Mr Mark H McLaughlin
Mr Dennis J Melinson
Mr Michael K. Montgomery
John J. Mulderig 111, Esq
Mr. Charles J. Mullane
Ms Maureen (O'Hara) Munoz
Ms rerese (Gibbons) Murphy
Mr James P Nolan
Ms. Paula M (Sehmid) Nolan
Mr, Bohdan Pazuniak
Mr. John S. Pizzo
Mr. James G Plewes
Mr, Jack W. Pogue
Patricia V. Radich, Esq.
Mr William T. Rambo Jr.
Mr. Andrew C Roppoli
Ms. Anne (Wilson) Sabol
Mr Michael N. Scavuzzo
Mary L. Schneiders. D.PM and
William J. Meis, D.O.
Ms. Margaret (Sheenn) Shirk
Ms. Joan A. Smalarz
Mr John M Smalarz
Ms. Ellen D. Walsh












Mr. Stephen E. Ertz
Marianne (Salmon) and
Siegfried J. Gauss
James J. and Kathleen (Scotti)
McNichol




Richard J. and Joanne
t Thorn I Alexander
Mr Mark J Connors
Brian S Eltinger. Est]
Mr Dennis R. RuhisL h
Joan C. (Thomas) and Joseph G
Gallagher Jr.. Esq,
I go Dottini Club
($250 -$499)
Mi i.iin>s I Beaver
Ms Barbara A. Burke
I n . in t i Cattic
nas J t onroj
nil and
John I'. DeSantis
i tenni i i lonohoe, M.D.
Mi William ! Duff)
Mi Stanlej l Gora Jr
Mad< line i Mallon)
Janowski, c PA
Elizatw Hi i Rodini) and Paul Kiiin
Mr, Thomas [i M |
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
\)i loseph I \bbott
Mi 1 lonald F Ackerman
Mr. John B Boyd
Mi Fames 1 Corcoran
Michael J. Gallagher. D.D.S.
Mr. Charles D. Henderson
Mr Charles G. Lare
Miriam (Gary) and
Francis E Maloney
Ms Rita M Haglei (deceased)
Francis -\ Marro, M.D.
Leonard F MUewski, M.D.
Mr Francis Y Moffatt
Mr John A Moore Jr
Ms Alice K Moj
Mr Ruben A. Osborne
Mr loseph P Palm
Mr Roben J Polastre
Mr Henry P Rawls
Mr Bernard F. Reilly III
Mi J Jeffre) Reisly
Mr. Kent M. Sloan
Herbert E.Taylor. PhD
James L. Turner, Esq.
Lyndanne M Whalen, Esq
Donors
(Up to $124)
Robert D Amerman. C.P.A.
Mr Clifford R. Batezel
Mr. Brian T Byrnes
Mr James P Campbell Jr.
Linda A. (Pantano) and Joseph F
Canataro, Ed.D.
Mr A Joseph Carusi
Mr. Philip E Cassidy Jr.
Robert D Cipko. Ph.D.
Maj. John R. Cook
Mr. Stephen W. Crognale Sr.
Mr Brian C. Daly
Mr. Carl J Davis
Mr Richard B Davis
Mr Louis A. DiCesari
Mr. Dennis D. DiDomenico
Thomas W DiEnno. CPA
Maria (Birlew) and Carlo J.
DiMareo, DO.
M.in.i i Biileu i and Carlo I
DiMareo. D.O.
Andrew E. DiPiero Jr., Esq.
Mr. Michael A. Dill man
Ms Linda (Radii) Dillon
Mr. Neil J. Dougherty
Mr Dennis M. Doyle
Diane M and Thomas A Doyle
Frani is J and Anita L.
(Smolenski) Doyle
Ms Kathleen (McCullough) Dyer
William F and Kathleen
(Nolen) Edwards. R.N.
Ms, Ann fWilshaehl EsposilO
Mr John G Esposilo
Mr John P Farle)
Mr Richard I. Feldman
Mr. John J. Foster Jr
Mr Stephen J. Frank
Mr Link's M | i\
Ms. Carmela (Melso) Galati
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Kathleen A (O'Neill) and
Joseph A. Ganster
Mr Victor A Giardini
Mr. Eduani A Grant Jr
Mr Edward T Hallij:an
Ms. Maria (Puhy) Hand
Mr William M Hann
Mr Richard P Himnier
Ms. Lucille 'Puhnst [rwin
Mr. James E. Johnston
Mr. Michael J. Kauflrnan
Mr. Dennis M Kelleher
Bemadelle F and James J.
Kenny Jr
Ke\ in P. and Karen M Kohler
Sicphen M. and Anne M
Lautenbachci ^^^
Mr. Louis A. LomKtrdo III
Mr. Thomas R. LoranJeau
Mr Bernard J. Maier
Charts K. Mauer Jr., Ph D
a B Mayer
Mr. Joseph L. McPhillips
Mr John T. Meter
Mr. WilliamS. Miller
Ms K.iihieenM.Molla
Mr R.t.muiid I Montoni
Mr. Gerald J. Morrison
Mr Jj;i)es T. Muth
John J Norcim Jr . Ph D
Mr M itaelE O'Donnell
M- i. ;n iWalliOwens
Mr Michael C Parclla
John F. Povjlailis, Esq.
Michael J Rosner, M D.
Virginia iMuc-sig; and Edward N.
Sa^ue D.D S.
Mr 1: v\ard J Sanktw, ski Jr.
Mr. Michael \ Seal/..
Mar. I lien (R iken) and Thomas
H Schurtf Sr.
Ms Marie \ shanalun) CassaJ\
Mr Joseph J Mieehan
Mr. Dennis J Smith
Ronald F Spcnng
Mr. Joseph P. S
Mr. Thomas P. Tarpe>
Ms. Catherine T iCurbettt
Tereniak
Mr Joseph A. Tn|jn
Ms. Frances iParmtTol Trees
Ms. Patricia (Sowernuttsr
Wawz; :i
\lr Peter A. Weismuller
Ms Patrice tSaggiomo, Werner
Mr. Charles J. Wbaleo
Res RiLhardC. Williams
Mr. Joseph H Wilson
Mr Thomas M Wisniewski
Vincent D. Zellcr. C PA
1973
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Cluh
i$5.000- $9.9991
Mr Joseph T. Jones Jr.
Mr Stephen J Rauscher
Mr. George R. Rice
Sun Miguel Cluh
($2,500 • $4,999)
[revoi i' I ynch M D
Mr Ronald J Young
Chairman's Club
IM.INHI. $2.4991
Juduh (Stanton] and lame I
Ahern Jr.
i s A
Mr ( iLi.ird J Binder




Anlhonj M Landis, l> ')
Mi Frank X L\nch
Mr. Vincent P McNichol
Mr. Paul G. Schott
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr. Philip J. Brennan
Joan C. (Thomas) and Joseph G.
Gallagher Jr., Esq.
Ms Jeanne M Kell)
Robert I Lewis. DO.
Mr James \1 Paulits
lohn \ Proa, D.P.M
Arthur A. Warren. Esq.
Mr. John S. Wydrzynski
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Thomas M. Aton
Mr. Michael W Dean
Mi Michael S. Hatfield
Edward B. Horahan III. Esq.
Terence Kn-tofak. CP
James D Pagliaio, Esq.
Mr Richard J. Papirio
Mr. Theodore E. Riegert
Mr. Robert J Sestito Jr.
Anne M. Walsh, D.S.W.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Stephen F Andriili
Marv (Gerrow ) and James A.
Costanzo
Mr. Mark V. Drewicz
Mr. Dominic J. Grosso Jr
Mr, George J. Jakabcin
John F. Mencer, Esq.
Mr W Dennis Nolan
Mr. LeoC Schaeffler
Mr. Libero Scintcariello
Mr. Thomas J Slelski
Da\id L Stout. Ph.D.
Ms. Donna M Talis




Mr. George J. Blair Jr.
Mr. Frank A. Bucci
Mr. Larry Cardonick
Robert G. Castllo, Ph.D.
Mr. John J. Conlogue
Mr. Paul X. Cook
Mr. Edmond D. Costantim
Mr James P Coyle
Ms. Christina T Curran
Mr. Francis M. Curran
lames ,\ Dilenno. DC
Anna L. (Smolenskn and
Francis J. Doyle
Mr Robert D. Duckcii Jr
Mr Daniel F. Flynn
Mr. Juhn M Rynn
s T Fox
Mr Wayne D. Gess
Mi 1 rank E. Gosinmski
Mi Joseph A. Greco
Mr. John R. Gyza
Ms Elizabeth C. Heldak
Ms Elaine (Keating) Irving
Mr. Robert B. Jackson Jr
Mi \rthur A. Kahn
Mr. Stephen D. Kendrick
Mi John W Kinee
Mr Joseph A Klepchick
M: Ruben J Ku|Ossk>
Mr. Jacob C. Manni
Mr. Stephen E. Marker! Jr
Mr. John W. Maull
Mi James | McGinlcy
William i Meis D.O and Marj
I Schneiders, D I'M
Mr. Thomas C Menapacc
Mi l dmund M Miksin
Mi Donald Miller
Mr Charles F. Morris
CalhenneA (McDe\ mi and
George J. Peller
John D. Prinscott. M.D.
Mr William J. Quindlea Jr.
Mr. Michael F. Rac/\nski
Mr. William Rascn Jr
Mr. Raymond J. Regan
Ms Kathleen (Whaleni Reitz
Mr. John M. Scarpellino
Ms. Cecilia Sheehan
Mr. Marc S. Silverman
Mr Anlhom A Smdoni
Mr. William F. Smith
Mr. Edmond M Spano
Henry W. Supmski. Esq.
Robert A Toltzis. Esq
Gregory J. Vincent. M D.
Mr. Gerard A Vogt
Mr. Alfred J. Wagner
Mr. Edward Weiss




Joan (Mancini) and Thomas J
Fitzpatnck Jr
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 - $9,99«H
Mr Mark D. Saldino -
Thomas Capizzi, Ph.D.
Michael L, Dufly. J.D.
Mr. William S. Hough
John F. Kent. Esq
San Miguel Club
($2,500 -$4,999)
Mr James J Anderson
David h Beams. Esq
Thomas S Kilcheski, M.D
Marilyn (Davis) and Charles J.
Quaurune Jr
Mr Thomas S Rittenhouse
Chairman's Club
($1,000 -$2,499)
Harry T Chugam. M D
Sam P. DeMartino. D.D.S
Robin F Gallagher. D M D.
Daniel A Gunntni, C I* A.
Brother Thomas McPhillips,
FSC PhD
Mr. Charles P Pizzi
Anthonv C Smtopolo, M.D.
Mr. Elmer J Shanmell
Thomas H. Ward. Esq.
J. Michael Whitaker. M.D
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Robert E Bonner. M.D.
Mr. Raymond C Freisheim
John F Melnernev. Ph.D.
Mr William G. Mullen
Mr Michael J O'Rnen
Mr. Daniel E Thomas
Cgo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. John L Austin
Mr. William J Hamilton
Waller! and Mary V Hew
Mr. Michael G. McMenamin
Charles \ koop.CPA.
Michael J Sailctsq.
Mi Charles I Walsh Jr
Mi lames \ Wright ' ^^^m
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249)
Robert i' Argentine Ji . M.D
i. nd An
Mr Ralph Batman
Margaret R Connors. Esq.
James A and Mary iGerrowi
Costanzo
Mr. Vincent M. Donnelh
Mr. Paul R Driscoll
Mr. Olats Gaibiselis
Eugene V Gallagher. Ph D
Mr. James B. Gross
Mr. James F. Hart III
Mr Donald E. Hilbert
Mr. Ralph E. Horkv
Mr. Robert A. Kramer
Mr. Joseph A O'Neill Jr.
Mr. Vincenl M. Putin
Mr John P. Quinn
Mr. John V. Rocks
Mr Norman M Weisst
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. L Russell Abbey
Mr. Fiatik P Ahzzi
I- ann i Yanakl and
Joseph J Batllie
Mr John J. Bellus
Mr. John B Besl
Mr. Thomas W Biester
Ro/anne M (Boyle) and
Frank A. Farrell
Mr. Kurt R. Bruhn
Mr James C Buck
Joseph J Capista. D.D S.
Kir Edward P Ceresini
Robert Cohen. C.P.A.. C.F.E.
William J Collier. C.RA,
Mr. James P. Connor
Mr. Ke\m J Connor
Mr, Marshall Daly
Francis X Dillon. Esq.
Mr -\ndrew J. Dimaio
Cuneetta M. and William J
Doyie Jr.
Mr. William M. Drayton
Mr. Joseph O. Dunn
Mr. George C Ehrmann
Rozanne M (Boyle) and Frank \.
Farrell
John C. Fenningham, Esq.
Mr. Dennis M. Field
Mr Russell J Frith
Mr. Henrv \V Goldberg
Mi lohn \ < Iraziani Ji
Mr. Edward F Gutekunsi
Mr. Vin.cntC Hehl
Mr Christian E Henningsen Sr.
Br\.uiD Hethenngton. Esq,
Mr. Stephen M Hoffman Jr
Mr William k. Johnson
Mr. John P Kelly
Ms. Julie iSmnnlasi Kirbv
Mr. James A Kukhnski
Mr. John M. Lawfer Jr.





Mr. Gerald A Marchini
Mr. Charles! Marshall 111
Mr Raymond \ Mauent Jr.
Mr Douglas S McFarlane
Mr. Edward R Merkle
Mr. Joe Moni/
Mr. Lawrence J. Nedzbala
Mi loim \\ Neiihercotl
Mr Michael D. Nolan
Mr Michael A Nuccio
Mr \ iikenl J O'Donnell
Mr. Robert \ OlHara
Mi Gerald R Oeste
Lime. v\ Pearson. Fsq
Ra> numd J. I'oircca Jr . I sq
M» David N Reiff
Mr Albert J RjegO ll
Mi i botnas i Robinson
Mi 1 liom.is I K.
Mi Daniel F, Ru
Mr Edward F. Ruppel
Mr Glenn C Russell
Chester J Salwaeh. PhD
Mr Henry A. Schinnagel
Man Ellen iRoken) and Thomas
H. Sehurtz Sr.
LTC Thomas W Sprague. Retired
Mr William N. Tangradi
Mr. Pasquale A. Tursi
Ms. Celeste M. Venen
Mr Thomas P Walsh Jr
Mr. Francis C. White
Mr Richard G. Williams
Mr Richard V.ZellerJr




Jame^ J. and Kathleen
(Gordon! Lynch
llr. Joseph K. Flubacher Club
lSS.000- $1.9991
Robert Folherg. M.D.
Patrick J. OLeaij.C RA
San Miguel Club
($:J00 - $4,999)
Mr Robert J. Christian
Michael J and Frances
(Jacob) Diccicco
Mr. Roben \. Jenco
Mr. Christopher V Koch
Mr. Thomas J. Shaw 111





Philip F. Hughes Jr., Esq.
Mr. Vincenl A. Lotink
Mr. James M. Mack
Brother Jolin J. McGoldnck.
F.S.C . Ph.D
Mr. Dennis M. Powell
bounder's Club
($500 • $999)
Mr. Samuel J Farmggio Jr
Thomas J Feenck. Esq
Mr. John J. Gariano
Thomas J. Haines, Esq
Richard E. Kreipc. M.D.
Paul D Kruper. Esq.
Mi loseph P Linaugh Ji
Mr. Pasquale C. Marchese
William A. Wachter. Ph.D.
L'go Donini Club
($250 - $4991
Gerald R Bodisch, Ph D
lames M Conlcy, Esq.
Mr James F. Connor
Robert F Cunningham. Ed D
Mr Da\id M GilteM
Mr. George H Holdei
Mi Kenneth J Kcmpf
Albert G Knill.Esq.
Frank I Papa, DO
Mr. Gerald R Pelrc
Thomas J. Pierce. Ph.D.
Anlhom Salemo. Ph D.
John\\ilc> Jr.. Esq.
Mr. Joseph \1 Wiisoi
Anniversan Club
($125 -$249)
Irian I Byrne. Ph
Mr. LdwardJ Calahresi!
Mi Jcllre> I ' hristides
Mr 'allies I Cinnin
' HI lames M Diamond
I S \„ Reined
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Mr Michael R Hogan
Mi I nomas M Jamrogowie/
Mr. Junes R Klagholi
Mr Joseph A Krantz
Mi Ronald ' KroU
Mi Patrick H Martin
John M McGowan, M D
Patrick i McHugb, PhD.
Mr. Dominic J MotU
Mi 1 dwin S. Pikalow
Mi losenh L. Ramsay Jr.
Mr Harry B. Sauers
Mr Robert G. Snealh Jr
Mr \ intent M Torno
Mr Robert J Walsh Jr
Donors
i Up lo $124)
Mr. David L. \hruzzi
Mr. Edward C Anastasi
Mr. Richard A. Avicolli Sr.
Thomas J. Buldinu. Ph.D.
Mr. Bernard E. Beck
Mr Daniel P Biko
Mr Bernard J. Black
Mi Richard G Bohs
Loudon L- Campbell, Esq
Mr Philip A. Canal
Mr. John V Cuter
Mr Vincent R. Connor
Mr. John R. Corrigan
John P. Cotter, Esq.
Mr Thomas J. Coyne
Charles E. and Jane B. Danihel
Mr. Paul J. Decr>
Mr David H DuryeaJr.
Mr. Charles F. Fastiggi
Mr. James J. Feeley Jr.
Mr John J. Fitzgibbons Jr.
Mr. Stephen H. Ford
Mr. Michael A. Gephart
John P. Gibbons
Mr. Paul M. Graham Sr.
Mr Roger A. Grego
Mr Edward M. Hepting
Eugene P Hughes Jr., M.D.
Mr. Rick [ovine
Mr. Richard D Kaczmarski
Mr. Edward E. Keidat
Mr. George E. (Gentry Jr.
Mr. George G. KJemic
Mr John R. Larentowicz
Mr. Roman I Leszczyszyn
Mr Louis R. Libcno
Mr. Thomas M L igren
Mr. Thomas J LoJKfergan
Mr CarlP Malitsky
Nicholas F. Martorano, O.S.A.
Mr. Peter J. Malje Jr
Mr Frank J. McCaJl
Mr JoscphJ.McCailJr.
Mr. Timothy J. McCarthy III
Mr. Paul C. McDaniel
Mr. Richard A. McNaJly
Mr. Joseph T. Mierzwicki
Robert J. Miller. Ed.D.
Mr. Anthony J. Morlino
Mr. Anthony P Nen
Mr. Connell P. O'Brien
Mr. Edward J. O'Hanlon Sr.
Mr James J. O'Neill
Mr JnsL-ph M. Osborne
Mr James M. Paradis
Mr. Nicholas F. Ragucci
Mr. Arnold D. Ronzoni
Mr. Robert W. Rosell
Mr Robert J. Seifert
Mr. John J. Stamerro
Mr. Joseph J. Strug Jr.
Mr. Edward J Tiemey
Mr. Ench L. L"hlenbrock
Mr. Leroy G.Walker
Francine Pern ne-Wittkamp and
Thomas Wittkamp
Mi rhomas I Wolf







Thomas A. Leonard, CPA.
Iir Joseph F. Hiih.ii Itn Cluh
(S5.000- $9,999)
ihomas J. Mahoney, C PA
Mi William D.Mullen Sr.
San Miguel Club
($2,500- $4,999)
Joseph -\ DAmato, C.P.A.
Mr. Henry F Ebcrhardt
Mr Gregory LeCerff
Margaret M. (Breslin) and
William J Markmann. M.D.
Peter M. McGonigle. Esq
Chairman's Club
($1.000 -$2,499)
Judith i Stanton) and James J.
Ahern Jr
Michael J Contomo. D.D.S.
Brother Patrick Duffy. F.S.C
Brother E Gerald
Fitzgerald. F.S.C.
Thomas F. Kennedy Jr.. Esq.
Brother Michael J. McGinniss.
F.S.C, Ph.D.
Mr. Dennis J. Reid
Dennis L-Sahagio, Esq.
I ugene J. Whitaker Jr , D.M.D.
Founder's Club
l$500-$999l
Edward K. and Janice M.
Beitz. Ph.D., R.N.
Mr Robert L. Bendorovich Jr.
Mr. Edward H Devinc III
Mr Nicholas A. DiFranco
Mr Joseph A Fick Jr
Anthony M. Giordano Jr.. M.D.
Patrick M. Cleason, Ph D.
Bernard Grossman. M.D.
Mr. David C. Lancaster
Mr. Thomas A. Oravez
Mr. John T. Osmian
Ugo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Paul J. Burgoyne. Esq
Mr. William Campo
Mr. Nicholas J. Cappello Jr.
Mr. John J. Higgins Jr.
Mr. John J. Malonc>
Kenneth W. Moore. CPA.
Guy M. NardellaJr. M.D.
Beth A. and Joe! C.
Rosenfeld. M.D.
Joseph R. Seiders, Esq.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr John J Bora!
Gilbert C. Carroll. M.D.
Mr. Donald J. Cuvo
Mr Mathew L. Dellarco
Arthur R Ersner. M.D.
Mr. Carl J. Gedeik
George H. Levesque Jr.
Mr. George J Lordi Jr.
Charles P Lutcavage. Ph.D.
Mr. Martin J McFadden
Mr Joseph M Moitola
Mr Bruce D. Mullen
Mr. Joseph S. Napierkowski
Mr. Michael G. Neuschel
Mr Roben i Nolasco
Mr. Raymond J ( ) Bncn
Mr Edward C O'Donnell Jr.
Mr. Robert J PaiUM
Mr Thomas M Vapniarek




Mr I'aulC. Hiee Jr.
Mr Gabriel J Blanco
Mr Thomas B Bowe
Mr Joseph E. Bulsak
Francis I. Carbo. DHS.
Mr. Philip C Cia\ere!li
Mr. Charles I ( lean
CAPT Daniel J. D'Alesio Jr., Esq
Mr. Daniel J Devlin
Mr. Manuel W, Diaz
Mr. Michael J Dillon
Mr. Daniel J Dinardo
Mr. John P. Dirr Jr.
Mr. Thomas J Dispenzere
Mr. George K Eckenrode
Timothy J Erb. M A and Joann
iKell>i£rb,PhD..R.N.
Mr. John M Fitzpatnck
Mr. Robert D. Freedman
Mr. Frederick F. GaJdo
Francis C. Gatti Jr., Esq.
Melanie J and Joseph P.
Gavin Jr.
Mr Philip J Gra>
James A. and Margaret
(Grugan) Greway
Walter J Griffin CPA
Rosalie (Carev ) and
John C. Hull Jr.
Mr. Paul T. Hannan
Mr. Vincent P. Haugh Jr
Mr. E James Henderson Jr.
Mr Thaddeus A. Jalkiewicz Jr.
Mr. Joseph P. Kane
George M. Krause, CPA
Mr. Edward J Lehman
Mr. Harry Leopold Jr.
Mr. Vincent A. Mango
Charles R. Maratea, Esq.
Mr. Roben F McAnespey
Mr. John J. McAvoy
Mr Frank J. McCarry
Mr. Michael P. McElroj
Edward J. McGlinchey Jr.. Esq
Mr. John J. McGlynn
Mr Alphonso Meo Jr,
Mr. Michael E. Miskel
Mr. Joseph W. Mitchell
Francis X. Murray Jr., D.O.
Mr. James F. Naegeli
Thomas L. and Suzanne M.
Nickelson
Mr. Dominic F. Nucera
Mr. James F. O'Donnell
Mi. Michael J. Paquet
Mr. Charles M. Paul
Mr. H. Randolph Pomeroy
Mr. Stephen A. Race-
Thomas C. Ratchford. Esq.
h\r. William S. Reilly
Mr, Leo J. Robb
Mr. Charles V Roche
Mr. Francis A. Ronkowski
Mr. John J Saccomandi Jr.
Mr. Anthony J Sanloro
Mr. Martin J. Sheeron Jr.
Mr. Charles M. Sielski
Mr. Edward C Smith
Mr. Francis J. Smith
Mr. David B. Smolizer
Mr. Michael B. Steinmelz
Mr. William N. Tanner III
Ralph J.leri, Esq.
Mr. Raymond F. Theilacker
Mi Waltei M Urban Jr.
Mr, Kenneth S. \
Mr James C. Walker
Mi William I fl
Mr. Michael ] Wilkin
Mr Michael ' Wilson
William J Winning, I q




Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R Bucklrv
University Club
($10,000 $24,999)
Mr. John W. Turner Jr.
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 - S9.999)
Mr. Brian J. Gail
James F. md Margaret M.
McManus. Ph.D.
William R Sasso, Fsq
San Miguel Club
($2,500- $4,999) _
Rudolph H CartierJr., Esq.
JohnM. Daly, M.D.
Robert C Gould, Ph.D.
Mr. John ! Warga Jr
Chairman's Club
<$i.ooo -*.:.4Wi
Richard L Hill. Esq.
Rnhert J Kerns, Esq
Thomas R McGuigan. Esq.
Mr. Frank V Possinger
Joseph H. Reichman. M.D
Mr William M Warfel ^^^
Founder's t lub
($500 - $999)
Mr William P. Bamett
Kevin O. Filey, Esq.
Mr. Kennetii R. Mancini Ji
Mr. Chester I. Orzcchowski Jr.
Edward M Roberts. C.P.A
Francis J R\an. Ed.D.
Mc Charles V Tier
W Dennis Arega. EdD.
Ugo Donini Club
($250 -$499)
James B Albrecht, M.D.
Mr. Thomas F. Boyle
Clifton W. Casey and Lisa A.
(Lombardi) Ferrari. D.M.D
Francis A. and Christine M.
Champine
Mr. Sam C. Chung
Mr Richard J. Conte
James W, Degnan. Ph.D.
W. Joseph Hetherington. Esq
Mr. William Kitt
Joseph M. and Eileen (Sweeney)
Markmann
Mr. Thomas J. McElvogue
Mr Francis M. Mooney
Mr. John T. Reed
COL. William F. Reyers. Retired
Mr Robert W. Seminack
Alan Weiss. M.D.
Jack S. Weiss. M.D
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
John C Becker. Esq.
Mr. Daniel W. Coley
Mr. Donald J. Corcoran
Mr. Robert J. Coyle
Henry B. Eastland. Lsq
L. Matthew Frank, M.D.
Joseph A Goldbeck Jr., Esq.
Mr George V. Griffith
Frederick J Hirsekorn, Ph.D.
\l.m I I. il Vis, 1
Mi lohn P lasin
Roben
Mr. Leon F. Machulski
Mr. Rodger J. Mel aughlin
i. 1 1grew
Joseph P. Mullen ML M.D
[ward J. N'olen
Mi. Dennis J. Rr>
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr Tohn F Anlhonj
Mi Raj mond T, Bickcn
Mr. Andrew W Bommcnue
Mr. Robert J Bugdal
xmiion. J i an il i. C P.A.
Mr. John P. Capuzzi
Mr. John B Connoi Jr.
Mr Rolvrt J, Costello
Mr Robert .1 Courtney Jr
Mr Terence J. Dal)
Mr Thomas C. Faris (Deceased
Mr Ernest W. Fiedler Jr
Mr Stephen C. Flood
Mr Michael F. Flynn
Mr. William B. F>nes Jr.
Mr. John V. Gambale
Mr. Joseph L. Gardner Jr.
Mr. Thomas A. Guggino
Mr Frederick S Gunther
Mr. Francis D. Heron
Mr John I. Jaszczak
Mr Richard C Johnson
Mr Thomas A. Johnson
Mr Robert J Kauft'man
Mr. John T Kelly
Mr Denn^ M Kctw\
Mr. James H. Klein
Mr Richard J Kochanski
Mr. Joseph F. Koscinski Jr.
Mr. Peler R. Krok
Mr. Edward J. LoCasale
Mr. Michael J. Luha^
Mr. Joseph M. Marquart
Mr. Eugene F Masse>
Mr. Ralph M. Mattel
Mr. Joseph J. McKeefery
Mr. James P. McNaliy
Mr. Edward Mockapetns
Mr Charles J. Nemeth
Mr. Peter 1. O'Neill
Mr. Edward J. Olwell
Mr. Michael S. Radv.mskv
Mr. Thomas C Reid
Mr Leo J. Rohan
Stuart S. Sacks, Esq.
Mr. Frank J. SchallerJr.
Carl P. Shuhz, CPA
Mr. Thomas R. Stack
Mr. Gerard M. Temme
Mr. Donald W. Thurlow Jr.
Mr. Stewart F- Titus
Mr. Theodore W. Wahl
Mr Martin E. Washofsk)
Mr. Joseph B. Werner
Mr. Allen C Whitehead
Mr Frederick E Wilson Jr.
Thomas Wittkamp and Francine
Perrine-Wittkamp




Daniel J. Whelan. Esq.
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000- $9.999
>
Mr. Lawrence A. Grabcnstein
Joseph C. Murphy. C.P.A.
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Faces of Giving in ]
Margaret M. McManus Ph.D.
and James F. McManus, '69
Peg
• Associate Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
• Supports La Salle University through
donations to the Annual Fund, Explorer
Club, capital projects, the President's Cup
Golf Tournament, and the Charter Dinner
Jim
• As a student, Jim was a member of the
Political Science Historical Club and
Political Science Association
• Member of die Council of President's Associates
• Supports La Salle University through donations to the Annual Fund,
Explorer Club, capital projects, the President's Cup Golf Tournament, and
die Charter Dinner
• Regional Vice President of Caron Foundation
• Chairman of Philadelphia Authority for Industrial Development
Thomas Curley, '70
• As a student, Tom was a member of the
Collegian, Honors Program, PKT, World of
Work and Sigma Phi Lambda
• Member of the La Salle University Board of
Trustees
• Member, De La Salle Society
• Supports La Salle University through
donations to the Annual Fund, athletics,
and capital projects
• Part of a small research team which led to
the creation of the USA Today
• Became President of USA Today in 1986 and Publisher in 1991
• Named President and C.E.O. of the Associated Press in 2003
Megan Barnett, '01
• As a student, Megan was a member of
the La Salle Ambassadors, Debate
Club, the Collegian, and served as
President of the Students'
G< n eminent Association
• Member of the Alumni Association
Board
• Supports La Salle University through
donations to the Annual Fund and
athletics
• Currently a government analyst at
Accenture
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In honor of La Salle's 140th anniversary, we
generous people who have fulfilled the tradition of i
Kathleen Gordon Lynch, '77
and James J. Lynch, '71
Kathleen
• Supports La Salle University through
donations to the .Annual Fund, capital
projects, and the President's Cup Golf
Tournament
• Member, De La Salle Society
Jim
• La Salle University Chairman of the Board of
Trustees
• A past member of the Council of President's Associates
• Supports La Salle L'niversity through donations to the Annual Fund,
athletics, capital projects, and the President's Cup Golf Tournament
• Member, De La Salle Society
• Awarded: La Salle L'niversity Leadership Award, 1999; Touching a Life-
Award from the Boys and Girls Club of Philadelphia, 2001; Eagles Fly for
Leukemia Lifetime Achievement Award, 1994 (first inductees); Archdiocese
of Philadelphia CYO Hall of Fame, 1994; Father Judge High School Hall
of Fame, 1999
• Chairman and C.E.O. of Sovereign Midatlantic
Leon Ellerson, '56
• Member of the La Salle L'niversity Board of
Trustees
• Past member of the Council of President's
Associates
• Received the Warren E. Smith, M.D., '54,
Award
• Supports La Salle L'niversity through
donations to the Annual Fund,
scholarships, athletics, capital projects, the
President's Cup Golf Tournament, the
Charter Dinner, and planned giving
• Member, De La Salle Society
• Chairman of Keystone Computer Associates [nc
• Co-founder of CEG Associates
Denise D'Antonio Malecki, '85
• As a student, Denise was a member of the
Accounting Departmental Board, Student
Affairs Committee, Alpha Epsilon Society,
Gamma Phi Beta, Beta .Alpha and Who's
Who
• Member of the Council of President's
Associates
• Member of the School of Business Advisory
Board
• Received the 2002 Michael A. DeAngelis
Award
• Supports La Salle University through donations to the Annual Fund,
academic departments, endowment, and capital projects
• Partner at Accenture
,a Salle's 140 th Year
mid like to acknowledge some of the many
: Christian Brothers by supporting the University.
ranees Jacob Diccicco, '74
rid Michael J. Diccicco, '71
ran
As a student. Fran was a member of the Spanish
Club. Residence Council and Foreign
Language Departmental Board
Supports La Salle University through donations
to the Annual Fund, capital projects, athletics
the President's Cup Golf Tournament, and
the Charter Dinner
Spanish Teacher at Lj Salle College High
School
Like
As a student, Mike was a member of the Collegian, Residence Council, Sigma
Phi Lambda, and Alpha Epsilon Society
Vice President of the Alumni Association Board of Directors
Member, Alumni on Campus
Supports La Salle University through donations to the Annual Fund,
capital projects, the President's Cup Coif Tournament, and the Charter Dinner
President and C.E.O. of Diccicco Battista Communications
effrey B. Boyle, C.P.A., '88
As a student, left" was a member of Sigma Phi
Lambda and IFFC Council
Member of the School of Business Advisory
Board
Awarded the Michael A. DeAngelis Award
in 2000
Supports La Salle University through the
Annual Fund, Explorer Club, President's Cup
GolfTournament, the Charter Dinner,
scholarship endowments, and capital projects
Partner in the assurance of Business Advisory
Services a division of PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
ileen Slawek
Member of the La Salle University Board of
Trustees
Co-founder, Chairman, and C.E.O. of Accupac
Inc.
Honored by Mount St. Joseph's Academy for
her distinguished service-
Supports La Salle University through donations
to the Annual Fund, capital projects, the
President's Cup Golf Tournament, and the
Charter Dinner
J. Hugh Devlin, '64
• As a student, Hugh was a member of the
Collegian his freshman year, member of the
Finance Association, member of the National
Federation of Catholic College Students, and
Residents' Council in his junior year
• Created the Hugh and Nancy Devlin Endowed
Scholarship for La Salle students who graduated
from Holy Name Parish School
• Supports La Salle University through the Annual
Fund, Hugh and Nancy Devlin Endowed
Scholarship, the President's Cup Golf
Tournament, the Charter Dinner, and capual projects
• Member, De La Salle Society
• Retired Managing Director at Morgan Stanley
• Co-founder, Barr Devlin Company
• Co-founder with his wife, Nancy, of Navesink Foundation
Thomas A. Leonard, C.P.A., '70
• As a student, Tom was a member of
the Delta Sigma Pi
• Member of the Alumni Association Board
• Past member of the Council of President's
Associates
• Awarded the Michael A. DeAngelis Award
in 1983
• Partner at PricewaterhouseCooper, LLr
• Supports La Salle University through donations
to the Annual Fund, capital projects, academic
departments, athletics, the President's Cup Golf
Tournament, and the Charter Dinner
Joseph H. Cloran, "61
• Member of the Council of President's
Associates
• Member of the Alumni Association Board of
Directors
• Organizer, Alumni on Campus
• Supports La Salle University through the
Annual Fund, athletics, the President's Cup
Golf Tournament, and the Charter Dinner
• Retired, Vice President of Travel Industries of
American Express Company
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San Miguel < lub
<$2£00- $4,999)
Mr. Andre P. Moutenol
Chairman's Club
($1,000 - $2.4991
Brother Joseph F Burke.
F.S.C., Ph.D
Mr lames J Faulk
Anthony R. Giorgio. M.D
Jame-. J. Heger. M.D.
Mr Norman A Jasori Jr
Brother John P. McErlean. F.S.C
Edward Sheehy. FSC. PhD
James P. and Mane
(Mooney) Steiniti
Mr James J. Timoney
Mr G William Vickers
Mr. Paul E. Vignone
Thomas P. Witt, Esq
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr. John P. D'Amato
Mr. James M. Knepp
Mr. Harry F, Kusick Jr.
Mr. Robert T. Moran
Mr. John J. Sullivan
Mr. Robert W Sykes
Mr. William J Warne
William M. Wixled, M.D.
LIgo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Patrick A. Belle
James P Bradlej Sr., J.D.
William G. Brennan. C.P.A.
Andrew J Candelorc, D.O.
Mr John J Gibbons
Mr. William J Hamilton
Mr Thomas P. Kelly Jr
Mr. Frederick L. Kleinhenz Sr
COL Lawrence G Lupus. Retired
Mr Daniel J. Maguire Jr
LTC Robert P. CTHalloran, Retired
James M. Penny Jr., Esq.
BG Daniel F. Perugim. D.O.





Mr. John J. Crenns lr
Michael G. DeFino, Esq
Mr Eugene J Evans Jr
Mr. Eugene F. Gery
Mr George P. Graham Jr.
Vincenl F. Hink. Esq.
Mr William J Lawhorn
Mr. George W, Luther III
Francis E and Miriam
(Gary) Maloney
Mr. Joseph T Maurer
Mr. Francis J. McBridc Jr
Leo F. Mclnerney. C.P.A.
Mr. Peter Mccznik
Gerald J. O'Kecfc D.M.D
Mr. William S Olarin
Mr Charles J. Potok
George W, Rocsscr. Ed D.
Gregory E. Sciolla, Esq.
Mr Richard h Sloul/.cnberger
(Up to $124)
Mi I awrence H. Aucrwcck
Mi ii, uiA [ Bambi ii I
Mr. Waller F Beard \l
lames I Clarke Ph l>
Mr. Charles S l ohi n
Mi |i . .. ph m ' oli man
Mr Richard F < Connor
Mr Robert L Conroy Sr.
Mi Brian 1 1 I loniel Si
Mi ( ierald I Davis
Mr. William I) DeMarco It
Mr James L. DeSalle
Mr. Thomas A. Downs
Thomas A. and Diane M. Doyle
Joseph A. and Kathleen A
(O'Neill) Ganster
Mr. John T. Grosso
Mr. Andrew J Gubicza lr
Mr. Joseph P. Hiekev
Mr David J. Holland
Mr Robert O Horvath
Mr Robert M King
Mr. Robert J Klenn
Charles E. Lally. C.P.A.
Mr Michael J. Maguire
Mr. Raymond E. Majewski
Mr George E. Matthews
Susan K Chaloupka and Thomas
J. McCabe, Esq.
Mr Robert J. McDermotl
Mr Mark G McElwee
Mr Paul T. McGeehan
Mr. Robert C. McKenna Jr
Mr. Timothy F McKenna
Mr Thomas H McManus
Mr. Gerald J. McNeil
Mr. Frank J. Milewski
Mr Thomas R Murphy
Mr. Edward J. Nolfi Jr
Mr James H. Noon Jr.
Mr. John E. Paulus
Mr. Robert M. Powell
Mr. Francis W Reagan
Mr Dennis T Reardon
Mr. Gerald J. Reid
Mr. William E. Ring
Mr. Joseph W. Rovelh
Mr John E Schank
CAPT Joseph H. Schenk.
USN. M.D.
Joseph P. Schhep, C.P.A.
Mr Lenferd J Seely
Mr. Philip J. Smith 111
Mr William R. Van Buskirk
James R. Wall, M.D.
Mr. John A Whiteside
Mr Michael J Wilkinson
Mr Robert A. Yacobellis




Mr. Leo W Pierce Jr.
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 -$9,999)
Mr. J. Anthony Hayden
San Miguel Club
($2,500 -$4,999)
Mr David C Fleming Jr.
Chairman's Club
($1,000 -$2,499)
Mr Samuel V Filippine Jr
Mr. John J. McGrath
Augustine E Mof/fid Jr. Sc.D.
Mr. Robert J. O'Brien
Raymond A and Kaihryn
(Bareis) Ricci
Mr. Peter I- Smith




Mr Garrett J. Girvan
Mr Robert H Lemke III
Mr WalterW. Noce Jr..
I go Donini ( 'lub
($250 -$499)
Mi Robert A Becker
Mi lames I < onnell
Mr. Henrj V Engel h
Warren W. Faulk. Esq.
Mr Paul G. Jennings
Dr. Michael N. Milone Jr.




Arthur J Askins. C.PA
Louis J. Beccana. Ph.D
Mr. Joe P. Brisley
Mr Joseph C. Colasanle
Mr John F. Cole
Mr Gerald A Cmpp
Mr. Joseph J. Duffy
Mr. William L. Dunn Jr
Mr. Robert J Fleischman
Mr. Edward J. Keppel
Mr William L. Leahy
Mr Joseph W. Masterson
Mr William J McGinn
Mr. Vincent D. Quinn
Mr. Michael J. Ragan
Mr Martin J. Reddinglon
Mr Thomas P. Ryan
Mr. William J Ryan
Mr George A. Vasiliauskas
Mr. Leonard A Wroblewski
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr Ronald M Anthony
Hannelore T and Francis C.
Barbieri Jr., Esq
Mr Frank J Batavick
Mr Barry F. Bennett
Mr Thomas F Boland Sr
Mr. Joseph E. Botta
Mr Terrence Brodenck
Mr James F Casey Jr
Mr Gerald J Coghlan
George V. Corwell, Ed.D.
Harvey A Druker
Mr. James B Duffey
Mr John J. Fallon
Mr Edward P Flood
Mr Frank J. Freitag
Mr John E. Gallagher
Mr James J. Graham
Mr. Joseph A. Hooven
Mr Martin H Horchler
Mr William F Jacovini Jr
Mr James A. Kamerdze
Mr John H. Katziner
Mr. Edward Kelly
Mr. Robert B. Kelly
Mr. James E. Kennedy
Mr. Randolph K. Larsen Jr.
James C. Lieber Jr.. Esq,
Mr Waller N Loburak
Mr. Leonard J. Maciaszek
Mr. Raymond J. Masterson
Mr Michael J. McGee
Mr. Chester F Michewicz ii
Mr. George J Morrison
Mr. Reuben J Nyvell
Mr Thomas M O'Keefe
Mr Edward A. O'Lone
Mr Raymond Oczkowski
Mr Theodore R Quann
Mr. Eugene A Quindlen
Mr Robert W, Reichenhach
Mr Joseph F Schatl
Mr. Robeii I testa
Mr Gerald J Trendlcr
Mr Joseph J Varga
Mr Joseph P WargO Jr
Mr. Ronald J. Woolston
Mi Richard C Zielinski
Memorial Gifts
In 2002-2003, students at La Salle benefited
from gifts made in loving memory of the
following individuals:
Mrs. Susan Rose Angerosa
Mr. Gregg M. Argenziano, '94
Mr. Dennis A. Asselta, '80
Brother Joseph Bender, F.S.C
Leonard J. Bonner, Esq., '60
Mr. Eric L Bucher
Mr. Rudolf Chope
Mr. Charles S. Cobb Jr., '65
Donald A. Comely Sr., M.D., '47
Robert J. Courtney, Ph.D., '41
Mr. Brian P. Damiani, '64
Mr. Patrick E. Dooley, '34
Mr. James E. Dougherty, '50
Everett Frank Jr.
Brother Gene Graham, F.S.C, '47
Ms. Elizabeth (Ewing) Imperato,, '02
Mrs. Lorraine Kinsey
Ms. Rita M. Manganaro, 74
Ms. Christine A. Mazurek, '85
James E. and Margaret F. McGoldrick
Mr. Michael J. McGranaghan, '72
Mr. Charles J. "Chip" McKeaney, '89
JohnJ.McNally,C.P.A.,'64
Mrs. Lillian B. Miller
Mr. John P. Murray Jr., '80
Mr. Robert E. Neducsin, '56
Ms. Marjorie M. Pincus
Mr. John J. Prendergast, '74
Brother G. Augustine Roberts,
Mr. John W. Schmidt, '52
Mrs. Rose E. Silenzio
Mr. Hugh T. Smith, '52
Mrs. Virginia Smith
Mr. NorbertW.WeinSr.,'56
Mark D. Williams, D.D.S., '82
Mr. Morris Zurakowski
F.S.C, '52
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In Honor Of
Gifts were made in 2002-2003 honoring the
following individuals:
Rev. David E. Beebe, '57
Mr. Thomas E. Blum, '85
Ms. Anna Marie Cancelliere
Mr. and Mrs. Ramon J. Casillas
Class of 2003
Mr. James F. Curran, '48
Ms. Sylvia H. Dickens
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo DiStasio
Rev. Thomas J. Donaghy, Ph.D.
Preston D. Feden, Ed.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony S. Ferraina
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen V. Figliuolo
Brother E. Gerald Fitzgerald, F.S.C., 70
Mr. and Mrs. William Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garrison
Ms. Marianne S. Gauss, 74
Ms. Mary Lou Gies
Eileen R. Giardino, Ph.D.
Ms. Elizabeth A. Heenan
Mr. and Mrs. John L Heil
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Hubbard Sr.
Mr. Robert P. Jaskowiak, '69
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Linden
Mr. and Mrs. James A. McHugh, 74
Steven I. Meisel, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo E. Muldoon
Ms. Lisa A. Nolan
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick C. Powell Sr,. 72
John F. Reardon, Ed.D., '59
Chris Santucci
Mr. and Mrs. James Serfass
Brother Edward Sheehy, F.S.C., Ph.D., '68
Ms. Mary Shelinsky
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sizer
Mrs. Virginia Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Southron
Ms. Marie Tontz
Mr. and Mrs. MarkTustin
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Wilson
Mr. William D. Wine
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley R. Winkler Jr.
Bonni H. Zetick, Ph.D.
Dr. Joseph T. Kluhacher Club
($5,000- $9,999)
Mr and Mrs Eugene J. Fern
Mr. Harry J. Pearce
San Miguel Club
($2,500 -$4,999)
Mr. Anthony J. Nocella
Chairman's Club
($1,000- $2,499)
JohnR McCloske> M l>
Joseph L Quinn. C.P.A.
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr John J Higgins Jr.
Mr John M. Kramer
Mr Roger A. Loos
Mi 1.imes M. Lord
Mary C. and Leo J. Mullen Jr.
Mr William E. Newbauer Jr.
Mr. Paul M. Schugsta Jr.
Jeffrey M. Voluck. Esq.
L'go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr Edward R Agonis
Mr. Walter F. Crossley
Mr Peter M Dougherty
Robert E. Gerhardt, M.D.
Mr. John I. Kavanagh
Mr. Patrick W. McKenna
(Deceased)
Edward R. Palsho, Esq.
Mr. Serafin F Sandella
Mr. James M Sa\arese
Joseph F. X. Savona. Esq.
Mr. Frederick M Westcott
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Gerald J. Bennett
Mr George M. Beschen Sr
Mr. Joseph P. Braceland
Mr John J Burfete Jr
Mr William C. Deutsch
Norman A. Ettenger. M D
Joseph F Falgiam, Esq
Mr Jerome Flomen
John S. Follet. M.D
Peter J. Garito, PhD
Mr. John A. Juzaitis
Mr J Chnstman Kennedy
Mr Michael P. Malloy
Mr Francis T. McLaughlin
George J. Mecherly. Ph D
The Hon. Robert J. Rossi
Mr. Max G. Sewald
Mr James L Tracey, C PA
Mr. Patrick J Ward
IKmors
(Up to $124)
Mr Theodore H Alber
Mr. Jerry Askow
Mr. George L. Baumkralz
Mr Joseph M. Bonmer
Mr. Anthony L. Bralczyk
Mr Robert L. Browne
Mr. Natal J. Carabello
Mr Harris A. Carr
Donald R. Chierici Jr., Esq.
Frank N. Clary Jr.. PhD
Mr. William J Cochrane Jr.
Mr Edward F Columbia
Mr Joseph R. Conroy III
Charles L. Conway Sr.. C PA
Mr John C Dabovich
Mr William J. DeMare
Mr. Joseph H. Dettmar
Mr. Donald A. Discavage
Mr Edward J Driscoll
Mr Thomas J Dvorak
Mi Roben l Fix
Mi Vincent J Gcraci
Mi (Mil J Gieenya
Mi ll.iii'. I! M.ieberle
Allred S Halas. D.M.D.
Rev. Michael i' 1
1
Mi Michael F. Heron
Mr. George L. Hohenleitner
Mr Thomas K. Kaffenberger
Mr. John J. Kelley
Mr. Charles W. Ketterer Jr
Mr Walter J Kirwan
lames M KHck, M D
Mr Richard C Kling
Mr. Wayne T. Knapp Sr
Mr. Charles J Krauss
Mr Edward T Malatesla
Mr Robert J. McCann Jr
Mr Frank J. McCoy
Mr Thomas E McGlinchy
Mr Thomas D. McGovern
Mr. Frank J. McNally Jr.
Mr. William B. Miller
Mr. Norman E. Morrell
Mr James F Murphy
Mr James J. Murphy
Mr Philip J Palmer
Mr Waller J. Plagens Jr.
Mr. Joseph W Rehl Jr
Mr Ri,hard T Sands
Mr Fredne J Santolucito
Mr. Thomas S. Saquella
Mr. Kurt C. Schwind
Mr. John M. Shaeffer
David M Spiegelman, M.D.
Mr. Edward J Springer
Mr. Thomas W. Wilkin




Mr. Carmen V. Romeo
University Club
($10,000 -$24,999)
Mr Paul J. Gallagher
Mr Nicholas A. Giordano




John W. Becher. DO.
Dominic J Cotugno. Ed.D.
Mr. Albert W. Davis
Joseph A. Dieterle. D.O.
The Honorable John J. Donnelly
Mr Francis X Fee Jr.
Mr. John D. Leahy
Mr. Slephen M Pazuk
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr William F. Bryan III
Mr. Thomas B. DiPaolo
Mr. Gerald J. Johnson
Mr. Michael T Wynne
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr Joseph B. Bloom
Mr Joseph T Cunnane
Mr John P. Dooley
Mr Michael F Doyle
Mr Charles E Dunleaw Jr
Robert G. Fraser, Esq.
Mr John L. Garraty
Gerald M Handley, Esq
Mr Joseph E. Marken
Mr Matthew L Mulhn
Sigmond S Rulkowski. D.O.
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249)
Mr. Richard H. Albertsim
Nicholas F \n<j<.-r.
Mi Michael A. Colucci Sr.
Mr. Maurice E. Co* li
Mr. William F. DiMi o
Mr. Edward J. Keenan
Mr. Raymond P. Loftus
Mr. Paul I i
Mr. Joseph F. Lynch
Mr David R. Murphy
Richard C. Simmers Jr., D O
Mr. George C. Stewart
Donors
(Up to $124)
William J. and Rosemary
(Clancy) Baldino
Mr. Joseph F. Burns
Mr Patrick J Ccrceo
BG James J. David
Mr. Joseph F Donnelly
COL John M. Feret
Mr. Richard A. Flanagan III
Mr John O Gardiner Jr
Mr. Dommick D. Garofano
Mr Donald J Gedney
Mr John T Gorman
Mr. Robert J Hannigan
Mr. Joseph F. Heath
Mr. Edward W Hoy
Mr. Ralph E Johnson
Mr. Charles J. Kane
Mr. Joseph J. Karlcsky
Mr. Francis C. Keenan
Mr. Paul J. Kems
Mr. John F. Knight Sr.
Mr. Joseph T. Koen
Mr Thomas S. Kopczynski
Mr Michael P. Kratochwill
Mr. Raymond J. Leary
Mr. Joseph P Lesniak
Mr Edward J Lynch Jr
Mr. Ralph A Maiolino
Mr. George J. Matekc» ic
Mr Edward J. McCalfem
Mr Wayne G. McKeever
Mr. John G McNeff
Peter J. Mlynarczyk. M.D.
Mr. Richard G. Mohelski
Mr. John E. Mulholland
Mr. John J. Mulhn
Mr. Frank J Pagano
Mr Thomas J. Poltorak
Mr Joseph L Rigolizzo
Mr. Charles A. Robino Jr.
Mr James F Sa\age Jr
Mr William F. Shannon
Mr William T Sherlock
E. F Joseph Siebold. DO
Mr. William E. Smith
Mr. George J Sosna III
Mr James H Stewart
Mr. A. Eugene Weber




Mr and Mrs J Hugh Devlin




Joseph A. CotTey Jr.. Esq.
Dennis S. Mario, C PA.
Dr. Joseph I Fluhacher Club
($5,000 - $9.9W)
Mr. and Mrs. Peler J Kiernan
( Deceased).
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Jack Reunion, '59, left, was joined by family, friends, and colleagues to honor his 40
' teaching and celebrate the unveiling of the Jack Reunion Learning Center in
the La Salle School of Business this Max. Reardon, an accounting professor, was also
honored with Professor Emeritus distinction. Charlie Hatpin. '44. right, also recently
celebrated his 55-year teaching career in management, andjoined Marianne Gauss.
'74, center. Assistant Professor ofManagement, in congratulating Reardon.
San Miguel Club
($2^00 - $4,999)
Mr William J. Collins Jr.
Mr Frank C Coracc
Mr Bruce R. D> t h
Chairman's Club
($1,000- $2,499*
Edie A and Norben F
Belzer. PhD
Roger G. Bucs. M.D.
Mr. Joseph W. Donovan
Sean Gresh. Ed.D.
Robert A Hirsh. M D
Peter A. Horiy. C.PA
1
ard F Keevey
Mr Joseph J. McDonald
Mr Paul F. Naughlon
John P. Ponders. Esq.
Mi Kenneth Shaw Jr
Brother Joseph J Willard, F S.C
Edward A Wrobleski, M.D
I ii it rid.x*s Club
($500 - $9991
Mr. Denis B. Cumrnings
William E. Dielrich Jr.. Ph.D.
Mr James A. Dougherty
Mi \ in( enl A. Gallagher
lames J McGraih, Esq.
Mr. Joseph J Schoen Jr
Joseph E. Wreen. Ph.D.




Mi I isepfa R Baton
Mi loseph J Coll Jr
Dennis W, Cronin, M l>
Mi i jgene ( i Delan)
Mi John w Lynn Jr.
Mr John J. Magee
Mr Mario \ Mele
Mr Peter \ Seibel
Mr Willi. uti I SpfOUlc
\nnmrsar> Club
($125 - $249)
Mr J Bruce Bin
Mr t Michael Davis
Ml 1, lines J Doyle Jr
Mr. Edward D II k
Mi loseph G Hirschmann
Mr William J Lahr III
Mr Eugene J Mather
Mr Eugene J. McGonigle
Mr. Joseph F Murph\
Mr. John E Politowski
Mr John D. Snyder
Mr. Joseph A. Spencer
Mr. Joseph F. Weiderman
Donors
(I p to $124)
Mr Bernard J. Bieg
Mr Bernard J. Burns
Mr John J. Cannej
Mr. Thomas V Cassid)
Mr. James K Conwaj
Mr. Vincenl M Coone)
Mr David P Cullen
Mr. William F. D'Arcj
Mr. Lawrence J I l
Mr. John M Donnell)
Mr. Joseph P. Gallagher
Mr Michael F Gallagher
Mr Frank J Gallo
Mr \nthonj J Gatt
Mr. Donalo Giusti
Mr Robert L. Giusti
Mr. Paul J. Goeiter
Mr Robert Gudknecht
Mr Daniel P. Hone
Mr Jules I Horvath
Eugene L. lannotli, Ph D
Mr. James H Kates Jr
Mr. William C Kettelbergei
Mr David B Knies
Mr Mark I MalOfM
Mr Robert J McAloon
Mr. John J M<
Mr. Charles 1 Ml
John J McGroarty, Ed.D
Mi Louis J. Mum I
Pan i.i. i 0'< onnor. Esq
Mr Gerard B O'Donnell
Mr ( 'ail J. Papenello
Mr Gerald C Plewes
Mi William \ Rizzi
Mr. Anilnun J Rokos
Mi i ranii 1 1 S
Mr William w Spencci
Mi Edward F. Sutter
Mr \nlhon\ Tosi
Mr. Thomas J. Trainer
Mr. Robert R VanderNeul
Mr Vincenl A. Virgulti
Peter L.Viscusi. Ph D
Donald J Walheim, Esq.
Mr. William T. Walker III
1963
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 - $9,999)
Terence K. Heane\ I >q
San Miguel Oub
($2^00 - $4,999)
Mi and Mrs Edward J. Fierko
Mr. Michael G Mullen
Chairman's Club
l$I.OO0- $2,499)
Mr. John B Beal
Mr. Vincent P. Bern
Mr John M. Cosia
Mr. John W, HaiTan
Mr. Thomas A Kel!>
Mr. Joseph M Rid
Mr. John F. Smart Jr
Mr. nomas F White
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
Mr Joseph E Hanlon
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr John M Bradle>
James A Dalion. Ph D
Mr Gerald T Davis
Mi Nicholas T Lulsch
Mr Bernard A. O'Connor
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Andrew J. Betancoun
Mr Joseph P. Brenn.in
Mr Vincenl DiPaolo
Mi loseph M I van i< h
Mr |ohl I I
Hie Hon Francis X Gindhart
Mr I 00 I Mansi Jr
Mi William V McDonald Jr.
Mr Daniel B McDyre
James V Murphy M.D
Mr. John J. Robrecht III
John F Schmelzer. D.O.
Mr Philip A. Sullivan
Donors
il p to $124)
Mr. Charles R Adelsberger
Mr Richard D. Breen
Mr. John P. Breickner ID
Mr Robert B. B>mes
Mr Eugene C Cerceo
Mr Eugene M Conboj
Mr Sephen W. Cook
lames D Deasy, F.su,
Louis F. Donaghue. M.D
Mr. John P Gallagher
Mr. Fred A. Howell
Mr. Thomas E. Huggard
JohnC. Incarvito Jr., M.D
Mr. James M !
Mr Richard J Kawczynski
Mr James V Kearney
Mr. Leroy B. Kemerv Jr.
Mr Gerald P. kirsch
Mr John J Laffert>
Mr Walter P. Lapusheski
Mr. Jack M Lee
Mr Thomas C. Maguire
Mr. Alexander 1 Marek
James C McBreany. PhD
Mr. Robert J. Miller
Mr James w Moj
Mr. Eugene H Murph\
Mr Martin F. Nelson
Mr. John W. Ounsworth
Mr Eugene J. Park
Mr. Michael W Park
Mr. Gerald T Rothsiein
Mr. Francis S Rovelh
Mr Alfred B. Ruff
Mr Joseph J. Ruggiero
Mr Stephen A. Schmidt
Mr. Louis D Seymour
Mr. Francis M. Smith
Joseph M. Speakman, Ph.D.
Mr M\ron Suchanick
Mr Louis D. Taddei
Mr Eugene D Vannucci
Mr. Matthew J Wachowski Jr




John F Carabello, D.M.D
Mr Charles J. Reilh
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 - $9,999)
Mr John E Glaser
Mr Michael J. Griffin
Mr. Leo J Schilling Ii
San Miguel Club
I$2_^t0 - $4,999)
Nicholas J Lisi. Esq
Chairman's Club
($1,000 $2,499)
Vnihonj P Baratta, Esq
John J Convey, Ph D
Mr rhomas J I ynch
Mr Michael J Mi I
1 nomas C Rosica, CS.Vi
I'go Ihmini Club
($250 - $4991
Mi loseph > Ashman Ji
Mr. Anthony J Cl.uk Jr
Mr Wallet E Dunn Jr.
Mi Mm I' Gal
Mr. Richard i Hart
Mr Thomas J Kirsch
Mr Charles j Mahon
Mi William \ McShain
Mi Eugene Nines Si
Mr Charles D. Oettle
Mi William R. Regli
Mr James J Weir
Aruiftersary Club
($125 -$249)
Mr Don R Alloua>
Anthem J Fugaro. D.O.
Mr John F Gallaghei
Mr Charles \Y. GiannetU
Mr Ouen L Green III
Mi Robert W McCuilough
Mr John J Neuschel
Mr. Francis w Pfluger
Donors
(Lpto$124l
Mr. James | \
Mr. Bruno J. Bacallao
Mr. Franklin T. Barrett
Mr Richard W Chmielewski
Frederick J. Ciao. Ph.D.
Mr Russell T DiBella
Mr. John B. DiNunzio
Mr. Joseph M. Do
Mr. Thomas A. Dziadosz
Rev. W illiam F Eliason
Mr John L Fetscher
Mr Norman F. Forand
Mr. John F. Hipp
Mr Peter J Keenan
Mr John F. Kennev
Bnan T. Kildee. Esq.
Mr John L. Knab
Mr. Earle C Landes
Mr. Thomas F Lindemuih
Mr Edward C Lucas
Philip C McGuire, Ph.D.
Mr Francis X McKefferj Sr.
Mj Daniel J McNeff
Mr Eduard T. Mi
Mr William F Moore
Mr. John J Murph> Jr
Mr. John J. O Neil
Mr. Robert J. Picollo
Mr \ incenl J Pinto
Mr Vincenl C Piselli
Mr. John F. Richardson
Mr Thomas Ryan
Mr Robert C. Schmidt
Mr Raymond F. Snyder
Mr Joseph G. VanReyrnersdal
Mr 1 i. ink 1 V;
Cpi < leorge R Vercessi,
USN, Retired
Mr Frederic C Vincenl
Mr. Frank J Wood Jr
Mr James p. W uenschel
Mi Chester A. Zach




Mr lams f. Med
l>r. Joseph V. Kluhaiher (Int.
(*5.ooo - vt<m\
Mr loseph H Clt'r.ill
Mr. Robert N Ma
Mr lames 1 Mullan
San MiciM-1 Hub
iSiSOO - W.fNl




Mi I '..ink! J hrnoks
A Honor Roll of Donors 2002-2003
Mi Nicholas G Cavarocchi
Mi lames R Edwards
Mr Philip J Hi
Mr Joseph P. McFadden
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
Mr Peter R Bossoh Sr
Stanlej T. Praiss, D D S
M \GD
I go Donini Chib
($250 - $4991
Mr Charles A Agnew
:nce T Crossan Sr
loseph \ Grosso, M.D.
Mr. Francis J Helverson
Mr James T McLaughlin
Mr Joseph J. Ruzicka
\nni\t'rsary Club
I$I25-S249|
Mr Michael J. Abbott
Mr James J. Connelly
R Dees Jr Ph It
Enrico J. DiRien/o. MP
Mr. Raymond F. Hagen Sr.
igene R- Hahn
COL Gerald T Hipp,
USA, Retired
Mr William J Keni
Fames I Madden, Esq
Mr Daniel J McCarthy,
Mr. James W. Murray






Mr Robert M.Aiken Sr.
Mr Edward J. Bemier
Mr Adolph P. Birkenberger
Mr Edward L. Bomeman
Mr. John L. Burke
Mr Daniel Campbell
Mr John \. Cande-
Mr George A. CarToll
Mr. Thomas J Case)
Mr. PeterA. CilibertoSr.
Mr. Timothy J. Coonahan
Mr. Peier DeFilippis
Mr. Robert A. Donovan III
Mr George F Bck
Mr Joseph P. Egan
Mr. HilmarP Hagen
Rosalie (Carey) and John C
Hall Jr.
Mr Joseph J Hallman
Mr George S Jordan
Mr David R. Longacie
Mr. Thomas F. Lynch
Mr. Robert S. Lyons Jr.
Mr. Joseph P. Marchione
Mr Vincent J. Mascoli
Joseph S. McAulilTe. Esq.
Mr Martin J. McDonnell
Mr John J McFadden
LTC James J. McGill.
USA, Retired
Mr. Gerard F. McLaughlin
Mr. Joseph F. Mc.Mahon
Mr Eugene J Mc>fe)
Mr Francis H Morrow Jr
Mr William J Neville
Martin F. Ney, Ed.D.
Mr Da\ id Norwitz
Mr. Robert J. Pace
Mr Norman J Ras
Mr Thomas J. Ratter
Mr Ronald A R.
Mr Raymond C Seiberlich
Mr Raymond J. Short
Joseph M Shonall. E-.q
Mr. Donald A. Sivkk
Mr Donald J. Trappier
Mi Daniel A. [umolo
Mr Francis J. Weiss




Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher < Tub
($5.000- $9.999»
Mr Frederick C, MischlerSr
San Miguel Club
(S2JW0- $4,999)
Mr Peter A. Martosella Jr
Chairman's Club
($1,000 - $2,499)
Brother Edward Conway, I S (
Mr. Jack Marczerj
Mr Francis C Newman
Brother David E. Rogers. I S C
L. Dennis Schuler. Esq.





Samuel P. Cimino, D.D.S
Norman H. Coopersmiih, M l>
Mr J Russell Cullen Jr.
Mr Charles J O'Brien Jr
Mr Joseph A Saioni
l :go I 'mum Cluh
($250 - $499)
Anonymous
Mr. Joseph D'Aulerio lr
Mr. Alfred A. Lisiewski Sr.
Mr and Mrs John T Mooney
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Anthonv M. Alberta
Mr. James J. Canawn
Mr. Anthony D Caruso
Mr Thomas E. Hanherger
Mr Joseph V. KelK
Mr. Gtrard D. Kilker
Mr James V. McGinle)
Mr Edward A Miller
Mr. Roben E. Pianka
Mr. James p Waters Jr
Mr. Edward J Werner
Donors
Up to $124)
Mr. Robert C. Allwein
Mr Charles D Branch Jr.
Edmund P. Butler. Esq
Mr Peter Carides
Joseph A Ciconte, D.M.D.
Mr. John H. Cobb
Mr. John B. Digan
Mr Edward M. Dougherty Jr
Mr Ham G Fleming
William J. Gallagher. Esq
Mi \ incenl J Greelj
Waller J Griffin, C.P.A.
Mr Frank A Hemphill
Mr Joseph E. Hill
Harry C. J Himes, Esq
Mr ?rank H. Javorka
Mr William J. Jekot
Mr William F. Refer
Mr Frank P. KelK
Mr loseph A Koch
Mr MbertC Lellig
Mr. Charles A. Lander
Mr. Frank A. Manfred!
Mr. Paul G. Mattus
Mr. John M McCafTert)
Mr. Francis T Mc< rrath
Mr. John V McNamara
Mr. Patrick J. McNamee
Mr Francis A. Miller
Mr loseph M. Murray
Mr William J O'Neill
Mr. Anthony J. Parente
Mr. Robert M. Reinhart
James T. Richard Jr.. Ed.D.
Mr. Christopher% Silvotti Jr.
Mr John V Snydei Sr
Robert W. Suter, Esq
Mr Thomas C Tarp\
Mr. Richard L. Vanderloo
Mr. Philip A. Vecchione
Mr Peter E. Walheim Jr
Mr William F Walsh




Mr. John J. Shea
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 - $9.999|
Lawrence E McAlee. Esq.
San Miguel Club
($2,500 - $4,999)
Mr William J. Bork Jr.
Mr. Donald F. Cunningham
Joseph C. Flanagan M D
Thomas F Toome\ Jr. M.D.
Mr Ernest R Varalli
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr. William F DeHaven
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499i
Mr Robert P Dav ine
Da\id L Forde. M D
Mr Robert A, Godbej
Mr. Joseph L. Hanley
Mr Thomas J Lavin Jr
Mr Joseph G Rodd\




Mr. John S. Lii:en/a
Mr MichaelJ MagnottaJr.
Mr. John P. McLaughlin
Peter V. Palena. M.D
John F. Reardon. Ed.D.
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr Elmer Bauer Jr
Mr Robert J. Cahill
Mr Joseph A Carona
Mr. Raymond T Clothier
Mr Donald J Croke
Mi \nthon\ J Day,
COL John C.Farlev.
USA. Retired
Mr John J. Feehan Jr.
James J. Feerick Jr., Esq
Mr. Anthony, P. Finamore
Mr. John R. Fleckenstein
(Deceased)
Mr John M Rood
Mr Hugh C. Gallagher
Mi John V. Goldsmith
Mr John T. Green Jr.
Mi ["nomas J. Grimes
Mr Eugene P Hagert]
Mr Jim J. Hayburn
John W. Hedges. Esq
CPT Joseph T. Kennedy.
L'SN. Retired
Mr. Francis R. Klastei
Mr. John L. Langan
Mr. Louis J Lendvaj
Mr James J Lvnn
Mr. Patrick J McFadden
Mr. Thomas W. McGrath
Mr. Raymond J Nolen Jr
Mr Clarence J Mowack
Mr. Cornelius J. O'Brien Jr.
William J. O'Brien Jr., Esq
Mr Frank J. Obara Jr.
Mr Lawrence M. Otl Jr.
Mr. Joseph J. Pello
Mr. Remo M Pitassi
Joseph J. Raab. D.D.S.
Mr. William F.Raichle Jr.
Mr William J Randall
Mr Joseph P. Roach
Mr John ^ Sedliak
Ml lames F Stehlr
Mr Michael L Sullivan




Mr. Elmer F. Hansen Jr.




Robert J. Bray Jr., Esq




Mr Charles J Lamb
Mr. Milton A. Washington
Mi Gerald M Wilk
Chairman's Club
($1.000 -$2,499)
Mr John J Haggert) Jr
James J. Kuhn Jr I sq
Mr. James J McDonald
Brother Gerard Molyneaux.
F.S.C., PhD
Mr James J Walsh
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
Mr. Roben L Bohrer
Mr. Mario N D Aulerio
Mr Paul J. Santella Jr.
Mr. William B Siegfried
Mr Thomas C Smith
I igo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
LTC Francis B D'AIeO, Retired
Mr. Thomas F. Dudlo
Mr. Edward L Haas
Mr Frederick L. Janiszewski
Mr. John B. Lynch Jr.
Edward C. Malarkey, Ph.D.
Mr. Bernard J. McCormick
Mr EnOS C Ne>
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr Edward S. Devlin
Mr. Anthony, \ l errara Sr.
Mr Edward B i h
Joseph M Gindhart, Esq
Mr William J. Manning Jr.
Honor Roll of Donors ZOOZ - 2003 25
Mr John A Mellon
Mr Dick Noon
Alfred T Pepino, M D
Mr Richard P Pe
Mr Donald M Peterson
Mr Richard V. Ritchie
John P Rossi, PhD
LTC Joseph E Scanlin, Retired
Mr Charles T. Wahl
Donors
(Up to $1241
Rev Norman X Bernstein. Ph.D.
Michael E. Bohan, M.D
Mr. Michael A. Capulo
Louis J Casale, M.D.
Mi Joseph J. Casey
Mr Thomas J. Casey
Joseph F Clarke. M.D.
Mr. Arthur J Dustman Jr
Mr Richard K. Dyer
Mr William E. Planner.
Mr. Bernard Freiland
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garrison
Mr. John J. Gaworski
Mr. H Martin Grasmeder
Mr Anthony J. Guernen
Mr Kenneth G. Hager
Mr Thomas K Hines Sr.
Mr Eugene L Kelly
Mi WiHiarn P Lamb
Mr. Robert B. Lydon
Mr. Thomas M Madden Jr.
Mr John 1 Magosin Jr.
Mr. Donald A. Man-andino
Mr. Martin B. McCann Jr.
Mr. Edward H McDermott
Donald F McGuigan. D.D S
Mr. Joseph F. McGumness
Mr Thomas M, McLenigan
Mr. Edward T Pason
Mr. Richard A Repko
Mr John C. Rothwell
Leo D. Rudnytzky. PhD
Mr. George J. Schneider Jr.
Mr David P Tomlinson




Janet and Charles L. Daley
Dr. Joseph F. Fluhacher Club
($5,000 - $9,999)
John J Hagan, Esq
San Miguel Club
($2,500 - $4.9<W)
Mi Daniel I Campbell Jr.
Joseph J Mahon Jr , Esq
Chairman's Club
($1,000- $2.499)
Mr Donald M Kelly-
Mr Donald A Murray
Founder's < lub
($500 • $999)
William J Barry, M.D.
Mr. Alfred J. Giegerich
Mr Frederick J. I.einhauser
Mi i tanii I I Mc( ionigle
lohn \ Smitii i d D
i go Donini Club
($250 -$499)
Mr. John J Dei
Mr. Thomas \ McManus
Mr II i ugi n< i'.i- i re Jr.
rhe Hon Rii hard \ Powers III
Mr. Vinccni J Szymkowski
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Rev Da\id E. Beebe
Mr. Theodore J. Cheski
(Cichaczewski)
Mr Ronald L. Gendaszek
Mr Joseph R Kelly
Michael J. Kerlin. Ph.D.
Professor Charles P.
Kindregan, Esq.
Phihp J LoPresti. M.D.
Mr. John T. O'Brien
Joseph E. Pappano Jr.. M.D.
Mr. Richard J. Sexton Jr
Donors
(l !p to $124)
Mr John J Adair
Mr Bohdan O. Anniuk
Mr. Anthony J. Barbone
Mr Charles A Beitz Jr.
Mr. Paul T. Braceland
Mr. Francis X Cassid\
Mr \lbert J Connor
Mr Edwin R Corley Jr
Mr William R. Culp
Mr. Alfred O. Deckert
Mr John L. Delaney
Mr William P- Dierkes
Mr. John F. Dowling
Mr. Thomas P Duffy
Mr. Walter J. Eliason
Mr. Edward J. Filliben
Mr. Francis X. Finegan Jr
John R. Galloway. Esq.
Mr Ernest F. Gash
Mr. Victor M Ga\in
Mr John C. Gyza
William J. Hall III. M.D.
Mr Thomas A Halligan
Alfred S. Hoffman, C.P.A.
William T. Lee. C HFC C L C
John J McCann. Ph.D.
Mr. Francis M. McCloske>
Mr. James P. McDonald
Mr John A McNichol Jr
Mi Frank J. McSorley
Mi R.ihert S Mojica
Mr. George H. Myers
Mr Gabnel J. Pascuzzi
Mr. Joseph F. Pearson
Mr. Stephen Rega
Mr. Charles F. Rueger Sr.
Mr Thomas J. Shanley







Dr. and Mrs. Henry G DeVincent
San Miguel Club
($251)0- $4.9991
Gerald W McEntee. L.H D
Chairman's Club
($1,000- $2,499)
Mr. Peter J. Finnegan
James A Gross. Ph. D
Joseph A. Kane. Ph.D.
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Charles W and Jane (Gregorio)
i lie* nberg
Mi Robert W. Lynch
Mt Stephen I M< l oughlin
I homas i Murphy, ( I i
Cgo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Edward P. Carey. Esq.
Mr PelerJ DwyerSr.
The Hon. John T J Kelly Jr
Mr. Lawrence L. Maguire
Mr Robert N. McNally
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Dewey P. Clark
The Hon. Francis P Cosgrove
Mr Raymond J. Derbyshire
Mr. Robert D. Freisem
Mr. Paul A. Kalal
Mr. Thomas J. Kelly
Rev. John C. Moore
Mr. James J. Pennestn
Mr Frank J Trent
Mr. John J Tucker




Mr David L. Andrews
Mr William J. Brady Jr.
Mr. James W. Carmody
Mr. Erwin A. Carp
Mr. Frank R Fighera Sr
Mr. Robert Fischer
Mr. James J. Hatch
Mr. Raymond G Huml Jr
Mr. John F. Kerstan
Joseph V. Koehler. D.O.
Mr. Thomas F. McGowan Jr.
Mr Stanley L. Morton
Mr. Robert E. Neducsin
(Deceased)
Mr. James C. O'Brien
Mr. Martin G Pendergasi Sr
Mr Joseph M. Penrose
Mr. Joseph A Quirus
Mr. Louis P Reilf
Mr. James D Ritzheimer
Mr. Joseph E. Schnupp
CAPT John L. Sechler.
USN, Retired
Mr. Joseph W Suchinsky
Mr. Joseph J. Tagg




Mr. Albert A. Cantello
Chairman's Cluh
($1,000 -$2,499)
Brother Charles E Gresh, F.S.C.
The Hon Joseph H Rodriguez
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Joseph L. Darr. M.D
Mr. Frank J. Noonan
Cgo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr James R. Bacon
CAP! Vincent E Cooke,
I SN Retired
PeterJ.Critikos. 11. Ph D
Mr. Francis X Jardel
James J. McKenna Jr.. Ph.D.
Mr. Anthony G Rampulla
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249)
Mr Edmund F. Armstrong
Mr Richard T Dalena
Edward J. Fetter. Ph.D.
Mr James F Garberina
Mr. Charles J Haag
Rev. Mr Joseph J Manson
Louis J. StieF, Ph D
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. Carl E Beck Jr
Mr. John F Blee
Mr Henry J Campiglia
Mr A Leo Coyle
Mr Anthony N Coyle
Mr. George A. Cozza
Mr. Conrad M. Cregan
Mi \iiihom J Dennison Jr.
Mr. Joseph P Divim
Mr. Thomas E Dougherty
Mr Joseph A Fanelle
Mr, Edward J. Fbgarty Jr
Mr. George I. Haggerty
Mr Mired L. Hetnck
Mr Ralph J I in
Mr. Joseph P. Kelly
Mr. William F. Kelly
Mr Bernard M. McManus
Mr. William J. McNeill
rhe Hun Edward G. Mekel
Mr Joseph M Mulroy
Mr John J Patnarca
Mr. Nicholas L. Smith
Mr James A Totaro
1954
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher Club
($5,000 -$9,999)
Ml [nomas J. Kean Jr.
Mr. Joseph J. Molyneaux
San Miguel Club
($2300 - $4,999)




CPT Edward F. Branson,
USN, Retired
Lawrence J Mellon Jr., M D
Brother William Quainlance,
F.S.C.. Ed.D.
Mr. Tarleton D. Williams Sr
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr William B. Fynes Sr.
I'go Donini Club
($250 -$499)
o Francis Biondi. Esq.
Mr. Joseph W. Matthews Sr.
Mr. Joseph J Sweeney
COL John R. Wane.
A U.S., Retired
Mr. Donald E. Zdanowicz
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Jerome H Brodish. M.D,
Matthew I Bucko. M.D.































Mr John G Camiia (Deceased)
Mr. James A. Convery
Mr Enda R Coyne
Mr John F Daniels
Mr. Lester R. DeFonso
Mr. Daniel J Flannery
Geffrey B Kelly. S.T.D.,
PhD . LL D
Mr. George L. Mason III
Mr. Robert J. Schaefer
Mr. Peter F Shields
Mr Raymond T. Vasoli
Harry J. White, Ph D
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr JusL-ph L. Abbamondi
Mr, Alexander L. Avallon Sr.
Mr John W Bimbrauer
Rev John F Bloh
Mr Michael J Burdziak
Mr Frank J. Ciervo
Mr James J. Corbett
Mr Nicholas C. D'Angelo
Mr. Gerald W. Faiss
Mr James E. Fleming
Charles W Gissel. C.P.A.
Mr, Joseph P Heaney
Mr. Edward F Heller
John E. Hughes. Ed.D.
Mr. James F Martin
Mr Vincent J. Martinicchio
Mr Paul J McAleer
Mr John P McElvenny Jr.
Joackim Mechikas. L.PA.
Mr John B Mooney Jr.
Mr John R. Moosbrugger
Mr Thomas J. Padden
Mr Michael J Reeves
Mr. Eugene J. Roman
Francis C Sarro Jr.. D.D.S.
Mr. John B. Simms Jr.
Mr, William J. Smyth
Mr. Guy T. Sottiie
Mr James E. Stanton




Mr John J French
Wallet P Lomax Jr.. M.D.
Mr Jacques J. Moore
San Miguel Club
($2,500 - $4,999)
The Hon, Joseph T Doyle
Paul J. McGinnis. Ph.D.
Chairman's t'luh
($1.000 -$2,499)
Brother Arthur J Bangs,
1st, Ph.D
Rev Charles J. Day
Peter J. Finley, Ed.D.
Mr. Edgar M, Guertin
Robert T Lynch, Esq.
Founder's Club
($500 -$999)
Mr. John M, Coulson
Mr Gerald T Gawmnski
Mr. Nicholas R Gianoulis Sr
Mr. Louis P Mjsulu
Mr. Edwin F McGlynn
Mr. Charles J. McGovern
G Russell Reiss Jr. M.D..
FAA.P
Mr Donald F Sharp
Ugo Donini Cluh
($250 - $499)
Mr. Richard A. Exley
Mr. Leonard J, Fernandez
Mr Thomas R Gallagher
Mr Edward M. Groody
Lawrence J Jordan, D.O.
Mr John J Mangan
Mr William C McCoy
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249|
Mr Robert L Bolsover
Mr Eugene J Brett Sr.
Francis X. Dennehy, C.P.A.
Mr Frederick A DiTommaso
Mr. John A. Foody
Joseph F Freeman, Ph.D.
Mr. John J. Gardiner
Mr. Grayson H Heberley Jr.
Mr. Paul J Macey
James J McDevitt, M.D
Mr Herbert W Meyers
Mr Robert W, Richards
Mr James A Riviello
Richard R Ryan. M.D
Mr. Frank Sardina
Mr Thomas E. Wallace
Mr Donald W Yurkonis
Mr John J. Zai_caria
Donors
(Dp to $124)
Mr. William P Best
Mr Michael C. Boland Jr.
Mr Richard E Bowers
Mr, Ronald C. Deery
Mr. James P Fitzgerald
Robert J. Gamty, Ph.D.
Mr. Edward J. Gibbons
Mr. Frank A. Harrison
Mr, John D Hunt
Mr James F Martin Jr
Mr Thomas J Mazza Jr
Mr James D. McCall
Mr, Charles H, McGettigan
Mr Joseph E. McGralh
Mr. Francis E. Monaghan Jr.
Arthurs. O'Neill Jr, Esq.
Dr. Charles H. Peoples Jr.
Charles A. Pornni. D.D.S.
Mr Robert V Quindlen
Mr John F Rakszawski




Mr Henry A. Backe Sr.
Mr. Donald J Burkhimer
Mr. John W. McMenamin
Founder's < lub
($500 -$999)
Mr. John J. Callan
John J Dennehy, M I)
Mr. C, William K
Mr Paul M Mosei
Ugo Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Richard C, Bourne
Mr Edward F Burns Jr.
Mi I nomas J. Carney Jr.
Mr James J. Gibbons
Mr I hnin.1-. I U,ih\
Dr Charles W. Reif, COL. USA,
DC, Retired





Mr. John T. Duffy
Mr. William M. Gaynor Jr.
Mr John J Mikus
Thomas L. Moy, D.O.
Mr. Richard K. O'Donnell




Mr Emanuel J. Benhayon
Mr Andrew D Bertucci
Mr Thomas J Blessington
Mr Frank J Campbell Jr
Francis A. Cerra. D.O.
Mr. Albert F Chelius
Mr William J Dunn Jr.
Mr John J. Elliott
Mr. Richard V, Emerson
Mr. Frederick A. Enck
Mr. Thomas J. Feeney
Mr Leonard F Gmeiner
Mr William F Keating
Mr. William A. LaPlante
Mr, John A. Margraf
Mr Thomas J. McAneney Sr.
Mr John A. McCaulej
Mr Raymond M McGinley
COL Joseph G. McGlade
Reuben G Miller. Ph D
Mr Joseph M Mulvaney
Mr. Frank R Murdock
Mr. Richard W, O'Brien
Richard L Raab. DD.S.
Mr Edward A Rogan
Mr George W. Rose
Mr David W. Rumsey
Mr John A. Schorr
Mr. Herbert E Schweizer
Mr Carroll E. Shelton
Mr. James F Shemely
Mr. John S Vollmer Jr.
Mr Edward J. Whelan







Mr Robert C Crosson Jr
Chairman's Club
($1.000- $2.4991
Mr. and Mrs John B Cregan
Mr James W. Finegan
Mr. Walter J Hynek
Mr. Philip J. Lucia
Brother Gregorian
McLaughlin, F.S.C.
Mr. William C. Seiberlich Jr.
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Mr. Frank J. Mauci Jr
Mr, Thomas J. Molloy
Daniel J. Rugunc. < ?.A
Ugo Donini ('lub
($250 - $499|
Mr Francis R, Donovan
Mr. John J. Malone
Eugene P. McLoone. Ph.D.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr, Lawrence J, Bur Jr
Chester T Cyzio, Esq.
Mr. Nicholas J. DiCandil i
Mr James E. Downey Sr
Mr Matthew A Fanning
Mr. Joseph M Fine
Mr Francis J Hoban
Mr, Robert J, Hunter
Mr. Harry J. Mayer Jr
Mr Simon J. Nagel
Mr. Gregory R O'Brien
Mr. Louis M. Raks/.mski
Mr. Harry T. Rein
Mr. Richard A. Rolhwell Sr
Mr. William A Ruck
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. Joseph F. Armstrong
Mr. Joseph J Boyer
Mr Mario A Bucci
Mr. Joseph E. Coady
Lawrence F Conlin Jr., D.D.S.
Mr Richard J. Daisley
Mr. Donald D DeMuro
Mr. Philip E. Dolan
Mr. John W. Elliott
Mr. William F English
Mr. Joseph P. Graee
Mr. Joseph A. Granahan Jr.
Mr John J. Haggerty
Mr. Albert S. Harris
Mr Charles H Higgms
Mr Jerome P. Hoffmann
Mr Paul J Hottinger
Mr. Charles A. Inj:k-sh>
Peter L. and Nancy (Kelly) Kunz
Mr Gennaro C. Leone
Joseph V. McGmniss Sr., D.D.S.
Mr, James T McGlynn
Mr. Edward W. Mikus
Mr John F. Schenkel
Mr Harvey J Stefanowicz
Mr Thomas E. Surowicz




Estate of Francis W Judge
University Club
($10,000 -$24,999)
William J Henrich Jr., Esq.
Dr. Joseph F. Flubaeher Club
($5,000 -$9,999)
Mr and Mrs, Joseph A Gallagher
William FGrauer.C PA
Mr. Clement W. Rowan
Chairman's Club
($1,000 - $2,499)
Mr Joseph E. Luecke
Joseph R. McDonald. Esq
JohnV. Mclntyre. Ph.D.
Brother Lewis Mullin. F.S.C.
Edward J, Stemmler, M.D.
Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - 2003 11
Founder's Club
($500- $999)
Mr Francis J Kelly S.
Mr. John T Mulholland
Mi James P. Sheehan
l'go Donini Club
($250- $499)
Daniel J Allan. Esq.
Joseph H. Foster. Esq
Mr James 1 Gracyalnj
Mi loseph G Graef Jr,
John Helwig Jr., M.D.
(he Hon William A, King Ji
ham J Smith
Mr Stephen \. Tracy
Anniversary I. lub
($125 - $249)
Mr Joseph F. Barthold
Mi Walter G. Boehm
Mi i (ins Constant
Mi lames P. Coyle Jr
Mr. George T Evans
Mr Frank W, Hauser Jr
Mr. JohnW Lyle
Walter A. McCool. D.O.
Mr James A. McGovern




Mi Norberi -1 Aichei
Mr lames F. Almond Jr.
Mr. Francis P. Bogle
Mr Thomas J Brady
Mr. Frederick C. Brandt
Mr John J. Bresnan
Mi Walter J. Brough
Alfred P Bukeavich. M.D
Mr James P. Connor
Mr Francis E Dalo
William J. Deery Jr., Ed.D
Mr Bernard J De\lin
Mr Leroy E. Durkin
Mr. George P. Ecker
Mi Francis J. Horn
Mr James J. Hynes Jr
Mr William R Johnson
Mr Joseph J. W. Jones
Mr. John J. Kelley
Mr John F Kelly
Mr John J. Kintsch
Mr. Edward F, Lilld .r.
Mr Charles M McDonald
Mi loseph P. McKenna
Mr. Edward T. O'Brien
Joseph F OCallaghan. Ph.D.
Mr Frederick C Peech
James J Phck. Esq,
Mi Bruno r Plizak
Mi w illiam A Shi
Mr Leon Stallings
Mi Henrj C. Taddei
Mi ( Steward Tomkins
Mi rhomas F Vizzard (Deceased)
Mr John P Welsh




Mi lohn I McHale
San Miguel (.'lub
($2^00 - $4,999)








Mr. Joseph G. Greenberg
Joseph P. Mooney, Ph D
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr. Robert J. Foster
Mr Harry J Mason Jr.
Mr. John L. Mintzer
Mr. Richard F. Strosser
Mr. Edward G. Titterton Jr.
Anniversary Club
($125 • $249)
Mr. John J. Bums
Mr. James F Garvin
( <>l. John J. Luxemburger Jr..
Retired
Mr. James P McCool
Mr. Charles E McShane
Mr. Thomas J. Qumlan
Mr. Thomas M Redanauer
Donors
lip to $124)
Mr. Joseph L. Baltaglini
Mi William L Bern
Mr. Patrick J. Breslm
Mr Robert E Casillo
Mr Thomas J. Cullen
Mr. Joseph J Dugan Jr
Mr Anthony J. Durkin
Mr. John H. Evans
Mr. Thomas W. Fairbroiher
Mr. William J. Finegan Jr
Mr William D. Fletcher
Mr. Henry J Guniher
Mr. John M Halloran Sr.
Mr. James F. Kelly
Mr Martin L. Leonard
Mr Ruben F McMackin
Rev. Joseph J. Miele
Law rence H. Monaco. Ph.D.
Mr. Edward J. Murphy
Mr John T. Nolan
Mr. John A. Pagliei
Mr Herhen T. PlCUS
Mr Joseph A. Plunkett
Mr Walter R. Poltorak
Re* Msgr. Glendon E. Robertson
Mr William A Rothwell Jr
Mr. Gerard J. Schom
Chester E. Smith. D.O.




Mr Wilham J BinkowsW
San Miguel Club
I $2,500- $4,999)
Mr Francis J Speiser
Chairman's Club
($1,000 -$2*499)
Mr. Ham J Gibbons
Thomas B Harper 111. Esq
Mr and Mrs John l_. Md
Joseph D. McMen.imin. D.O
Founder's Club
($500 -$999|
Mr James M Coyle
Mi Edward G Dolton ll
Robert F Gallagher l>i» S
Paul w. Mcllvaine,M.D.
I go Donini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr Frederick J Bernhardt
Mi James I Curran
Mi Prancts I Foti
I 1 M.HIIMllll I'll I 1
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Joseph R. Guerin. Ph.D.
Mr. John J Merrick
Mr. William C Wixted
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. William F Albrighl Ji
Mr Edward R Barber
Mr Charles B. Dietzler
Mr. Joseph V, Driscoll
Mr. Charles M. Durning
Joseph C. Flynn. M.D.
Mr Leo C. Inglesby
Mr JohnW. Keegan
Mi William G Kluth
Bertram Kreger. D.D.S.
Mr. Stacey L McDonnell
Mr. Robert J McGranaghan
Mr Thomas A O'Neill
Mr. Kenneth R. Pfister
Bernard F. Raffeny. Ed.D.
Mr Frank P Rauch Jr
Mr. Charles R. Rumsey Jr
Mr. Frederick A StrasserJr





William \ Martinez, M.D
Mr. William J. Wisniewski
L'go I tutiini Club
($250 - $499)
Mr Peter J Sweeney
Anniversary Club
($125 -$249)
Mr William F. Garrity
Donors
Up to $124)
Mr. James F. Cannon
Mr. Laurence M Mooney




Mr. Thomas J. McCann
L'go Donini Club
($250 -$499)
Mr. S. Thomas Deeney
John J Rooney. Ph.D.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Rev Sidney C. Burgoync. Ph D
Donors
(Up to $124)
Robert J. Carabasi, M I>
Paul J. Salvo M 1)
19«
n Donini ( lub
($250 - $499,
Leo I I PhD
Mr lames I I >cwi




l Fcdeiiu M D
Mr Anthony M /amlli
Donors
• l p to $124)
Mi u illiam \ ( •' ppi H li
University Club
($10,000- $24,999)
Mr. and Mrs James J Newell
San Miguel Club
($2,500 - $4,999)
Charles A J Halpin Jr.. J.D.
Chairman's Cluh
($1,000 - $2y499)
Mr. John F. Flannery
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
A J. Chialastri, DD.S.
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr John J Kane
Edgar C Smith. M D
Donors
(Ip to $124)









Mr. C. Edmond Burke
Anniversary Cluh
($125-$24»)
Andrew F Jannett. M.D.. F.A.C S.
Mr. J. Harold Koob
Donors
(Up to $124)
Mr. Joseph F. Prazer
Mr Joseph J McFadden




Ludvrig M. Frank, MD
Igo Donini Cluh
($250 -$4991
Mr Michael \ DiFMo
Anniversary Club
i$125-$249>
Canzio E. Giuliocci, MO
Donors
lip to $124)




Brother G John Owens,
IS.C. Pedl)
Donors
U p to $1241
M loseph a < iidjuni i Si








Horace G Butler. M D
Lgo Donini Club
($250 - $499)







Mr. Charles B Fitzpalrick
Mr. John M Spann i Deceased)




I -me of Joseph P Rhein
Anniversary Club
($125 - $249)
Mr. Roherl J Stels
Donors
(lip to $124)




Mr Fclfa M K.iJel








Joseph 1 ! luhacher. Ed.D.
i Deceased)
1931,
Dr. Joseph R Huhacher Club
($5,000 - $9,9991
Joseph E Crowley, Esq






Morton s Mandril \ID
Estate ol Elsie E OHalloran
Drs Zone R and Charles J
Wall Ml
Dr. Joseph R Klubacher Club
(S5,0XH)-S*».V*»|
Mr and Mrs G. Fred DiBona
Ms Maureen DunJeavy Cohen
i Dece
Mr Edward J Fnel III
Laura and Marc
McXerma, M D.
James F and Margaret M.
McManus. PhD.





Mr and Mrs. Daniel J. Cella
Re\ Thomas J Donaghy, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Brian Eidenon
Brother Gabriel \.
Fa^an. FS.C.Ph.D.
Mr. A. Bruce Heck
Mr. and Mrs Lee M H\merling
ones N. Lean
Helen F. North. Ph.D.
G. Dennis O'Brien. Ph.D.
Mr. Philip G. Pen)
Ms. Eileen H Shtwek
John D. Zbok, CP.A.
Chairman's Club
)S1.00t)-S2v499i
Dr. and Mrs. Albert F. Argcnziann
Mrs. Beu\ M. Boti
Mr and Mrs. Daniel A. Boudw in
Thomas M Brennan. Ed.D.
Dr. John F. Connors III
Mrs Bruin P. Damiani
Mr and Mrv Francis J. Dunlea\>
Mr and Mrs John W, Eisele
Estate of Everett Frank Jr.
Mr Baron J. Ginnerti
Mr and Mrs Charts M Grace
Mrs PhMhsCGulick
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph J. Hall
Rev Kenneth P. J Hallahan
Mr and Mrs William J. Jones Sr
Mr and Mrs William M. Lee
Mr. and Mrs Robert J Linden
Mr, Sidne\ J MacLeod Jr
Mr. Francis J McGarvey Jr.
John B and Barbara C.
Millard. Ph.D.
Mr Nathan Miller
Mr William H Morgan
Mr and Mrs Thomas R N
Mr Edward \. Nickerson
Mrs. Irwin Nai Pincus (Deceased)
Mr. and Mrs Francis S Pi sen
Mr Dean R. Shackled
Mr. Paul D. Smith
James A Talaga, Ph.D.
YusuY J. L'gras. Ph.D.
Mt and Mrs ReterC Willis
Founder's Club
($500 - $999)
Susan C Borkmvski. Ph.D
Mr Louis C Cappiella
Mr- MarkJ.Comleld
i; . R Lawrence
Dunworth
Donna R Fiedler. Ph.D.
Fred J. Fole\ J... Ph.D
1 oedkoop, Ph.D.
Estate "i w illiam J. Good
I • Gould
Mi rhomas Grogan
Ms Vera 1 Duvall 1 Guttmann
Mi Soon) h,ii
Ml John I. Humma Jr.
Michael F 1 angdon and Va 1 M
Boucher-Langdon
Bruce \ Leauby, Ph.D.
and Elizabeth R
caver) Lochner
Ms. Sharmain Matlock Turner
L>nnE Miller, Ph D
Ms. Georgette M Most
Mr. and Mrs Edward A Murphy
Seltzer, Ph.D.
Ms Marj Snyder
Mr. and Mrs Donald W. Spalding
Mr and Mis Edward G. Stafford
Socket Ph.D.
Dr and Mrs Ralph Tekel
Mr and Mrs William G Wolfe
Tamara L. Zurakowski. Ph.D.
Ign Dnnini Cluh
f$250-$499)
Ms Rohinetie iRamsev 1 B;imes
Mr and Mrs Robert T. Bastien
Mr and M^ Michael Blane>
Leonard J. Bonner. Esq 1 Deceased'
Suzanne Bovll. Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Bruzzi
Mr. and Mrs William G
Bucher Sr.
\K Genevieve M. Carlton
Mr. and Mrs. Eduard J.
Chromiec Jr.
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Ft:
Rosemary and Michael Da\ is
Mr. and Mrs Timoth> P DeMulfl
Mr. and Mrs \\ illiam M. Dictor
Mr. and Mrs.C. Cla\ ton Eehan
Mr. and Mrs Phillip J Ferenschak
Elizabeth A. Scofieid and
James C. Ford
Mr and Mrs Albert D.
Goldhammer
Mr .md Mrs John S. Gradv
Dr. jnd Mrs. Arthur H Haves Jr
Alice L. Hoersch, Ph.D
Mr and Mrs. John J Hogan
Ms Joyce Hunk)
(Catherine K. Kinse\. Ph D
R.N . F.VA.N.
La Salle L'niversin Resident
Life Office
Mr. Louis A. Lamorle Jr
Mr John K Lyons
Mr and Mrs Joseph A. Mackus
Mr anJ Mrs James A. Marino
Mr John E Markel
Mr Vmn> Mayolo
Mr Richard McLaren
Mr. and Mrs. Donato P. Merino
Mr. Richard B Mesirov
Annette
I
Kosorog 1 O'Connor. Ph D
Mr Thomas R. Phillips
Ms Maureen A, Piche"
Mr and Mrs peter L Randall
Mr Jack M. Rappapon
Mr Mike Sauter
Elizabeth A Scofieid and
James C Ford
Mt and Mrs Isidore M. Scotl
Mr Harv*) S Shipley Miller
COL and Mrs Da\ id H. Souser
Mr. and Mrs. James Spera
Thoma> S. Straub. Ph.D.
Dr. Kathleen O. Vrto. DNS.
Margaret D. Watson, Ph.D.
MIS. Joan A Wcin
Bonni (I /etick. Ph.D




Dr. and Mrs William H. BaltzeU
Mi and Mrs DannyC Banes
Mi and Mrs Brian .1 Barren
Ms Pat icia E. Bausingei
Vndn 9 G Bean. Ph D
Mr Roben OFBi\b>
Ml and Mrs Hal K Blake
Mi and Mrs Nicholas tt
Drs. George W. and Marilyn iRossJ
Bradford
Paul R. Brazina. C.P.A.
Gerard P Brennan Ph.D.
Mr. Da\ id T. Brooking
Mr and Mrs. Richard G Brown
Mr William D. Bucci
Mr and Mrs. Richard R Buehler
Mr and Mrs. Rudolph L Cabata
Mr and Mrs. Edward V Campbell
Mr and Mrs. Donald R Cholish
Mrs Rudolf Chope
David J. Cichowicz. Ph.D
Mr and Mrs Joseph A. Cifelli
Mr. and Mrs. John Clemente
1 V and Mrs Dominick S. Condo
Mr and Mrs. William P Cosentino
Ms l.j \ Croston
Mi Richard M. DL'hsseSr.
Mr and Mrs Anthony M Dam
Mr and Mrs. Paul T. Danola
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony E De.Mizio
Di and Mr-. Patrick A. DeRespinis
Ml and Mrs. Nicholas Delia
Vecchia
Mr. and Mrs. Carmen J
DiG 1andomen 1co
Mr and Mrs Michael A
DiVece Jr.
Mr and Mrs. Franklin E
Dobson Jr.
Mr and Mr>. Thomas Donahue
Mr. and Mrs Da\ id F Driscoll
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Eisele
Mr and Mrs Robert .1 Fales
Preston D. Feden. Ed.D.
John and Kathleen Foreman
Marguerite E Futch. M.N M
Dr. and Mrs John R Gallagher
Mr. William J. Gerzabck
Mr Stephen C. Greb
Mr and Mrs. Stephen J. Guzowski
Mr W ilium D Halin
Mr. and Mrs Joel Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs Dean R. Heller
Mi and Mrs. Billy M. Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. William J Holmes
Mr and Mr- Roger HontZ
Mr.and Mrs. John D. Hospital
Mr and Mrs Gregory Kaiser Sr.
Mr and Mrs James A. Kale)
Mr and Mr- Allen C Kirk
Mr and Mrs. Robert W, Kirker
Mr. and Mrs George G Kirlin
Mr and Mrs. Charles J
Kleinschmidt
Mr William E. Kline
Jonathan Knappenberger. Ph.D.
Mr and Mrs Joseph A. Kramer
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Krupa
Mr Andrew J Manganaro
Mr and Mrs Joseph ^ Mascio
Mr. and Mrs. Da\ id M Masiak
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G Mazurek
Mr and Mrs John W, McDonald
Mr and Mrs. George S
McElhinney
Mr. Kevin J McGomgle
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M Meehan
Ann Marie Mickle. Ph.D
Mr. Roben B. Miedel
Mi Vndrev, J Miller
Mr. John 1 Miller
Mrs Dennis Mo
Viullin
Mr .ni.i Mrs l >e iti 1 1 Murph)
Elizabeth
Mi and Mrs. Joseph J. Pawiak
Mi and Mrs JackM Phillips Jr.
Mr and Mrs. Jerry Pidhii
Mis I R Prendergast
Mr Bnan J. Reag
Mr. Martin D Reardon
Michael V Redmond. Ph.D.
Da\ id Robison, Ph.D.
Mi and Mr> Roger B. Rodrigue
Saint Vincent DePaul Sociei)
Mi and Mrs. Richard B. Scali
Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith
Mr Maithew F. Smith Sr
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sorochen
Mr and Mrs. Michael D Spinelli
Mr. and Mrs James Stangroom
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Stevenson
Mr and Mrs James M Turner
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Vannicora
Mr Robert M. Vetrone
Robert M. Vbgel. Ed.D.
Mr and Mrs. ArthurWarner
Mr and Mrs Joseph L. W'awrzynek
Ml and Mrs. Christian Weige]
Mr and Mrs Stephen J. Wood





Mr. and Mrs. Lsamuel Adams
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Adelizzi
Ml and Mrs William M Ager
Ms Karen N. Agnew
Mr and Mrs. Lowell M Agnew
Mr. Russell J Aiello
Mr and Mrs. Da\id I Akers
Ms. Patricia B AJeksinas
Marjorie S. Allen. Ph.D
Mr and Mrs. Gerald R. AH is
Mr. and Mrs Corrado C Amento
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Amnions
Mr and Mrs. Rick A. Anderson
Mr and Mrs. James E. Andreotla
Mr and Mrs. Raymond L.
Angersbach
Mr and Mrs Howard F. Anthony
Mr .ind Mrs. Dominic M -Vquilmo
Mr. and Mrs John J Annalo
Mr and Mrs Laurence J Arnold
Dr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Arnold
Mr. and Mrs James M ArosSr.
Robert W. Austin. D.M.D.
Dr Bmoks A Ay lor
Ms. Adeline M Baccan
Mr. and Mrs. John Bachman
Mr and Mrs. Vladimir Bak
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Ballinger
Mr and Mrs John S. Ballisireri
Mr. AloysiusJ Ballist)
Mr. and Mrs Ham J. Bambi Jr.
Mr. and Mrs Mark E Banchi
Mr. and Mrs Edward Barantewicz
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Baranoska
Mr and Mrs Thomas E Bamelli
Mi and Mrs John P. Barron
Mr and Mrs Mitchell Bass
Louis and Kathleen F Batchelor
Mr ajid Mrs Robert D. Bauer
Mr. Joseph Bayer Jr
Mr and Mrs Charle- S Bedard
Mr. and Mrs. George Beerschank
Mr and Mrs Richard H. Belanger
Ms Maria Beliely
Mr. and Mrs J Robert Bender
Francis J Bema. OEM
Mr Edward I. Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Berry
Mr and Mrs Francis J Betancourt
Mrs William Biello
Mr. and M
Mr \nihon) J Biondo Si
Mr and Mrs Lawrence 1 Bish
Ph-D.
is Francis J Bon
Mi and Mr- \ntho
Mi and Mis Joseph T Bo
.
Mr and Mrs. David Br,::.:
Mr and Mrs. Thomas G B
Mi and Mrs. Edward S. Brinkos
Mr and Mrs. Anthonv V
Brisceua Jr.
Mrs. Dionizia Brochinsk>
Mr. and Mrs Chnslopher R
Brodzik
M-. Nanc) M Brodzinski
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Brooks
Mr. ^d Mrs. Christopher Brower
Mr and Mrs. George M Bruck Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Brail
Ms. Lori M. Brumbach
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Buber
Ms Helen D.Bubka
Deborah iFa> | and Joshua
Buch, Ph D
Mr. and Mrs rhomas D Bull
Mr and Mrs Roben R Bunnion
Mr Francis P. Burbidge
Mr and Mrs, Howard W. Burke Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. James D Burke
Mrs Linda G. Burrows
Mi and Mrs Juhn C. Butler
Mr and Mrs John T. Cabibi
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Cangelosi
Mr. and Mrs. Eduatdo G Cangtano
Mr and Mrs. Albert Cappiella
Mr. and Mrs Nicholas A
Caramanico
Mr. and Mrs Eugene M
Carboni Sr.
Ms, Irene E Care)
Mr and Mrs RogellO S. Carig
Mr. and Mrs Nicholas D Carleton
Dr. and Mrs W ilfredo Carreno
Mr. and Mrs. John L Carroll
Mr and Mrs Michael D. Carroll
Mr. and Dr. Craig S Carter
Mr and Mrs. Denis B. Cases
Mr. and Mrs. John F Case)
Mr and Mrs. Ramon J. Casillas
Mr and Mrs Mehin E Cassad)
Ms Sarah H. Cailin
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cavagnaro
Mr and Mrs. DeW.one W
Chambers
Mr and Mrs Denis J. Chiappa
Ms M. hona Chrzastowska
Mr and Mrs Peter F Ciaravino
Mr. and Mrs David Ciluni
Mr. and Mrs. Michael S Cirulli
Gars K Clabaugh, Ed D
Mr. and Mrv lame! Vl Clark Sr.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph B Clarke
Dr. Ellen L Cl.o
Mr. and Mrs Frank K. Coates Jr
Mrs. Mar. Jane Cobb
Mr and Mrs Robert J. Cochlin
Ms. Janet R. Coco
Mr .uiA Mis \ in-
Mr. and Mrs Joseph P Cole
Ms Mary A. Coll
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J C luct io
Mi Eugene Condon
Mr and Mis Patrick J Conlan
Mr and Mrs Brace G Conk
Ms Rosemar) Comer.
Ms Linda G Cook
Cooper
Honor Roll of Donors Z002 - Z003 29
Ms Virginia R Corcoran
Mr. and Mrs John P Costello
Ms SheilaK Cox




Mr. and Mrs. David CroweU
Ms. Mar. G. Currie
M- Eleanor Curtis
Mr and Mrs. Terrence R. Cushman
Mr. aiui Mrs. Anthony F D'Amore
Mr and Mrs. Stephen T D'Angelo
Mi andMrs Jose R DaSilva
I tr. Marianne Dainion
Mr and Mrs. George F. Dale
Mrs. Daniel J Dalton
Ms Vrlene N. Darlington
Ms. Ann T. Dane
Mr and Mrs. Henn. I Daum
Sr Ellen Dauwer
Mi and Mrs. Leo P Dauwer
Mrs Dawn Davidson-Walsh
Mr and Mrs Robert J Davis
Mr and Mrs. Clancy DeArmond
Mr and Mrs Paschal J DeHoraiius
Mr and Mr- I ieoi . Del His
Mr and Mrs. Edward S. Desalme
Ms Sdhrirm Delink
Ms. Joanne P. DelPrado
\ 1 T by Desperak
Mr and Mrs Mart. Deuser
Mr- Jacqueline D. DiCarlo
Mr and Mrs Vithony J DiFeo
Ms. Catherine F DiGeorge
Mr and Mrs. Anthony P. DiMeo
Mr and Mrs, Angelo DiStasio
Mr and Mr Anthony Diorio
Ms. Lisa Disandro
Mr. and Mrs Bnan .1 Doheriy
Mi and Mrs. Paul C. Dombrowski
Mr and Mrs Joseph E Donahue
Mi and Mrs. George Donnelly
Mr and Mrs Edward C Dorseh Jr
Ms Bemadette S Dougherty
Mr and Mrs Dennis J Dougherty
Mr. John J. Dougherty
Mr and Mrs Kenneth O. Doyka
Mr. and Mrs Robert E. Drumm
Mr Peter F. Drury Jr
Mr .ind Mrs. David A. DuBan Sr
Mr- Joyce \ Duhon
Mr and Mrs. George J. Duftner
Mr, and Mrs. Patrick J Duffy
Mr and Mrs Robert F Duncfaeskie
Mr and Mrs. Timothy P.
Dumgan Jr
Mr and Mrs John K Dunn Sr.
Michael A. Du/>. Ph.D
Mr and Mrs Robert J Dv mow ski
Mr. Brian W. Eaton
Mr and Mrs Edward R. Eberic
Mr and Mrs Robert H Edd>
Mr.and Mrs. Isaac Ehtkioya
Mr and Mrs, Jaines Eisaibavtll
Mr and Mrs Robert P Elder
Ms Linda J Elliott
Mr: and Mrs Thomas J Engel
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Erh
Mr and Mrs Michael J I
Mr and Mrs. James J Esposrao
Mr and Mrs Mieh.tcl J EspOsitO
Mr, and Mrs. Paul A. BvanJco
Dr and Mrs Allan K Evans
Mr. and Mrs. W. Faber
Mrs Allen I -,iIj
Mr. and Mrs Samuel J Falvo
ilaG Fanner
Ms Leslie I aulkner
Mr and Mrs Stank) E FatlSO Jr
Mrs Joseph W i n
Mr and Mrs Caesar J Fcrrara
Mr and Mrs Theodore L Fcrraro
Mrs. Donna Ferrer
Mrs. Regiaa M I
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald H. Field
Ms I isa \ Fields
Mr and Mrs. William Fields
Mr and Mrs. George S Fisher
Mr and Mrs Steven J. Fisher
Mr and Mrs Daniel T. Fitzgerald
Rev and Mrs John J. Fitzsimmons
Mr. and Mrs Peter Flaherty,
Mr and Mrs Michael C. Flanagan
Mr and Mrs Paul A. Flynn
M Margaret A Fogarty
Mr and Mrs William Ford
Mr. and Mrs William J. Foster
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Francano
Mr and Mrs. Robert P. France
Mr. and Mrs Robert P Franchini
Mr. and Mrs Martin w Franklin
Mi and Mrs Ludwig J. Franz
Mr and Mrs. Peter L. Fraver
Mr and Mrs David E. Prey
Dr and Mrs Peter P Fnsko
Juan P Frizzell, Ph D . R.N.
Mr and Mrs David R. Fry
.\ Ian ha I Fu I ler and Andy
Bufltngton
Mr and Mrs Thomas G. Furer
Ms reiesaA. Futia
Mr and Mrs. James GafFney
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Galtik
.
Mr and Mrs. William Gaftnev
Mr and Mrs Michael F. Galante
Mr. and Mrs Kevin F Gallagher
Mr Kevin M. Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs John C. Gallen
Ms. Agnes M Gallo
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T Gallo
Mr. and Mrs. Hanshchandra
Ganatra
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Garbacz
Ms Marilyn Banach Garcia
Mr and Mrs. Stephen M. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Rodngo O Gargullo
Mr. and Mrs Thomas M. Gatto
Ms. Carole L.Geddes
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P Geiger
Mr and Mrs. Thomas L Geisler Jr
Mr and Mrs Michael C. Genna
David L George. Ph.D.
Mr and Mrs Ronald R. George
Ms. Patricia L. Gerrity
Mr. and Mrs. Arduino Giangiulio
Mr. and Mrs L. Anthony Gibson
Mr. and Mrs Ernest S Gildein
Mr and Mrs George S Giles
Mr and Mrs James F Gillespie
Mr and Mrs. Daniel J Giltigan
Mr and Mrs Louis R. Giorla
Ms Louise C. Giugliano
Mr and Mrs Douglas A
Glassrnacher
Mr and Mrs. William P. Gleason
Mr and Mrs John T Golden
Mr anil Mrs Thomas p Golla
Luis \. Gomez, Ph.D
Ms Kathleen -V GOSS
Mr and Mr. Roger G. Cireathouse
Mr and Mr-. Eugene Green
Dr. and Mrs William H Green
Mr and Mrs Harve) S. Grecnberg
.1 Mrs John G Grcgor
Mr uul Mrs. Alan J Griffith
Mr .md Mrs David J. Griffith
Ms Denise GmbeJny
Ms Antoinette M Gruccio
Mr and Mrs Gerald L Guekin
Mr and Mrs Gar) Guendelsberger
Mrs Karen A Guenther
Mr mil Mrs William H Guenlhei
Ms Pat M Guemua
Mr and Mrs. Dennis M ' hiesi
Mr and Mi " ' rwiaada
Mr .md Mrs H Douglas Hall
Ellen Halpcm. Ph.D.
Mr and Mrs. Henry M Haney
Ms Mercedes J H irkins
Dr. and Mrs Jeffrey D. Hamer
Jonathan Harmon. M.S.S LS.W.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hans
Mr and Mrs Mark S. Hams
Mr. and Mrs Jns^-ph F
Harrison III
Ms Diane E. Hartingh
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew V.
Haskms Jr.
Mr and Mrs. Bhan C. Haves
Mr. Kevin D.Heard
Mr. and Mrs Paul J. Hegadom
Ms Sandra L Heleniak
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Henderson
Ms Martha Hennessy
Mr and Mrs Martin J. Herman
Mr and Mrs. Adiai Hernandez
Mr and Mrs. Robert A. Hicken
Mr. and Mrs David H. Hickey
Mr and Mrs. Michael W. Hicks
Ms i rancisca Hidalgo-White
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J.
Higginbotham
Ms. Beverly J Hindenlang
Ms. Mary Anne Hitchcock
Mr Ralph A Hoffman
Ms. Mary M Hogg
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hopkins
Sarah L and Thomas A. Hopkins
Mr and Mrs. Edward J. Hudak Jr.
Mr and Mrs. George J. Hudock Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Delnia L. Hughes
Ms Connie Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. James T Hughes
Mr Joseph T. Humphries
Mr. and Mrs David R. Hunsieker
Mr. Angelo Ignudo
Dr. and Mrs. Biagio Infranco
Mr and Mrs. Alexander A
Inirocaso Jr.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph F. Inverso
Mr. and Mrs. Tullio loannucci
Mr. and Mrs Bertsford E. Irish
Mr and Mrs William Irish
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence A. Isdaner
Mrs. Sandra I. Jablonski
Jane Ries-Jaeohv and \ incent
Jacob)
Mr and Mrs Romulo S. Jalosjos
Mr. James E Janis
Ms. Sharon Javie
Mr and Mrs Donald V. Jellig
Mr. Richard D. Joh
C. 'Thomas Jones. C.P.A.
Mr. and Mrs Dale J. Jones
Mr. and Mrs Charles F. Joram Jr
Ms Jennifer A. Joram
Mr. .md Mrs Dennis J. Kaiser
Ms Henrietta G. Kalle
Mr and Mrs. Michael P Kane
Mr and Mrs John P. Kecle
Mr and Mrs Robert Keelndcr
Mr and Mrs Michael J. Keenan
Mr arid Mis Melvin D. Keller
Mr. Donald kellv
Mrs Kimoerl) A Kellv
Mr and Mr, John 1> Kendall
Mi andMrs Patrick 1 Kerwm
Mr. and Mrs George A Kiei/ek
Mr and Mis Laurence E Killian
Mr and Mrs ScoU W Killmger
Mr and Mrs William R Kilum
Mr and Mis I, .tin J Kilt) Jr
Mr and Mis David R King
Mr and Mr, Joseph A King Jr.
Ml and Mr- Roberl E Km/el III
Mr and Mi, George A- Klein Ji
Mr and Mis Kenneth R |
Mi i liane Rogue
Ml and Mrs \ndrevi Kotea
Mr and Mi lohn G Kornutik
Mr. and Mrs Matthew T Korp
Mr. and Mrs Konstantinos
Kusnudis
M Janice E. Kozdras
Mr and Mrs. William Krupa
Mr and Mrs. William R Klichinskv
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew J Knlpa Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A Kinder
Ms Joyce K I-u\ icleiie
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lacv
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth J Lagowski
Mr. and Mrs Garv M Lallv
Mr Andrew T. Lamas
Mr .u\A Mrs Terrence K Lambert
Mr and Mrs Rocoo Laudato
Mr. and Mrs. Alan J. LeFebvre
Mr and Mrs Waller W Lee Jr.
Mr. and Mrs Jeffrey Lefebvre
Mr and Mrs,. Gregory E. Leibel
Mr. and Mrs. Dale L. Lenov
Mr and Mrs. Albert F. Leo
Ms, Josephine Leone
Ling Liang. Ph.D
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W Limbach
Mr. and Mrs Ke\ in J Lindsey
Ms. Mara F, Lipschultz
Mr. .Andrew- 1 Lombard
Ms. Barbara D Long
Mr and Mrs. James T. Lorditch
Mr. and Mrs. Roberl Lougjhne) Si
Mr. and Mrs David L. Luckenbill
Mr and Mrs. Joseph P. Lynch
Mrs. Kathryn E. MacFarland
Mr. Alexander B Magouq
Mr ,ind Mrs Thomas J. Maher
Mr. and Mrs Joseph F Man
Mr and Mrs. Michael Malia
Rita S. Mall. PhD
Mrs. Miriam M. Mallov
Mrs. BemadeneC Malorje
Mr and Mrs. Stephen R Manning
Mr and Mrs. William A. Marano
Mr. and Mrs. Vasilio T Marchio
Mr. and Mrs. Steven D. Marino
Mr and Mrs. David L Marshall
Mr. andMrs Thomas J Maslo
Mr and Mrs Stephen W.
Matraszek
Mr. and Mrs Mark G, Mazur
Mr and Mrs. Silvio Mazzuca Jr
Mr and Mrs Joseph Me Adams
Mr. Daniel BiMcAllistei
Mr and Mrs Joseph E. McAllister
Mr and Mrs. Daniel P
McBrideSc
Mr and Mrs. Patrick K McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs Eugene M
McClaffcnv
ETC and Mrs. Francis J McDonald
Mr and Mrs. Patrick M McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory M
McDonough
Mr and Mrs. James. J McFaddcn
Mr. and Mrs Joseph P McGctugan
Ms Mary T. McGlynn
Mr and Mrs Michael McGovem
Mr Robert J McGranaghan and
Mr. James M Beek
Mr. .ind Mrs. John T. McGnUfa
Mi loseph T. McGrath
Mr. andMrs William J McGrath
Mr and Mrs. Michael J McHale
Mr and MlS. Thomas J. Mellalc
Mr and Mrs Douglas M MJntrye
Mr Charles E McJKee
Mr .unl Mi- James I McKcnna
Mi and Mrs. Brian D. Mil aren
Mr and Mr- NelsonA McLaren
Mr andMrs Thomas G McMillan
Ms Dons M McNuh)
Mr and Mrs James MiPtulcrnv
Mi and Mrs ( reg| McVfeene)
Mr and Mis RobCfl Ml
Ms Vnn M Median
Mr. and Mrs Dennis J. Median
Steven I. Meisel. Ph.D
Mr. and Mr, A MeltSSaratOS
Mr and Mrs Nicolas Meloscia
Mr and Mrs. Steven A Merchant
Mr. and Mrs Dennis Mercurio
Mr. and Mrs Joseph C. Mesiano
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Messner
Mr, Marybeth Milcetich
Mr. andMrs Hollis Millei
Ms Judith Miller
Mr. andMrs. Ronald S Miller
Ms. Patricia A Minner
Ms Stephanie Modeste
Mr and Mrs. Frank G. Moffetl
Dr. and Mrs Daniel L Mollilt
Mr. and Mrs Douglas G Moneeh
Ms. Helen Montagnaro
Mr. and Mrs. Steven C
Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher C. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Moran
Mr and Mrs,. Willard L Moran
Mr and Mrs. John R. Morris
Mr William T. Morris
Ms Maxioe D. Morton
Ms Christine Moss
Mrs Margaret Mosieller
Mr and Mrs. John J Muchorski
Mr and Mrs Sahatore Mugen
Mr. and Mrs. Leo E Muldoon
Mr. and Mrs Brendan Mulholtand
Mr mA Mrs Mark F Mutlellv
Ms Joanne T Mullm
Mr and Mrs John P Mulroy Jr
Ms Mane B. Mulvillc
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Murph>
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Murrav
Mr. andMrs Edwin E Musser
Mr. and Mrs. Danny K. Naglc
John and Barbara Naglc. Ph.D.
Mr and Mrs. Anthony J Nanni
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis J. Narango
Mrs \nne P. Neducsin
Mr. andMrs Robert W. Ncff
Mr and Mrs. Charles B. Newer
Mr and Mrs Ronald D. New master
Mr and Mrs. Quan H. Nguyen
Mr JerTeryJ. Noble
Mr Mil T.Noel
Ms Lisa A. Nolan
Mr and Mrs. Charles J. O'Brien
Mr and Mrs. Martin J O'Donnell
Mr and Mrs: Richard O'Donnell
Ms i wonneA. O'Garro
Mr and Mrs. Edmond 1 <>Vill
Mr and Mrs. Anthon) E Odoriskj
Ms \ndrea Z. Okagavva
Mr .indMrs. Stephen J Olesik
PalnceA-Oppligcr. Ph D
Mi and Mrs. Alexander Oshannricn
Mi. and Mrs Gregory R on
Mr. and Mrs Joseph T. Owens
Mr and Mrs Francis PalnU
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P P.mepmio
Mr. and Mrs N'meenl J
Pannepacker Sr
Mr. ;ind Mrs David P.ione
Mr and Mis, Raymond J Papin
Dr. and Mrs RiehanJA. Pascucci
Ms. U>is H. Palterson
Mr. and Mrs Donald J Pen.li
Mr. and Mrs Ronald J Pell
Ms Sofia Peloso
Mr and Mis t'heski I Penza
Mr. and Mrs Gil M IVrcira
Mrs. Diane E. Pema
Mr and Mrs Edward J Peterson
Mr. andMrs Joseph D Petrozzini
Mr. and Mis Jack M Hnllips
Mi and Mrs WtUiara Plerznik
Mr and Mrs Leonard W 1'ielr/ak
Mr and Mrs Nicholas J Pino
Mr m^i Mrs Francis J Puck
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Mr and Mrs. Al Pompeo
Mi and Mrs. Richard Pompizzi
Mr and Mrs. Joseph \ Powell
Mr, and Mis. John P Prcndeigasi
Mi and Mrs Edward i Pi i
Mi and Mrs Edward Prokop
Mr. and Mrs Mark I PruMZ
Mi andMrs.John A PrybeUi
Mr and Mr- James Pundcrson
Mr and Mrs John W. Queroli
Mr and Mrs. Thomas A
Quigley Jr.
Mi and Mrs John J Qumn
Mr and Mrs loseph M RafTcrtv
Mi and Mr? nmothj S Rakes
Mr and Mr- Mark H Ralston
Mi Joseph R.ip.'iiiski
Mr and Mrs Kenneth H Rang
Mr and Mrs. David M Raucci
Mr and Mrs. Michael C Ray
Mi Samuel L Raj
Mis MargaretM. Rayca
Mr KcvmC. Reddingion
Mr and Mrs. Thomas J. Regan
Mis \I\aC. Register
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Reichert
Mr. and Mrs. Emesi A Reinier
Mr and Mrs. James J Rementer
Mr and Mrs. Michael J- Ren/i
Mr and Mrs. Nikoloav Revenidis
Mr .md Mrs. Dawd L. Rhoads
Mr Thomas Richards
Mrs. Lisa L. Ridgewa)
Mi .,[,J Mrs. J. Edward Rife
Ms. Suzanne iMoranl Riordan
Mr jnd Mrs. Gilbeno Rivera
Ms. Primiti\a Rivera
Mr and Mrs. Joseph C. Ri/zo
Mr. mk\ Mrs, Francisco Robles
Mr. and Mrs. Salvador Robles
Mr. and Mrs. Michael H Rodgers
Mi and Mrs Jaques J. Rodrigue
Ms. Man. Jane Roelofs
Mr and Mrs Thomas Roger-
Mr and Mrs. Stephen Roman
Mr and Mrs John J. Romano
Mr. and Mis John D. Rossi Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Roue
Mr and Mrs William E. Ruff
Mr and Mrs. Daniel T Russell
Mr and Mrs. Robert M. Ruzzi
Dr and Mrs. William J RyanJr.
Mr JohnM. R\bnik
Mr and Mrs Joseph A. Sabol
Mr. and Mrs. John Sacca
Ms Joan SadoIT
Mr. and Mrs William L Saffici Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Salerno
Mr and Mrs. Michael Sander
Mr ind Mrs Geoffrey H Saunders
Mr James A. Scallan Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William J
Sehaller 111
Mr and Mrs. John E. Sefmer
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence H.
Schenk Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Philip M. Scbenkel
Ms. Dorofiq F. SchindUnger
Mrs Louise M Schmidt
Mr .uid Mrs. Edward w
Schneidemian
Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Schofield
Mr. and Mrs. Alfons Schork
Mr. and Mrs. Roben Schrank
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Sehuller
Mr and Mrs Barry A. Schultz
Matthew Schure, Ph.D.
Mr and Mrs. Ruben J Scotl
Mr and Mrs. John C Seam
Mr. John Sebastian
Mr and Mrs. Randall L. Selah
Mr and Mrs Daniel Sellers
Mr and Mrs. Joe Sha
Mr and Mrs. Joseph C Sharp Sr.
Mi and Mrs. Roben J- Sharpc
Mi ind Mrs Raymond w Shay,
Mr Pctci P. ShehnsU Jr.
Mi and Mrs. Glenn A. Shn eh
Mi and Mrs Thomas -\ Sieck
Mi Sumie \ Simon
Ms Pain, i.i M Simons
Mi and Mrs Frank SipiCS
Mi and Mrs 1'ainck J Slater
Mr and Mrs. William J. SI, ue\
Mr and Mrs. Date A. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Smith
Mr. and Mrs Keith W.Smith
Michael F Smith. Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs Robert H. Smith
Mr and Mrs Timoth) J Smith
Mr and Mrs. Joseph P. Smokm ich
Mr and Mrs. Emesi J. SobkoW
Mr. Jose L Somavilla
Ms. Patricia R. Springer
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Springer
Mr. and Mrs Roben P Stack
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Stampa
Mr. and Mrs. Peter N. Stamponc
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Siefanides
Ms Jean S. Steinhart
Mr and Mrs. Patrick M. Slephan
Ms June B. Sterling
Mis. Dolores M Stevenson
Mr, and Mrs. Robert C. Stewart
Ms, Dorothy A. Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Bayard T. Store)
Mi Bertram L Strieb
Mr. and Mrs James M Sullivan
Mr and Mrs James T. Sullivan
Mr and Mrs. Terence J. Sullivan
Mr and Mrs. Stephen J, Sulock
Mr and Mrs. William P. Sweeney
Mr and Mrs. John R. Szablewski
Mr and Mrs. William R. Szulborski
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Tarc/ynski
Mr and Mrs. Robert Taylor
Mr and Mrs. Carl J. Tenblucci
Ms Virginia tTepperl Mehrer
LynneA Texter.Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Thaler
Mr and Mrs. John F. Tharan Sr
Mr and Mrs. Gregor. M Thayer
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G
Thtbodeau
Mr and Mrs. Gerald D. Thompson
Mr and Mrs Norman E. Thompson
Mr. Robert W. Thompson
The Hon. and Mrs. Arthur R. Tdson
Mr and Mrs. Robert H Tinsley
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tischner
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob J. Tokar
Mr and Mrs. Joseph V.
Tomaszewski
Mr. and Mrs. Stante) S
Tomaszewski
Mr. and Mrs. Martin B. Toner
Ms. Sara Ann Trachtenberg
Mr. and Mrs. James Tramel
Mr and Mrs. Steve W. Tremblay
Mr. and Mrs James M. Iticarico
Mr and Mrs Michael R Triglia
Mr and Mrs. Edward J. Troy
Mr. and Mrs. Jack A Tsikitas
Mr and Mrs, Anthony J. Turehi
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Turehi
Mr. and Mrs. Jack D.Tyler Jr.
Mr, and Mrs. Richard Tyrol
Mr, and Mrs. William C. Ubbens
Mr. and Mrs. Shandyal P. Uzagir
Mr. and Mrs. Calogero Vaccaro
Mr. and Mrs. William J Van Belle
Mr. and Mrs. WiUard E.
Vandiv er Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Veascy Ml
Mr. and Mrs Thomas D. Veilz
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Vermitsky
Ms. Sarah O. Yiskochd
Mi and Mrs w illiam I Voge\
Mr and Mrs Michael I Vol
Mi and Mrs James Wngnci
Mr and Mrs Joseph J Wagner
Mi and Mrs i rikWahlberg
Mr. and Mrs MarkC Walker
Mr. and Mrs lames G Walls
Mrs. Carmella Walmsley
Mr and Mrs Ephraim S.
Wallers Jr
Ml and Mrs Michael F Walters
Mr, and Mrs. William J Ward Si
Mr and Mrs. diaries L. Warner
Mr. Thomas J. Wasekanes
Mi and Mrs. Robert L. Watkins
Ms. Shawn Wearer
Mr and Mrs. John Weiulhng
Mr and Mrs Francis Wetherhold
Ms Jane LW'cthei hold
Mr and Mrs. Michael R
Wetherhold
Mrs Ann Whelan
Mr and Mrs, Arthur E Wienslaw
Mr and Mrs Raymond I Wiley
Samuel J. \Vi!e>. Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Wilhelmi
Mr. and Mrs Johnny R Williamson
Mr William D Wine
Mr and Mrs. AJonza WinfieJd
Mi and Mrs Martin Wisnieski
Mi and Mrs. Robert V, Wisniewski
Ms Andrea Wittenberg
Ms. Edith (Stead) Wurman
Mi and Mrs Da\ id D Witulski
Mr and Mrs James 0. Woods
Mr and Mrs. Hollis Woseley
Ms Lynetle M. Yetto
Mr. and Mrs. John Zaventnik
FJr. Anne E. Zayaitz
Ms. Grace Zdanavage
Ms Elaine D. Zclley
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In Memory of Two of La
Benjamin D. Bernstein
June 24, 1907 - - May I, 2003
'-ft f \ \ J«
Benjamin D Bernstein, a philanthropic art collector and
founder ot a prosperous moving and storage company in
Philadelphia, died at the age of 95 on May I A La Salle
University honoran degree recipient in 1984. Bernstein
came from humble beginnings. He dropped out ot school in
the eighth grade to help support his family
In 1929. Bernstein married Evelyn Glauser. Shortly after, she
helped Bernstein set up a business of his own which became
Quaker Moving & Storage Co. As his business was growing,
Bernstein traveled extensively and developed a love ot art
and collecting He began supporting young artists by purchasing their work. He surrounded himself with modern and
contemporary paintings, drawings, prints, and sculptures As his collection grew. Bernstein gave hundreds of works of art
to colleges, institutions, and museums.
"Ben donated upwards of 100 paintings, prints, and sculptures to our Art Museum." said Brother Daniel Burke. F.S.C.,
La Salle University Art Museum rounder and Director. "He would say to me. 'Come down and tell me what you want.' His
house was tilled with such wonderful things ." In recognition of his generosity, the Art Museum's 20th Century Gallery
bears Bernstein's name.
In addition to donating works of art, Bernstein set up and periodically added to an acquisition fund enabling the Art
Museum to purchase other works.
"Ben set up the fund in addition to what he donated, and we would use it to buy paintings trom all periods." explained Br.
Daniel "Ben meant so much to the Art Museum as a
donor and passionate collector. On top of that, he
was a philosopher of life, very wise and witty He had
a very generous heart
"
Bernstein is survived by a daughter. Robin; brothers
Edward and Stanley: and 18 nieces and nephews.
/ iff Briifiniii'n I >. Bernstein's portrait (center) hemp m the La Salle
sity \r: Museums 20m Century Gallery, which hub named after the
\ts benefactor
Fop Bernstein (center) is awarded an honorary I factor 0) Fine \m degree
at the I all 10S4 <. invocation by then President Brother Patrick I His 1 njgfcl 1
andLconJ Perelman. then President. American Paper Products (
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Salle^s Dearest Friends
Joseph F. Flubacher, '35
January 4. 19 14 - June 23, 2003
Joseph F Flubacher. a legendary economics teacher at La Salle
University for 50 years, died June 23 of congestive heart failure at
Cooper Medical Center in Camden, N.J., at the age of 89
A 1935 graduate of La Salle with a degree in economics. Flubacher
worked at La Salle as the president's secretary while earning a
master's degree at Temple University: He joined La Salle's economics
faculty in 1938. and later earned an Ed D in economics from Temple
He retired from teaching in May ot 1988. and was awarded Professor
Emeritus status For many years afterward, he visited the campus
weekly, and was involved with Sigma Phi Lambda fraternm
"Joseph Flubacher was a true 'icon' of La Salle University." said
Brother Michael ). McGinniss, F.S.C., '70, President of the
University. "He personified the discipline of economics for thousands of La Salle alumni over a lengthy, successful career
as a teacher and department chairperson. He championed the Catholic and Lasallian concern for human dignity and social
justice by paying particular attention to the tradition of papal social teaching initiated by Pope Leo XIII in 1891, and
continued in our time by Pope )ohn Paul 1 1. He modeled those great principles in everyday life in all his dealings with his
students and his colleagues in the faculty, staff, and administration."
"To his very last days, he maintained an active interest in his beloved La Salle and its students, particularly those in the
Sigma Phi Lambda Fraternity, of which he was a member The Christian Brothers honored Joe's lifetime of commitment
to La Salle by making him an affiliated member of their religious order. Joe Flubacher gave his life to La Salle University
and we are forever indebted to him. For myself. I am very proud to have known
him as my teacher of freshman economics, my faculty colleague, my friend, and
fellow Lasallian." said Br Michael.
In 1998. he received the Signum Fidei medal from La Salle's Alumni Association
The award, which takes its name from the motto ot the Christian Brothers, Sign
of Faith, is given annually to a person who has made a contribution to societ) In
lOOO. Flubacher received an honorary doctorate from the University
In 1996. The University started a scholarship in his name, given annually to a
senior economics major. Flubacher also received the Lindback Distinguished
Teaching Award at La Salle.
A bachelor. Flubacher is survived by a niece, Rosemary A. Gallagher, a nephew,
James E Gallagher—both of whom graduated from La Salle— and Gallagher's
wife. Christine.
Left Dr.Joseph Flubacher. '}s (seated), made an impression on former economics student DavidT.
Poiess, '80 (right), who chose to honor his mentor in tg$6by founding the Flubacher Scholarship to
support economics students at /..i Salle, including K leber S Nisa, '03 ( back center)
Top: Flubacher in the classroom, circa tg6o






1953 Paul J. McGinnis.
Ph.D. (B.A.) of Sacramento.
Calif., has contributed an
essay "Britain. Race, and the




1 954 William J. Wingel,
Ed.D. (B.A.) of Southampton.
Pa., was inducted into the
Roman Catholic High School
Sports Hall of Fame on April
25. 2003. with his 1950
bowling teammates. In 1950.
the Roman Bowlers beat
Frankford High School for the
Philadelphia City
Championship, and Wingel
had the highest Catholic
League Season average of 1 82
pins per game.
1 956 James A. Gross
(B.A.) is the editor of the
recently published Cornell
University Press volume
Workers' Rights us Human
Rights. In addition, he has
published a three-volume
study of the National Labor
Relations Board and U.S.
labor policy. Gross teaches
labor law, labor arbitration,
and a course entitled Values,
Rights, and Justice in
Economics. Law. and
Industrial Relations at Cornell
University, Ithaca. N.Y.
1961 Charlie Agnew
(B.S.) of Manassas. Va., is a
sell employed investigator. He
received Ins high school
diploma from North Catholic
at the 50th reunion of the
Class of 1 952. Charlie left
North in 1 95 1 a year before
graduation and joined the
Navy later that year; he served
during the Korean War. He
received a GED from the
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania in 1954: and
was discharged from the Navy
in 1954. When the reunion
was planned. Charlie went to
North Catholic and asked if he
could get his diploma from
the school. The request was
presented to the Board of
Directors, and they arranged
to have the diploma presented
at the reunion in late
November 2002.
Martin Ney. Ed.D. (B.S.)
retired as the Atlantic County.
N.J.. Superintendent of
Schools in July 2002.
Following his retirement he
was appointed as an adjunct
instructor and student teaching
supervisor in the Teacher
Education Department at
Stockton State College. N.J.
1962 Russell T. DiBella
(B.S.) of Tabernacle. N.J.. has
been selected as Vice-
Chairman of the Board of
Directors for Liberty Bell
Bank, scheduled to open this
summer in Cherry Hill. N.J.
Joseph A. Guinan Jr. (B.S.)
of Warrington, Pa., celebrated
his 50th wedding anniversary
with wife, Lois, on Dec. 29.
2002. at Ashbourne Country
Club (given by their seven
children including son Joseph
Guinan III, Esq. (B.S. '83)
Classmates in attendance with
their wives were Joseph
Strohlein (B.A.) and Bob
Marr (B.A.)
1964 Robert Giusti (B.S.)
of Arlington, Va.. retired from
the Federal Governmenl aftei
is years. He now works pari
time as Consultant/Auditor for
(ion/ales Consulting Services
1965 Michael J. Bruno
(B.A.ioi Ocean City, N.J..
has been teaching physics
(college prep, A. P.. and
advanced) at Cherokee High
School since September 1986.
On July 1. 2003. he retired
from the Lenape School
District.
William J. Peters, M.D.
(B.S.) of Montana was named
treasurer of the American
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists. He is in private
practice and is the president of
Ob-Gyn Associates in
Bozeman. He is adjunct
professor at Montana State
University. Peters is a past
recipient of ACOG's
Outstanding District Sen ice
Award, and also received the
Outstanding Fellow Award
given by District VIII Junior
Fellows.
1 966 James V. Goddard
(B.A.) of Pitman. N.J., is
finally, after 37 years of
teaching, ready to retire. He
retired in June 2003. He sends
thanks to La Salle and the
Christian Brothers for an
excellent education.
1967 Jim Donahue (B.A.)
of Churchville, Pa., chaired an
executive briefing on
Homeland Security, held in
Philadelphia, and sponsored
by the National Defense
Industrial Association, and
Blank Rome. LLP. The
featured speaker was Mark
Holman. Former Chief of
Staff for Secretary Tom Ridge.
Gerald Page (B.S.) of
Lanham. Md.. is vice
president of Computer
Services Corporation.
1 968 Daniel J. Maguire
(B.A.) of Bryn Mawr. Pa., and
James M. Watson (B.A. '70)
of North Wales. Pa., have
recently formed (hen own real
estate company, with Gabe
Spector, specializing in the
acquisition and development
of office and industrial
buildings. Previously Maguire
was Presideni oi Pitcairn
Properties.
Dennis Manion (B.A.) has
retired to Spain after teaching
English for 35 years in
Philadelphia. He bids adios!
1 969 Stephen P.
Gallagher (B.A.) of Narberth.
Pa., is retiring from the New
York State Bar Association
and returning to the
Philadelphia area to join
Atticus. Inc.. an executive
coaching company for
attorneys.
J. Patrick Henry (B.S.) is the
recipient of a Humboldt
Research Award for Senior
U.S. Scientists. He is a
professor of Physics and
Astronomy and an astronomer
at the Institute for Astronomy
at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. He is internationally
known for his work on
cosmology, the study of the
evolution of the universe as a
whole, and also a member of
the International Science
Working Group planning the
use of the Japanese Space
Agency's ASTRO-E2 satellite
that will be launched in 2003.
Henry will receive a monetary
prize and be invited to conduct
research projects of his
choosing at German research
institutes for a period of up to
12 months. He will receive his
award at the Humboldt
Foundation Annual Meeting in
Berlin, which includes a
reception hosted by the
President of Germany at the
Bellevue Palace, his official
residence.










appreciation for his main
years ol outstanding
leadership and exceptional
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technical and scientific
contributions to AS I'M
Committee D2I on Polishes
The honor, which is
accompanied bv the title of






and special activities at the
task group, subcommittee, and
committee levels.
James M. Watson (B.A.) of
North Wales. Pa., and Daniel
J. MaguirelB.A. '68) of
Bryn Mawr. Pa., have recently
formed their own real estate
company, with Gabe Spector.
specializing in the acquisition
and development of office and
industrial buildings.
Previously. Watson was Senior




1 97 1 James F. Connor
(B.S.) of Birmingham. Ala.,
has recently been promoted to
Vice President of Accounting
at U.S. Steel's facility in
Kosice. Republic of Slovakia.
He began his assignment in
June and will be there for two
to three years.
1 972 Richard Haselbarth
I B.S.) has been appointed Vice
President. Director of Retail
Lending at Willow Grove
Bank. He has 30 years'
experience in wholesale and
retail
residential.









his wife, daughter, and two
sons, he is a FIFA soccer
referee and loves to play golf.
Br. John McDonnell, F.S.C.
(B.A.) will be in South Africa
and Ethiopia as a missionary
for four years. For the past 10
years, he has served as
Principal and President of
West Catholic Hieh School in
Living a Dream
Iya La Bunka, '80, always knew
she wanted to work in television or film.
Today, as the Vice President oi
Productions for Walt Disney Studios,
La Bunka is living her dream.
In truth, she has been living her
dream ever since she moved out to the
Golden State in 1 979—and it all started
here at La Salle University.
"Through La Salle. I got an
internship at Channel 10 (an NBC News
affiliate), and it was a phenomenal
opportunity for me. It was fascinating,
and I absorbed everything," said
La Bunka. whose father. Mikosluv
La Bunka, was a history professor at
La Salle for 25 years.
When she arrived in California,
La Bunka started out on the sets of
independent films working with Roger
Corman, a pioneer in the independent
film industry.
By 1 997. however. La Bunka was
ready to make the move to a studio. She
began working for Disney as an executive production manager.
Six years and a couple of promotions later. La Bunka is the Vice President of Productions
at Disney and loving it.
Since then. She has worked on several major blockbusters such as all three M. Night
Shyamalan movies (The Sixth Sense, Unbreakable, and Signs) and Spike Lee's Summer of
Sam and 25th Hour.
"Once a film gets a green light, it is my job to make sure everything runs smoothly. I act
as the interface between the filmmakers and the studio. It is a balancing act and a challenge
which takes a great deal of diplomacy, but in the end when the finished product is delivered,
we hopefully have a great film." La Bunka said.
"I am in a great place right now." she said. "I work in a positive and inspiring atmosphere
with the best there is in the business and that is enormously satisfying."
Iya In Bunka. 'SO. and daughter. Nina Tarnawsky.
Philadelphia. Pa..
1 973 Philip F. Kinsey
(B.A.) of Philadelphia, Pa.,









Audit at Frankford Bank for
19 years. He left banking in
1995 to work in the
investment brokerage industry.
In June 2000. he returned as
Cash Management Operations
Manager at Sun National
Bank in Vineland. N.J. He
resides in the city with his
wife and two children.
Craig Stephen Trujillo,
C.P.A. (B.S.) of Simsbury,
Conn., is celebrating five
years with the Phoenix
Company as Associate Vice
President of Coiporate Audit.
He spent the previous 22 years
at CIGNA Company. He has
been married to Roxanne for
22 years and has two boys.
Craig and Dan.
1 974 Lou Lombardo
(B.A.) of Maple Glen, Pa.,




Community College by I0 to
4. This event marked his
l.000th career victory as a
baseball coach. This covers
junior high school. American
Legion, and college baseball.
1 975 Col. Ives Fontaine
(B.S.) is one of the key senior
leaders in the War on
Terrorism and is current!) the
Chief of Staff tor the U.S.
Army Special Operations
Command.
1 976 J. Mark McLoone
(B.A.) recently began his new
role as the Chief
Administrative Officer for the
Children's Hospital at
Oklahoma University Medical
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Center in Oklahoma City.
Okla. He is also a Fellow of
the America College of
Healthcare Executives
i ACHE i and » as recentlj
presented the ACHE's "Regent
Aw ard for the Most Innovative
Program—2002."
Diane C. Wilmanski (B.A.)
has rejoined the Federal
Reserve System, this time in
Atlanta's Sixth Federal
Reserve System. She relocated
to Atlanta during 2002 as an
Operations Risk Specialist.
1 978 Vincent D. Moffa
(B.A.) has been named Staff
Vice President of Corporate
Insurance Worldwide for the
Hertz Corporation. He reports
to the C.F.O. of Hertz
Corporation.
Edna Volz (B.A.) of Plymouth
Meeting. Pa., is currently a
Quality and Productiv it)
Manager at Siemens Health
Services in Malvern, Pa. She
recentl) presented a paper at
the ninth annual Denting
Research Seminar at Fordham
University in New York City.
1 979 Peter L. DeAngelis
Jr. (B.S.. M.B.A. '85) left his
position as Chief Financial
Officer of the Universit) ol
Pennsylvania Health System
il'PHS) in June to become
Executive Vice President and
C.F.O. for Catholic Health
East, a 14.000-bed. faith-based
health system that includes,
among other facilities. 31
acute-care hospitals and 46
skilled nursing facilities in 1 1
eastern states from Maine to
Florida. He joined Penn in the
summer of 1997: and only two
years later, was promoted to
C.F.O. During his four-year
tenure as C.F.O.. he was one
of the driving forces behind
the Health System's
remarkable financial recover)
and stabilization. He took the
lead in designing UPHS's
successful "(Ode Green"
initiative—an ongoing effort
designed to rapidly and
efficiendy secure payments for
services provided.
Kevin P. Hanawa) (B.A.) of
Sew ell. N.J.. has been
awarded Diplomat status by
The American College ol
Healthcare Executives
(ACHE) at the National
Healthcare Congress held
annually in March in Chicago.
111. Also. Hanawa) received
national certification in critical
care nursing, earning the
credential "CCRN."
1 981 Joe Large (B.S.) of
Oviedo. Fla.. retired as a
Major from the Army National
Guard and was promoted to
regional Sales Director at
Organon Pharmaceuticals in
Orlando. Fla.
Carlton A. Payne. Ph.D.
(B.A.) of Philadelphia. Pa.,
has been promoted to Director
of Behavioral Health for the
Philadelphia Prison System.
1982 Nicholas J.
Vaccarino (B.S., M.S. '89) of
Philadelphia. Pa., was recently
promoted to the position of
Director. Sales and Customer
Support at Pennsylvania Gas
Works. He has been with
PGW for 23 years.
1 983 Joseph F. Conners
(B.S.) of Erdenheim. Pa., has
been promoted to Executive
Vice President of Beneficial
Sav nigs Bank. He will
continue to serve as Chief
Financial Officer. Conners is
as live in many non-profit
organizations. He serves on
the boards of La Salle
Academy and the Philadelphia
Young Playwrights, and is also




Chris Durkin (B.A.) ol
Jenkintown. Pa., was awarded
a 200 1 -2002 Regional Emmy
Award for "Outstanding spot
news—extended coverage" foi
producing coverage of the











Office of Catholic Education
for five years of volunteer
service to the Saint Aloy sius
(Pottstown, Pa.) parish CCD
Program. Since 1 998. he has
been a fifth-grade catechist.
instructing nearly 100 students
in the basics of Catholic
formation. For over five y ears.
McShane has worked full-time
as the Director of Institutional
Advancement at Saint Pius X
High School and is currently
pursuing his master's degree
in education at Alvernia
College in Reading. Pa.
1984 Roberts.
Brittingham (B.A.) is the
Chief Operating Officer at the
Weichert Title Agency Inc.. in
Cherry Hill. N.J. He and his
wife. Mary, have two children.
Christian and Erin.
Thomas A. Klaus, C.P.A.
(B.S.) has been named Vice
President and Director of
Internal Audit for Harleysville
Insurance Co. He is
responsible for directing the
internal audit unit in
performing independent
appraisal activities within the
company's promotion. He has
more than 1 6 years of
experience in the internal
audit function.
Ralph J. Mauro. Esq. (B.S.).
a partner in the Business &
Finance Group at Kleinbard.
Bell & Brecker L.L.P..
Philadelphia. Pa., was a
speaker and panelist at a
Symposium entitled.
"Corporate Governance after
Enron." The event was held on
March 13. 2003. at La Salle
and was sponsored by the
School of Business
Patrick B. Shanahan (B.S.)
was named "Teacher of the
'tear" at Roman Catholic High
v hool by the faculty.
1986 Marie l Robinson
)
Elliott (B.S.) of Jenkintown,
Pa . retired in I995 alter 2S
years in the insurance
business. Since then, she has
worked part-time at various
financial planners' offices.
Currently, she is a volunteer at
Fox Chase Cancel (enter ami
has received a 500-hours
re< ognition pin. She is also a
volunteer at Immanuel Church
doing payroll for a 20-member










Division, is the recipient of
the division's 2002
Distinguished Scientific
Achievement Award. She was
recognized "for her significant
contributions to advancing the
science of ecological risk
assessment."
1 988 Brian K. Butler
(B.A.I is currently a Program
Analyst for the City of
Philadelphia's Adult Services.
Butler earned a Master of
Social Work degree from
Temple University's School of
Social Administration on May
29
Thomas J. Hill (M.B.A.) of
Philadelphia. Pa., was
appointed Director of Finance
at Manor College on January 1.
Kenneth J. Palczewski (B.A.)
has been named the Dean of
Students at Schuyler-Colfax
Middle School in Wayne. N.J..
where he resides with his
wife. Maureen, and two
children. Peter and Brenna.
This past basketball season, he
led the Wayne Valley High
School Girls' Basketball team
to a school record 23-3
season, and was named
Passaic County Coach of the
Year.
1989 Christopher I).
DiPasquale. D.O.I B.S.I ol
Blakeslee. Pa., graduated this
June from his residency at
Grandview Hospital in
Dayton. Ohio. He has
accepted a position with
Mountain Valley Orthopedics
in Stroudsburg, Pa., and
started this July.
Moira (Molly) (Gillespie)
I iandra (B.A.) and husband.
Joseph, brought then son.
Matthew, home to then family
in August 2002. Matthew was
born in South Korea ami joins
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A Generous Gift
The photograph shown to the right (of
Philadelphia's Kimmel Center for Performing
Arts) was taken by La Salle alumnus John
McGrail, '69, and used as the cover of a large
format book on the city of Philadelphia. The book,
written by Kurt R. Niland and produced in
cooperation with the Greater Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, was published in 2002 by
Community Communications. Inc. McGrail is the
feature photographer in this book and a similar one
produced by CCI in 1997, titled, Philadelphia:
World Class!
In the book's chapter on education, McGrail's
photos of La Salle's campus are featured in a two-
page spread on the University. McGrail generously
donated these photos and others to his alma mater
as a gift-in-kind. Several are featured on the pages of this issue.
A professional photographer for nearly 30 years. McGrail's work has appeared in such
magazines as Life, Time. Fortune. Business Week. Discover, Smithsonian, and People, and has
been published in more than 80 countries. He specializes in aerial, historical,
maritime/nautical, and panoramic photography.
A native Philadelphian. McGrail said his proudest accomplishment is the work he has
done to represent the city where he grew up. "I have an extensive file of historic Philadelphia
images that I get constant calls for. It is a place that I certainly treasure, and I think I've done
a pretty good job of representing it to the world," he said.
McGrail and his family currently reside in Bucks County. He can be contacted through his
Web site at www.johnmcgrail.com.
big brother. Kerry.
Joanie (Alston) Lovelace
(B.S.N.) of Bryn Mawr. Pa., is
Patient Care Manager at
Mercy Fitzgerald Hospital.
She reports that her father
passed away due to lung
cancer and baby sister has
been diagnosed with breast
cancer. She asks that everyone




M.S.N. '93) of Medford. N.J.,
is an Assistant Professor of
Nursing at Rutgers University.
She developed a School Nurse
Certification program at
Rutgers. She recently traveled
to Anguilla to hold a two-
week asthma camp for pre-
adolescents with asthma.
Kathleen (Hurley) Ramirez
(B.A.) of Philadelphia. Pa., is
a stay-at-home mom for now.
She has two children—pre-
schoolers—so she is
temporarily retired.
1991 Eugene J. Halus Jr.
(B.A.)of Souderton. Pa.,
recently received a Ph.D. in
political science from The
Catholic University of
America.
Kyle Maryanski (B.S.) has
been named a Partner at
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Pamela Monaco, Ph.D.
(M.A.) of Media. Pa., has just
adopted her sixth child, a girl
from China. She has four
biological sons and one other
daughter from China.
1 992 Nathan S. Kerr




and is scheduled to graduate
in December 2003.
Mark Krajnak (B.A.) has
been named Senior Manager
of Corporate Relations of
Genentech. Inc., a
biotechnology company based
in South San Francisco,
Calif., and the number two
biotechnology company in the
world. He moved from
Somerville. N.J.. to San
Francisco and became
engaged in April to Leslie
Boka of Milltown. N.J. They
will reside in San Francisco.
Michael Quarry (B.S.) has
been promoted to Regional
Sales Manager at AOL Time
Warner. He is in his fifth year
as a high school basketball
official in Southern N.J. on
Camden Board #34.
Dianne Salter (M.B.A.) has
been named Vice President
for Insurance for Jefferson
Health System. She will be








of insurance and claims
experience, and she joins JHS
from March Inc. (formerly
Johnson and Higgins) where
she served most recentlj .i^
managing director for
healthcare-casualty.
Patrick Thiele (B.S.) of
Gaithersburg. Md., is
currently employed at SAP
Labs, Inc., as a Product
Manager specializing in the
Federal Public Services
Sector.
Sally Ting (B.A.) has been
promoted to Director oi
Marketing at arcplan Inc. She
is responsible for strategy in
North and South America,
leveraging a strong customer
base, industry expertise, and
superior products.
1 993 Kathleen E.
Brooking (B.A.) successfully
passed the Washington State
Bar Exam in February 2003.
She is a graduate of the
I ni\ ci sii\ oi Pittsburgh I j»
School. 1999. She resides in
Seattle. Wash.
1 994 Deirdre (Lynch)
Tennant (B.A.) of Oahu.
Hawaii, recently won the
Ironman Japan competition.
Tara McCafferty (B.A.) of
North Brunswick, N.J.. is
Manager of Finance at
Bristol-Myers Squibb Inc..
and recently became engaged
to Brian Helfrich.
1 996 Natalia Hayes
(M.A.) of Bryn Mawr. Pa.,
received a Ph.D. in Russian
and Second Language
Acquisition this year at Bryn
Mawr College.
Toni Lou Seibert (B.S.N.) of
Pitman. N.J.. is the
Coordinator for the Camden
County Sexual Assault Nurse
Examiner Program (SANE).
SANE is a victims-centered
program providing quality
care to victims of sexual
assault 24 hours a day. seven
days a week. The forensic
field is relatively new for
nurses, and Seibert invites
those interested in finding out
more to contact her.
1 997 Kathy Kellett
Chiovitt (B.A.) of
Fallsington, Pa., received the
Master of Divinity from
Princeton Theological
Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - 2003 V
Seminan. at the school's 19 1st
Commencement Exercises in
Ma\ 2003. The Master of
Divinity is a three-year
graduate degree that is the
basic professional degree for
ministry.
1 998 Arlene E. Grace
l B.A.I received the Master of
Divinity from Princeton
Theological Seminary at the
school's 191st
Commencement Exercises in
May 2003. The Master of
Divinity is a three-year
graduate degree that is the
basic professional degree for
ministry.
Heather McClung (B.A.) of
Downingtown, Pa., has
graduated from Johns
Hopkins Medical School and
will begin her internship at
Pennsylvania Hospital,
followed by her residency at
the Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania in
anesthesiology.
1 999 Patrick Gallagher
(B.A.I has been named Head
Women's Swimming Coach at
the NCAA Division I School
Saint Francis University, in
Loretto. Pa. He arrived at
Saint Francis after serving as
an assistant coach at Cornell
University during the last two
seasons.
Denise M. Krystopa (B.A.)
of Philadelphia. Pa.,
announces her engagement to
Jonathan MacBride. They
have set a date for September
25. 2004.
2000 Jason V. HilKB.S.)
of Flourtown. Pa., is engaged
to Lauren Richmond (B.A.
•01).
Nicole M. Lanzalotti (B.A.)
graduated cum laude from
Widener University Law
School in Wilmington, Del.,
with the degree of Juris
Doctor in Ma) 2003.
Maria L. Whitman iB.S.i
was recentl) accepted into the
M.B.A. class of 2005 at the
W harton School of the
University ol Pennsylvania.
2001 Lauren Richmond
(B.A.) is engaged to Jason Y.
HilKB.S. "001 of Flourtown.
Marie Wojcik Wolanin
(B.A.I of Bensalem, Pa., was
commissioned as an Ensign in
the U.S. Navy in July 2001
and has been attending Drexel
University College of
Medicine since August 2001.
Marriages
1987 John J. Eder Jr.
(B.S.I to Cheryl Klase.
1992 NathanS. Kerr
(B.A.) to Lisa Verber.
1 997 Mark Robertson
(B.S.) to Jennifer Hendler.
2000 Cheryl Giannattasio
(B.A.) to Jason Knauer.
Jenna Long (B.A.) to Craig
Mackey.
2001 Marie Wojcik (B.A.)
to Lt. Alfred J. Wolanin III.
Births
1 982 A son. Kenneth
William, to William and Daryl
(Landgraf) Baldwin (B.S.)
1 985 A son. Brett
Nicholas, to Gerard and
Pamela (Rosso) Duffey
(B.A.)
1 989 A daughter. Annalyse











Maura Grace, to Mark and
Marci (Kuttlerl Shankweiler
(B.A.)
1991 A son. Vincent
Bruce, to Joe Csercsevits
(B.A.) and Cilia (Russol
Csercsevits (B.A. '92); a
daughter, Miriam Ann. to Lisa
Donahue (B.A.) and Ken
Rose (M.B.A. '97l: a son.
Joseph, in Christina and
Eugene J. Halus Jr. (B.A.)
1 992 A son. Aidan Farrell.
to Bill and Beth (Fabritius)
Moreau (B.S.): a son.
Brendan Aaron, to Jade and
Christopher B. Taulane
(B.S.); a son. Ryan Patrick, to
Laura and Patrick Thiele
(B.S.); a daughter. Kathleen
Elizabeth, to Karah and Mike
ZifflB.A.)
1 993 A son. Tyler Andrew
George, to Matthew and
Andrea iDotsey) Bramblett
(B.A., M.B.A. "01); a son.
Enki Anthony, to Philippe and
Theresa (Pisani) Moniez
(B.A.)
1 995 A son. Ryan James,
to James and Michelle
(Connery) Dwver (B.A.)
1 997 A son. Quentin
Mekhi. to Ronald and Delvia
(Walker) Glover (B.S.)
1 999 A son. James
Michael, to Michael and Erica
(Lawson) Black (B.A.)
2002 A son. Sean Charles,




George C. Kelly, '28
Patrick E. Dooley, '34
John J. Kelly. '37
Joseph McCabe. '37
Harry C. Scarpa. M.D.. '38
Abraham H. Glick.
D.D.S.. '39
John M. Spann. '34
Nicholas F. Pensiero, '40
James F Kennedy. '43
Robert Pascucci. '43
Donald A. Comely. M.D.. '47
Rev. Francis X. Morrison. '4S
Richard F. Bridgeford, '49
William Gates Snyder, '50
James T. Sullivan Jr.. '5
1
( (scar P. DiGiacomo,
M.D.. 53
John Finlev. '53
Edward P. Hurley. '53
Richard A. Kiley. '53
John G. Carnila. '54
William H. Lockard. '54
Paul T Frankenfield Jr.. '55
Col. Joseph L. Hunter. "55
Robert P. Dolan. "56
Robert E. Neducsin. '56
Hon. John J. Pettit. '56
Joseph W. Ellsperman. '58
Harry C. Portland. '58
Philip J. Patelmo. '60
Joseph W. Lesser. '61
Augustine F Falcione. '62
Bill McShain. '62
Louis O. Pisacano. '62
Herbert H. Hoensch. '63
Michael A. McGIinchy. '63
Earl F Nickerson. '63
Charles Smith. '63
Joseph J. Sikora. '64
Charles S. Cobb Jr.. '65
Rev. Martin R. Conley. "66
John J. O'Donnell Sr.. "66
Lawrence J. Franiak. '68
Thomas C. Faris. "69
Francis John Costigan. '70
Frank J. Farnan. '70
Edmond Joseph Roth. '71
John William Cantz. '73
Phillip H. Robinson. '73
Rita Hagler Manganaro. '74
Frank J. Dunn. '75
Edward R. McCarthy. '78
James P. Quinn. '79
Sandra E. Goren, '89
Thomas George Sharp. '90
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Honoring Thomas Curley, '70




6th and Market streets
Philadelphia, PA
For more information
call Br. Gerry Molyneaux
215/951-1844




Warren E. Smith, M.D., '54, Award & Scholarship
Honoring
Robert E. Wyatt Sr., '78
President & GEO
R Wyatt Services Group LLG
Friday, November 7, 2003
La Salle Union Ballroom, 2nd Floor
6:30 p.m. cocktails, 7:30 p.m. dinner
R.S.V.P. by Friday. October 31. 2003
For questions, call the alumni office at 215.951.1535 or 888.4.alum.lu or e-mail alumni@lasalle.edu
2004 Corporate Sponsors
Fairway Automotive Group • Houghton Mifflin Company
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Annual Alumni Association Awards Bestowed on November 14
Anthony Cardinal Bevilacqua. Archbishop Emeritus of
Philadelphia, is this year's Signum Fidei Medal recipient. The
medal derives its name from the motto of the Christian
Brothers. Sign of Faith. The Alumni Association presents the
award each year to an individual who has made noteworthy
contributions to the advancement of humanitarian principles in
keeping with the Christian/Judeo traditions.
Since coming to Philadelphia in 1987. Cardinal Bevilacqua
has made spiritual renewal of the faithful a priority and has
undertaken an active pastoral ministry. He regularly visits
parishes and schools throughout the archdiocese as well as
people of all faiths through his visits to state hospitals, prisons.
Christian churches, and synagogues. Cardinal Bevilacqua was
the first and only Cardinal in the world to host a live weekly
radio call-in program, entitled Live with Cardinal Bevilacqua,
which aired on WZZD-AM in Philadelphia from 1995 to 2000.
Cardinal Bevilacqua continues to make regular appearances on
national and local television and radio programs.
Elmer F. (Bud) Hansen Jr.. '58. will receive the John J.
Finley Award, given annually in recognition of those who have
provided outstanding service to the University and the Alumni
Association. The award is named in honor of John J. Finley,
'24. affectionately known as "Mr. La Salle.''
Hansen is President/C.E.O. of Hansen Properties. Inc.. a
company that engages in real estate development for
commercial, residential, and golf course communities. He is a
member of La Salle's Board of Trustees. Explorer Club, and
Advancement Committee. He also is the owner and operator
of the Blue Bell Country Club and sponsors the annual
President's Cup Golf Tournament.
We Want to Hear About You!
If you have news, we want to know! Complete this form and send to: Office of Alumni Relations,
La Salle University, Box 830, 1900 W. Olney Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19141
Name:
Degree: Class: Address:










We use several sources to gather
appear in La Salle Magazine, or thi
nformation for Alumni Notes. If you prefer






Please send the following information on LI admissions LI planned giving
LJ alumni-admissions LI volunteer information
LI chapter activities
M) Honor Roll of Donors 2002 - 2003
Give your career a bright future. Check out La Salle's
Graduate and Adult programs.
Visit our sites in Northwest Philadelphia, Bucks County, and
Gwynedd-Mercy College during one of our upcoming Open
Houses:
Main Campus: Nov. 2 • Bucks County: Nov. 9
Both are held from I to 2:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
grad@lasalle.edu • www.lasalle.edu • 21S.951.1100
The University Board of Trustees 2002-2003
Kathleen Burns 75, M.B.A., '80 Walter P. Lomax Jr., M.D., '53 Joseph J. Willard, F.S.C, '64
Maj. Gen.William F. Burns, '54 Joseph F. Mahon, F.S.C, '62
Jose Cervantes Hernandez, F.S.C.
Robert J. Christian, 71
Morton S. Mandell, M.D.
Robert N. Masucci, '61
Chairman, Board of Trustees
James J. Lynch, 71
J. Russell Cullen Jr., '60
Thomas Curley, 70
Sharmain Matlock-Turner
William J. McCormick Jr., '58
President of the Corporation
Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C,
Ph.D., 70
Kevin Dalmasse, F.S.C, '81
Henry G. DeVincent, M.D., '56
Laura Kind McKenna
Helen F. North, Ph.D.
Vice President of the Corporation
Edward Sheehy, F.S.C, Ph.D., '68
Leon E. Ellerson, '56 G. Dennis O'Brien, Ph.D. Associate Professor
Timothy J. Froehlich, F.S.C, '90 David T. Poiesz, '80 History Department
James Gaffney, F.S.C, D.Min. The Hon. Joseph Rodriguez, '55 Treasurer of the Corporation
Nicholas A. Giordano, '65
Elmer F. (Bud) Hansen Jr., '58
Carmen V. Romeo, '65
William R. Sasso, Esq., '69
David C. Fleming, '67
Vice President for Business Affairs
J.Anthony Hayden, '67
William J. Henrich Jr., Esq., '50
William R. Sautter, C.P.A., 71
Robert Schieler, F.S.C, Ed.D., 72
Legal Advisor
Louis A. Petroni, Esq., 77
John Johnston, F.S.C. Eileen H. Slawek
Nicholas J. Lisi, Esq., '62 Kristina L. Wahl, '97
gggoiijE
La Salle Magazine
La Salle University
Philadelphia, PA 19141
